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In the following pages an attemlt has been made to 
indicate developments of production and commerce within. the 
British Empire during the post- -war Period, but based 
Irincipally on the guinquennium 1919-1923. This has been 
done for the most mart by comparison with the r e --war 
lustrum 1909- -1913, and some notice has been taken of the 
effects of the Great War years in so far as they have altered 
conditions within the Empire. 
Each section is based on official Retorts though many 
authorities have been consulted. To give a complete 
bibliography would serve no special purpose, but mention must 
be made of the most admirable "Survey of Overseas Markets" 
published by the Stationery Office in 1925. No government 
publication offers such a rich supply of recent material to 
the economic geographer. From the British Cotton -Growing 
Corporation I have had much information,always readily and 
most courteously given. On the other hand, despite an arry 
of workers, the publications of the British Board of Trade 
lag behind similar pal.ers in all farts of the Emrire. 
Dominion officials in London as in the Dominions themselves 
have supplied information most willingly. In general I 
am indebted to a host of kindly correspondents whom I may 
never meet, but whose assistance I shall never forget. In 
particular I owe a debt that I can never repay to Dr George 
G.Chisholm, the former Reader in. Edinburgh University, from 
whom/ 
whom I learned to love the subject. 
Of the difficulties that beset the worker none are so 
great as those connected with the diversities of statistical. 
records. A unifyrn system of Colonial Reports is perrars 
not desirable, but a somewhat detailed record of the trade 
of each part of the Empire with the whole would be most 
useful. In many cases statistics of production refer to 
exports of the commodity. They are, however, e sufficient 
guide to trade, and in any case are the only statistics 
availablo9 Divergences in Imperial Reports rave frequently 
engaged the attention of Governments, and in 1916 the 
Dominions Commission summarised them for the Dominions and. 
( ) 
Newfoundland. In the case of tie Coloni ee and. 
De /endencies it is more interesting than instructive to 
(2) 
compare one Report with another. 
No effort has been made to write a formal geogra.ìrical 
account of the Emri re . That work has been admirably per- 
formed by many writers who have treated the subject 
regionally and economically. !`Y _purpose has been rather 
to examine, in more d,:tail than is desirable in slob books, 
the progress of Imperial_ _roduction and the problems 
connected with the trade of the Empire. Hence on, a few 
typical commodities have been selected for e.arri_nati on, and 
the accounts of parts of the Empire deal with developmental 
conditions./ 
(1) Cd..8156 of 1916. 
(2)Compare, for example, the Re -.orts of the Gold Coast 
(110.1207) and Nigeria (N o.1197 j for 1923. 
conditions. 
To have written a detailed account of pre-war 
Imperial trade would have unduly lengthened my thesis; I have 
preferred to consider the trade of the rost-v-ar Emrire from 
several standpoints which involve consideration of pre- 
war conditions. 
I entered on this research in the certainty that a self- 
contained British Empire was an economic possibility; my 
studies, however, have led me to the op-i,osite conclusion. 
But while I believe that a self-contained Empire is not 
possible, I am convince( that the economic future of the 
Empire is assured and boreful that Imperial trade may 
increase, though the trade of each Dominion will remain the 
business of its own people. 
'ráo long as ' o11 think ,.:f history as a mere chronological 
narrative ,,o long ;you are in the old lite rarz7 groove wrich . 
leads to no trustworthy knowledge, but only to that r omlïous 
conventional roraancing of which all serious r:en are tired. 
Break the ir o:sy sw ell of narrative; ask -yourself c. ue. tions; 
set you-rsolf problems; your mind will at once take up a 
new attitude; you vyi1l become s.n investigator; %oti cease 
to be solemn an be rin to be seri ons. Now mod ern I:ngl ; sl, 
history u; into two grand problems, the problem of the 
colonies and the nro:AFm of India.. Never c?ld so r.r_anúT 
vast qtt.e,: tions in all rtyrts of the lc'e, c1ize;-tion: 3 a.11 -ïr.p. 
for all sorts of spec.i al knowledge an .Pre ci t t rai ning derend 
upon the decisi on of a p,t.b1.i e. It must be confessed 
that this Yrablic tears ii.s res 1_onsiuil_it;7 lightly! It does 
not even st 11.d- e olonial and :.7_ ,ue t%. on . It e o-,-i not 
consider tl.er: interesting,, e Lce,.t in those rare oases when 
they co?T_:e to the foregrozi.nc1 of o " 
("The EXp£í.nSion. of E17.glt:ir.L(?Tr by J.L.Lí'ri.ey). 
7TRODUCTIO7 
Between Britain and the various parts of the British 
Empire there was, in tine pre-var pe!.iod, a complementary ex- 
change of b rplus p TO d ucts. This simple trade relationship 
by which the Empire fed British workmen and supplied them with 
the raw materials for their multifarioas industries, in exchange 
for filly .manufactured goods, While satisfactory to both parties, 
¡vas neit'ior tIle be-all nor the end-all of either. 
. On the one 
side imperial trade was only a branch of British Overseas com- 
merce; on the other it was not to be exl:ected iat self-governin 
nations of British peoples would remain content in new lands 
where Than life had established an inevitable growth, to continu 
the export of raw materials they themselves coldd :aanufacture if 
their hgme mark.:ets 4ere secured; and there was springing up a 
trade in each D(Iminion, unfettered by British considerations, 
with various parts of t-ne Empire and with all nations of the 
wo rl d . This non-British Dominion trade as of benefit to 
Britain in several ways. Much of it was carried in BritLsh 
ships, t-r;E earnings of which are reckoned as invisible exports; 
the growth of such trade allowed the Dominions to absorb large 
numbers of Brjtish emigrants, to utilise.the services of British 
scientific experts for further development, to employ profitably 
much of the British capital available for investment abroad, and 
to purchase still more British industrial products. 
pre-war / 
Thus the 
pre --war Einp i r ie Kvas in pract i ce o -pen t, o the world ' s commerce on 
ep al terms, and as such favourably regarded by the Great Pcwers 
whose colonies and possessions were preserved for their own 
trade a unde r Various fiscal systems. 
During the War peri od indu stria]. output , migration, 
mercantile shipping, and world trade were seriously dislocated 
for Britain and the Thip i re alike, British industries were 
largely restricted to the production of agar mat eria,l , with the 
result that imperial rnarket s were depleted of British manufactures 
and ,vere forced either to purchase in foreign countries where 
the effects of the War were little felt , or to manufacture for. 
themselves. Emigration from Bri_tai n pract ically ceased; pro- 
duction of materials and food for the fighting forces Kvas main- 
tained by an industrial army within the Empire, reinforced by 
the older men the physically unfit, and patriotic women, or 
purchased at high prices abroad, especially in the United States 
and Japan.. War stores became the cargoes of the Brit ish Mer- 
cantile Marine, much of ,nvh ich was absorbed in war act i.vi t ies - 
the transport of troops, mate ^i als , and wounded, the laying of 
mines, scouting, carrying ;supplies for the navy, etc. Losses 
by accident, enemy fire, submarines; diversion of tonnage to 
the aid of the Allies; and internment in enemy or neural ports 
all helped to reduce the number and efficiency of the 17orlç's 
greatest trade fleet, The>npi.e's share of the services of 
British cargo-carriers was -educed, For the successful pro- 
secution of the War Britain was forced to restrict her foreign 
trade / 
trade, and Imperi i and foreign customers turned to the United 
States and Japan since industrial Europe had neither opportunity 
nor means to supply them- These adverse condii ti e,ns led the 
Dominions to realise that for their economic preservation they 
must extend their industrial undert,akinAs, and build up mer- 
cantile fleets to carry thei..' merchandise. 
tinder these circumstances the period following the 
Armistice was fraught with many difficulties. Factories for 
the production of War material had to be transformed for the 
manufacture of commercial wares , and the tangled thread of 
industrialism had to he unravelled. The beating of swords into 
plouhsh r.es was a less simple operation than in Biblical times. 
Britain's manhood was reduced by very heavy war casualties; the 
numerous war- graves in Flanders, Italy, Gallipoli, Mesopotamia, 
Palestine , and other theatres were linked with large numbers of 
permanently or temporarily- disabled men. Demobilisation threw 
upon a labour market thousands of able -bodied artisans, clerks, 
etc. for whom it had no openings. In the Dominions srimilar 
conditions prevailed, and migration to new opportunities was 
scarcely possible until the Dominions had productively re- absorbed 
their returned soldiers . A decimated Mercantile Marine required 
to be re- conditioned and the war losses made good, if British 
trade was to attempt the recovery of its markets. The Dominions 
were establishing fleets of their own when the world's. idle 
tonnage was deteriorating in its harbours. Each belligerent 
country- had to set its affairs in order before it sought again 
the 
the re- establishment of its foreign trade. Nevertheless the 
years 1919 and 1920 were marked by trade prosperity within the 
Empire, and people thought it would continue indefinitely. On 
the contrary it proved to be short-lived, and the reaction of 
depression brought with it a state of national pessimism. It 
is doubtful it even by 1926 a post -war normality has been at- 
tained, and, while the account of the post -War Empire that has 
been attempted in the fallowing gyring pages gives a summary o litl ne of 
development and trade, it can hardly do more than suggest the 
trend of affairs following the titanic upheaval from which the 
world has emerged shaken, disorganised, doubtful, and suspicious. 
For Britain there are two great problems the, solutions 
of which may be inter- related if not inter -dependent. One is 
the restoration of her foreign trade and especially of her 
domestic exports. It is two- sided,, involving on the one rand 
the recovery of her foreign coal markets in order to reduce 
ate. 
freight charges for in card cargoes; the other hand the 
recapture of markets for her manufactured goods, - exports by 
Means of which in part she can p,a,r for imported food and raw 
materials . The second problem is concerned with her surplus 
population, for her deplorable loss of man power in the War has 
been partly balanced by natural increase and reduced emigration, 
and the population of Great Britain at the census of 1921 showed 
an increase of two millions over that of 1911. This gro,dth of 
numbers is aggravated by reduced national productionlwhile in 
some industries the efficiency of the latest machinery means 
that / 
that fewer operatives are required, and there appears little 
doubt that the coal-mines, and perhaps also the cotton m i.lis, are 
over -manned. Industrial disputes have the double result of 
throwing still more workers out of employment, while the con- 
sequent taxation. for their maintenance and the loss of trade 
reduce the ability of employers to utilise their labour after- 
wards. Trade recovery must mean greater employment at home, 
but it mist also imply greater opportunities in the countries 
with which trade is carried on. 
British trade is suffering most severely on the export 
side, and most seriously in the decline of exports of fully 
manufactured goods. This is daze to the increasingly acute 
competition of such foreign countries as the United States, 
Germany, Czechoslovakia, and Japan, to the protectionist enccL_Ilr- 
agement of manufacturing industries in the British Dominions, 
especially in Canada and Australia, and to the reduced purchases, 
partly due to ecònomic, partlL to political causes, of India 
within the Empire, and of China without the Empire. British 
export: trade must be stimulated in markets which can offer_ the 
return of foodstuffs and raw materials , and such markets are to 
be found most read:i.ly in the lands of the Empi',.e. From this 
point of view the "Buy Empire Goods" policy is a praiseworthy 
attempt to give Dominion produce some advantage over foreign 
commodities. This policy is a belated outcome of the Imperial 
Conference of 1_917 which decided that "the time has arrived when 
all possible encouragement should be given to the development 
of / 
. of Imperial resources, and especially to .make the ii npi : e inde- 
pendent of other countries in respect of food supplies, raw 
materials, and essential industries ." 
In the following pages a table shows that Empire peoples 
are the largest per caput purchasers of British exports, and thus 
any increase of the number of inhabitants in the$e Imperial 
countries would be likely to mean increased exports from the 
United Kingdom. There can be no doubt that British trade within 
the Empire is capable of great development, that this trade 
development must be prepared for by more extensive development 
6f Imperial resources (which are undeniably rich), that to secure 
fuller Imperial production the Dominions r equine to be more 
densely peopled, and that there is ample space and opportunity 
for rallions of settlers in the self - governing Dominions. 
In these two great respects, then, the 'United Kingdom 
and the great self -governing Dominions are carnplement:ary 
British manufactured goods may be exchanged for Imperial food- 
stuffs and raw materials; over-populated Britain can people the 
sparsely- populated Dominions. 
Some indication of the trade of the Dominions is given 
later; meanwhile it may be worth while to examine some com- 
modities of British trade that, have long been regarded as of 
predominant importance. Among exports of British produce 
articles wholly or mainly manufactured comprise about 75 per cent. 
of the value. Of such articles, cotton, woollen and worsted 
Yarns and manufactures, iron and steel and manufactures thereof, 
machinery 
VII. 
machinery, vehicles, electrical goods and apparatus, cutlery, 
hardware implements, and instruments accounted for 70 per cent. 
by value in 1923. 
Cotton yarns and manufactures are the largest group 
of Brit ish exporte, representing in 1923 30 per cent . of the 
value of the exported commodities i.es specif. ied above . Cotton 
yarns:; are exported mainly to the continent of Europe, the only 
part of the Empire buying largely being British India. The 
quantity exported has declined from 210.1 million lbs. in 1913 
to 163.1 millions in 1924. Such a decrease shows the post -war 
instability of European markets. 
Cotton piece-goods, which comprise 20 per cent. of 
the total value of all British exports, show also a serious 
setback in the post --war period. Compared with 7,075.3 million 
yards in 191324,635.7 million yards in 1925 is a serious de- 
crease, representing diminished buying capacity especially in 
India, which purchased over one-third of the quantity exporte d 
in 1923. In the accompanying table the distribution of 
cotton piece- -goods for 1913 and 1925 indicates that the largest 
pre-war markets (the Far. East including tndi.a) are those which 
show the decline, -- 61.7 to 42.1 per cent. 
Export / 
(1) The Board of Trade Journal, Oct. 21, 1925. 
VIII. 
Export of Cotton Piece Goods -- All Kinds 
Markets 1913 1925 
India 43.2.. 28.9 
Australia & New Zealard 3.0 4.4 
United States & Canada 2.2 2.9 
tar East (excluding India) 18.5 13.2 
Europe 5.5 12..0 
Balkans, Near. & Middle East 





North Africa 5.1 707 
West Africa 3.4 6.2 
South and. East Africa Je 2.5 
Average price per yard 
10090 100.0 
3.3d 7.8d 
In the Far Eastern markets the shrinkage of demand in the 
post -war period has been common to all sections. Some 
account of the Indian trade is given later; in China the 
internal disorders, ir. Japan the great earthquake, help to 
explain the fall in imports. In all three countries pro- 
duction of cotton goods has greatly increased. In the Near. 
East, markets have been affected by political disorder: 
following the War. 
Exports / 
IX. 




Piece goods in mill ion square yards 
Gray White 
unbleached bleached 
Dyed and Total 
Print edl Colour. ed Piece 
Goods 
F r ; 
kitWi India 20.2 689 9, 153.3 ; 109.6 ;1,364.4 
Straits Settlt..; .4 15.4 33.1 ' 14.3 14.9 ; 77.6 
kit. W. Africa _ ! 7.0 31,9 34.1 , 33.0 106.0 
4.5 2100 17.7 31.6 74.7 
.7 34.0 38.9 24.2 97,8 
Antra-1 la 22.6 52.1 21.3 75.2 ; 171.2 
Canada 7 (i 7 13 0 15.0 19.6 54.3 
Grand Total 145.0 1300.9 1276.9 632.8 929.7 4.1 140.2 
Bri t .Emp . `;;,; 19.3 60.2 54.2 53.4 42.0 53.1 
Brit. S. Africa 
Iraq 
Woollen yarn and manufact i.tr. es, with a market climati- 
cally different from that for cottons, accounted for less than 
10 per cent. by value of exports of British produce in the period 
1919--23. Of the two principal groups - woollen and worsted 
tissues the Empire purchased 34.7 per cent . by quantity in 
1923 when 211,5 million square yards were exportedrI) The 
largest imperial customers were Canada (13.6 per cent . by quan- 
tity), Australia (8.7), British East Indies (2.3), and New 
Zealand (2.3) . For woollen goods the world purchasers are mainly 
the white races, although Japan. and China also buy largely. 
Hence prices do not have so far -read i g an effect as in the 
cotton trade. Raw wool and raw cotton alike rose rapidly in 
price o,vi ng to shortage of supplies. 
Iron and steel and manufactures thereof, which made 
up 10.1 per cent . by value of British exports in 1909-13, ac- 
counted for only .1 per cent. in 191.9 -2 3; by weight the corres- 
ponding di. / (1) 
168.4 million yards in 1913. 
corresponding fivures were 4.6 millicn to)ik, and 7,.n million tons. 
Machinery exports showed a decline both by percentage 
((i.4 to 6.1) and by weight ((' l. to 0.4 million tons). Whether 
thc iron and steel industr;, i regarded from the point of view of 
prodqction, exports, imports, prices, or the ratio of actual out- 
put to cal,acity, the picture is a gloomy one. Thts may best be 
indicated by a comparison of 1913 with 1924.(I) 
British Iron and Steel Industry 
1913 1924 
Furnaces in blast 338 
Pig iron produced (million tons) 10.3 
Steel output ( It it ) 7.7 
Exports 
( 
It tt ) 5.0 
imports ( It II ) 2.2 
Price of Pig iron per ton (Clevelanc02) 5043. 6d 
't " Steel rails " " (Middlesbrough)0 .120s. 
It 









The small increase in the output of steel is accounted 
for by the war-time expansion of tht, industry; the inc--ease 
imports is the resalt of continental competition. But perhaps 
tile great case (lcaving out of account local factors euch as 
coal and labour difficalbies) underlying the apparently persisting 
depression in this industry, is the decline in the world's con- 
sumption. Her'again, the War ha b brought about economic results 
that have proved disastrous to wo:ld consumption, thoagh, of 
course, when world conditions improve, demand viii improve, and 
it/ 
ÚT he Econamist, Feb. 14 aild April it 1925. 
2JPrice at end of year. 
XI. 
it is not vvi t-,he at hope that Brit; :i sh manufacturers look ahead. 
Export, of Ce.r_ ta;rl Iron and Steel Goods to the Empi. re, 1923 
'Bars, Rods,4 







' Gal- Agri-; 
van- Tinn- Steel , cult- Tex- All 
Iron Steel A B'"' i_sed. ed Rails ural tile 
; kinds 
Figures lare Thousands of Tons 
',Africa - - ' 
_ 
- - - - - 22.3 3.6 
,S,Africa. 3.8 11,3 . . 34.9 . 32.9 2 .6 20.3 
,E,Indies 4., 5 i 45.3 lh, .2, , 5!.8 1.47 .9 58. 82e3 .5 57.1 123.5 
on 
- 3.0 - -- 6.1. - 3.1' v - 2.3 
rang 8.7 86.5 11 ,1. 32.0 112 . 2' 42.4 27.1 1.3 4.5 31.7 
ealn nd . 8.5 17.6. 2.2 4.0 21.7 - 16.8 .5 ® 8.8 
a 2.7 16,w 5,2 - 7,3 27.2 -- , °- _ 9.9 
Total 43.6.337.2-283.0 192.5 602.4 551,1 287.5 13;2, 1-8.6, 432 6 
,Fmp. % 81:4- 59.0 15,7 60.9 61.9 27.7 74.1 47.0 4'7.0 52.6 
F Bars, Rods, ,.Angles, Shapes, and Sections, other than 
of special steel 
rz "Plates and Sheets - A. Plates and Black Sheets under 
+-inch thick (other than Black Plates) . B. All 
other Plates and Sheets not under 1- -inch thick. 
Even so brief an examination of British post --war trade 
in vital exports indicates the serious position cf exports of 
manufactured goods, and shows the necessity for making greater 
efforts than ever before to hold the markets which purchase nom, 
to endeavour to secure a larger share in them, and to seek new 
outlets for industrial products. 
It is desirable, in view of the interest exhibited at 
present in Empire trade, to take stock of Imperial resources and 
potentialities, and, since detailed examination of all commodities 
would I 
would involve immense labour, a selection has been made. The 
complementary nature of Imperial trade has been borne in mind, 
and attention has been concentrated in the first place on food- 
stuffs and raw mate .rials of Which wheat, meat, tea, coffee, cocoa, 
wool, and cotton are typical. In the second place consideration 
of the Empire's coal deposits and trade has some bearing on 
British coal exports which have declined so se rious v There 
follows an economic conspectus of. the Dominions, India, and the 
principal colonies, etc. in which the direction of trade is 
examined and some consideration of post -war developments attempted. 
In each section statistics, mainly official, are given as a 
standard of measurement. While no one would claim that these are 
unimpeachable they serve to indicate where advance has been made. 
Finally, in the concluding section, attention is mainly 
directed to the avowed attempt by Britain to bring about closer 
trade relations with the Dominions by favouring their prod acts, 
and so attain a self - contained Empire. "The fascinating ideal 
of a self -sufficing Empire is again appealing to the minds of 
cit izens, and it is to be hoped that in striving to ensure a nearer 
approach to t 'hat ideal they will not neglect the valuable guidance 
that is to be drawn from a study of the story of the old Empire, 
the real advantages that then accrued both of Coioniear and mother 
country from the pursuit of a similar ideal as well as the very 
grave / 
(1)From 97.7 million tons (including 21.0 million tons 
for ships' bunkers) in 19;3 to 67.2 million tons 
(hunkers 16.4) in 1925. 
X111. 
grave dangers that it also brought in its train. "( 
1) 
On the other hand the evidence adduced does not support 
the ideal of a self-contained Empire, however desirable it may 
be, but points rather to the growth of new independent nations of 
English -- speaking peoples, British by race and British in senti- 
ment) , but; excelling the parent stock in independence of thought 
and action as in virility - peoples to whose hearts Britain may 
be dear, but to uv:hose aspirations the i3ri.t,ási. Empire i., merely a 
sentimental fancy. 
( 1) "The Old Empire and the New" -- A. P. Newton, p. 91. 
W H E A T 
Perhaps no figures of World Production are so interesting 
or important to the British public (which concerns itself. 
(1) 
very little about them) as those of Wheat Crops. The custom 
of securing our daily bread with regularity has staled the in- 
finite variety of statistics regarding cources of supply, and 
this despite the fact that home production yields but a fraction 
of our needs. 
(2) 
The World's Wheat Crops Table 1 
6'RODUCTION IELD PER 
ACRE 
__ 
- f e.Q...,x,. ca.... 
/go?-/3 /q /q -23 /fog --/3 /Rig- 2.3 /qo9 -i3 P5`19- Z.3 /909 -i3 23 ffeq -i3 /If f 1 
rope 






































































Total 191 1,213.1 100.0 100.0 1770.7 1825.81100.0 100. 9.31 8.61 
(1) "Do we really see, as the central fact of our national 
existence, that we aro dependent om countries overseas for 
the means of life? [Our supplies of food] are bought, 
against the competition of other nations, by e xx the 
boldness of our enterprise, the diligence of our labour, and 
the soundness of our financial strength."("Declension" 
by Gentleman with a Duster. ) 
(z) tt.,,, . /4,4. t. 
S .-. . q 2. 6, 
j2_ 1-c~ n-y) 
BRITISH 
FLO U R 
1909 -13 
SOURCES OF 
WHEAT AND FLOUR IMPORT 3. 
//Y gU/VA "/V! T Or WfiEAT CrRf1iN) 
1919-23 
2, 
During the fifteen years that have elapsed since 1908 the 
approxicate total import of wheat into Great Britain has been 
1,688 millions of hundredweights. Divide, into five-yearly 
(1) 
periods among the principal soirees of supply and with the con- 
tributions of each exporting country shown as a percentage of 
the total for each quinquennium the imports are as follow -- 
Tabl ÌIIUEDN 
1909-13 1914-18 
Average Annua To a 
Ifrport (Grain and ii1our) 
in equivalent weight of Grain) 
millions of cwt. 
Percentage share of - 





Rua s ia 


















Thus practically the whole of our imported wheat supply 
is / 
2 
(1) The sources specified in Table contributed almost 98 
per cent of the total imports 1909-1923. 
(2) 
troduct on , 
(mi lli on 
bush.) 




_United States Wheat (a) 
Y1 Exports ' reports 







40 .. , g. 
26.8 12.9 510.8 
i 
_ 
31.a 6 ] 21a6 501.1 
(a) average annual figures based on the "Statistical Abstract 
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is derives' from six cultivating lands the exports of ee c 
f- 
of which vary1pe riod to period and even from season to 
season. Such fluctuations depend upon a number of varying 
factors which will be discussed in the examination of 
cultivation in each contributing pert of the Empire. 
Meanwhile it is important to note in how large a degree 
Great Britain is dependent upon such imports. Practically 
(1) 
all our imports of Wheat are retained for home consumption, 
and if we add to these the figures for the crops of Great 
Britain we get a rough idea of the total consumption of wheat 
in the country. The result may be tabulated as follows 
Table 3 
190913 191418 1919-23 
Annual Average 
Millions of Cwt. 
Total U.K. crop 
Export of ItKIIcro 
.va 1 a 1 e or . . . co nsum 
32.0 I 37.9 
1.5 1.0 
30.5 36. ° 
Imports of wheat grain, meal 
and flour 
(Percentage of wheat meal & flour) 












Total available for U.K0 consum ti on 
' Percentage of above im sorted 
Consuming Po .ulat ion(mi ili one ) 
This table brings out several points worthy of attention. 
British / (i) 99 per cent for the period 1909 »23. 
(2) Census 1911. 
(3) Census 1921 (for Ireland 1911 thu4 including the 
Irish Tree, State ) 








British Wheat production was a steadily declining industry 
by 1913. During the war great efforts had to be made in 
view of the German submarine activity, - a campaign that 
"might, perhaps, never have started had not Germany been 
convinced that British agriculture was so enfeebled that it 
(1) 
could not, toy serious extent, increase production," 
(2) 
and assured that imports could be dangerously reduced. 
In 1913 the area under wheat in the United Kingdom was 1.8 
million acres, by an uneconomic policy of government 
regulation this acreage was increased to a maximum of 2.8 
millions in 1918 - thy, eyop, of 87.5 million bushels showing 
an increase of close upon 60 per cent over that of 1913, and 
still yielding 33.2 bushels per acre against 31.5 in 1913. 
(3) 
With the advent of peace the acreage is agar:, diminishing 
It appears evident that neither the lessons of the war, 
nor 
(1) "The Land and the Nation" p.7 "The Land and Its leople" 
(Lord Ernle) 1.102 et seg. 
(2) 'The absolute minimum of tonnage Necessary to victory) 
26,500,000 was barely covered by the amount available on 
May 1, 1917. There was a margin of but 500,000 tons, and 
the average monthly losses were xaxtaimmisfax 640,000 tons. 
It appeared as though the German estimate... o .. of the 
certain defeat of the Allies within two months was a 
reasonable, not to say moderate one." (Rear- Admiral W.S. 
Sims in "These Eventful Years" p.371). 
(3) In 1924 it was 1.6 millions (excluding Ireland). 
5. 
nor any agricultural policy of the Government, can impress 
the seriousness of the British decline in cultivating power 
(1) 
on an industrial and apathetic nation. 
Even in the statistics of imports, which show that 
wS have not yet reached the pre -war average, the increasing 
proportion of milled grain entering the country means a loss 
to British millers and to the nation; taken togeth.r de- 
creased imports and increased meal and flour indicate the 
seriousness of the transport and coal problems. 
Above all, the high percentage of imported to home-grown 
grain is an arresting fact that should "give us pause" - out 
of every five loaves we consume, four are baked from imported 
grain and flour! 
From a consideration of the graph of imports (fig./) it 
is evident that Britain is becoming more and more dependent 
upon a few countries for her supplies - a disquieting factor 
when we remember the danger of our reliance on the United 
States for cotton. The Empire does not yet contribute half of 
our total imports, and it is to Canada alone, where, however, 
the value of rotation and of ertil.isers is scarcely realised, 
that we may look to redress the balance; Australia is cursed 
with I 
(*t) "Our countryside, it may be said is the backyard of our 
industrialism or the suburban garden of our imperial grandeur... 
"We have sacrificed our agrLmlture to our industries, and the 
more our population has increased the more hardly have we borne 
upon the farmer, until at the present moment his position is 
little better than that of a man living on the dole." 
( "Declension" by A Gentleman with a Duster,pp.15 -l6) . 
c2) °- ` 0q i4 . i- 
, 
( 
{- ,. - o J-^ 
6. 
with lands on the margin of 'Rinds. adequate rainfall, worked by 
dear labour, and far removed from the British market. India is 
consuming more and more of her crops whici are roughly constant in 
quantity.; New Zealand, with a small population, is avowedly 
restricting her crop to her own requirements. 
It must be noted, however, that the United States com- 
peted increasingly with the United Kingdom for supplies of 
Canadian wheat till 1923, in the sense that that Republic was 
purchasing more largely than ever in Canadian markets. In 1924 
and 1925 United States I purchases were much smaller. 
Table 4 
EXPORTS nF CAlITADIAN WHEAT 
To 
United Kingdom 
To j v erage 
United States Annual 
'"e rc en age o 
Total Crop 
by quantity Export Exported. 
Per cen Per cen Tvillion bu: h. Per cent 
1909-13 90.7 4¡5 1 60.5 32,8 
1914-18 85,3 8.9 á 1384 0 55.2 
1919-23 62.8 14.0 i 12041 36.8 
1925 74.6 2.8 191.8 
Table 
EMPIRE PRODUCTION OF WHEAT 
0 
1000 Bushels 




New Zealand 6 925 
Union of South Africa 5431 
TOTALS 719,883 











Climatic control of Wheat- Growing within the 
British Empire. 
Within the British Empire, as over the world at large, 
there are two main types of wheat -growing lands, - the Cool 
Temperate, in which the seed is sown generally in spring (though 
in parts favoured with a mild winter sowing may take place 
in autumn) and the plant grows through the hot, wet summer to 
be harvested in autumn; and the Warm Temperate or "Mediterranean" 
where sowing is carried out in autumn (but sometimes in spring) 
, 
and the plant, fed by winter and spring rains and moderate but 
increasing temperatures, ripens to be cut before the hottest 
part of the summer. 
So far as sowing is concerned it may be noted that wheat 
seed will net germinate unless the mean air temperature of 
spring is over 40 °Fo , and that germination occurs more rapidly 
as the temperature reaches 800F, but that beyond that optimum 
the rate diminishes until, if the temierature is much over 
100°F, the seed dies. Similarly frost kills the plant, and . 
cutting must not be delayed after the mean autumn temperature 
has fallen to about 5th F. when ripening ceases. 
Within this scientific period, which of course affects 
principally the polar or altitude limits of the wheat belts, the 
accumulated temperatures over 413F. for the period between sowing 




extension of the crop so far as heat is concernes. 
With such accumulated temperatures the total and rr,ean 
da;.V duration of light must be considered aL nÚ with altitude 
in order to determine :,v en reciu; relnents for 
wheat, úizt with these are inextricably bound considerations 
of Irecipitation. 
Such considerations are "b:,- no means simple. Hence th.ozz^h 
the mini um requirement of the flt}nt in an arid region may be 
equivalent to 4 or 5inches of rain the Irecil:i.f:ati.on necessary 
in order to allow for evaporation, rervolat,i r:n and drainage, 
must be very much greater. On the other hand, ín mach dry 
areas especially, "the plant utilises fro,-: the ground very 
(2) 
often more moisture than i. t receives fron. the :r.airSa.l" ." 
'Again much de/ends on the nature of the soil, e.,lE.cial:l_y with 
regard to the balance between -rra.vity and ;a7i17_a.rity in 
(3)  )
Wer content, and on the variety of wheat to be cultivated. 
A;general study of average annual, or even seasonal, Ire- 
cipitation. is or little value where such preci ::; tation is zzn- 
(4) 
reliablF, from season to season- 
Dr Unstead has studied in some detail the rPi li.cati on 
of these prineilles to wheat crowing in Canada, are the p°ru h 
f fig.9 ) 1reyared from his statistical tzble serves to in- 
dicate conditions over the pra.iri.e Irovinces. 
(1) This was w o r:i e ci out for North : America by Dr i.rns t e a,d (G e or o 




N '1_ Dr ('i G J J ,, zted i7. :r. Un>ta,.d paper, l. ,1:. (3) Sec 
(4) See particularly the conditions in Australia as worked out 
by Grif Fi vh Taylor in "xp-ricZZlt tzra,l irt ow i. , pJ of 
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-s The stations selected run through the southern portion of 
the prairie lands, while the short table, excerpted from 
Dr Unstead's Statistical Appendix gives some idea of conditions 
towards the climatic limit of wheat- growing. On the dis- 
tribution map advantage has been taken of the map in Dr Unstead's 
article to insert the approximate limit of wheat cultivation. 
From the graph the complementary relations between the 
mean ftily duration of light and the accumulated temperatures 
are indicated; a parallelism between the total hours of light 
and the number of days in the wheat season is suggested; and 
the margin of safety between the accumulated temperatures for 
the season and the number of degrees necessary for wheat- 
growing made evident. Over the prairies termrerature and 
sunlight are more important factors for wheat cultivation 
than is rainfall which is nowhere less than 11 inches per 
ae azm, -- a total which is more than adequate in this area. 
"With the adoption of suitable methods of cultivation, including 
summer- fallowing and the use of drought- resistant varieties, 
wheat cultivation will be possible over the whole of the semi - 
N 
arid region of southern Alberta and Saskatchewan, 
(1) 
Among many: interesting factors that limit climatically 
the agricultural development of Australia is the incidence 
and reliability of the rainfall. For the cultivation of wheat 
in the Commonwealth it may be assumed that -suitable lands with 
a rainfall of over ten and under 20 inches in the growing 
peri od$ (1) Unstead loc. cit. p.435. 
Ra.ir7fa,/l record ,for /9cJ7,70-ra. ty,b,cczC 
1Nhea_t-9rokrin9 dis71-icr in South GZusr,-cs/icx 
(Sc/enf/f/e rrnin has /5,oducec( 
óushe/S Aer acre (and vnc/e.r ,Svc% 
"Pcj.n f.// con cY/r.Ons) . 
(17-orv7 rifti7b,r /oylors .usfrQ/ia, yriocra,bic 
cLrd conar-?iG.' /b. .) 
11, 
period (April to October) are ideal. "pith rain in April and 
May, and again in September or October, the Australian. is 
(1) 
assured of a fine crop." Even in such areas the rains 
are not aiwtys reliable. Though the southern part where such 
winter rains ¡:redominate has a rainfall deviating over a period 
of twenty years, less than 20 per cent from the mean, the north 
of New south Wales has unreliable rains with a summer maximum, 
and is not well suited to wheat. On the other hand wheat is 
grown over areas with a growing- season precipitation of con- 
siderably less than 10 inches. In such cases dry-farming 
is necessary so that water may be retained in the soil which 
of course lies fallow in the season preceding wheat culture. 
The Australian rotation is a three-yearly one- fallow, wheat, 
grazing. Dry farming is practised in areas with very different 
annual rainfalls, which must be correlated with evaporation, 
so that in Victoria ( Mallee country) land receiving less than 
13 inches per annum, Imullasaadxasmkryz in South Australia less 
than 18 inches; in Zew South Wales less than 22-25 inches, is 
classed as dry. 
The south -west of Western Australia between the coast and 
the 10-inch i sohyefi. , named 
d 
ujf.anl.andby Dr Tay3r, uc Q-.s 
creasing crops of wheat on lands that stretch at some points 
from the 30 -inch to the 10 -inch isohyets, the nest areas having 
between 15 and 20 inches during the growing period. 
Dor j' 
(1) "Agricultural Climatology of Australia" by Dr Griffith 
Taylot. (This section i. s based on -1r Taylor's a ,_ nation 
Yield od4 WHEA3` in 4057-RAG. /.9 and NEW zAL/f/VD 
12 
For Australia generally it may be said that, where 
surface and soils are suitable, wheat may be successfully raised 
in winter-rainfall districts between the 15-inch and 25-inch 
annual isohyets, but that with careful attention to tilth and 
fallowing the wheat lands may extend towards, and even beyond, 
the 10-inch isohyet. The physically and climatically available 
area is about 150,000 square miles of which about 10 Ter cent 
(1) 
is at present under wheat. Over much of the area 
irrigation is necessary either to take the place of poor rain- 
fall or to supplement inadequate or unreliable precipitation. 
The unreliable and irregular rainfall over the Australian 
wheat lands helps to explain the lowness and variability of the 
yield per acre there as compared with 'low Zealand, where the 
Brave West Wind rains are more regular and reliable. On the 
accompanying gr4.ph the yield for each Dominion is shown year by 
year from 1909 to 1924. Over this sixteen-year ieriod the 
average yield per acre of wheat was 11.50 bushels for 
Austtalia and 28.66 bushels for Mew Zealand - a difference which 
the general lines of the graph amply demonstrate. Moreover 
within the same period the Australian yield varied between 
2,58 bushels (1915) and 16.08 bushels (1921) while that of New 
Zealand showed extremes of 21.59 bushels (1916) and 34.75 
bushels (1909). The quinquennial average yields are summarised 
in the table and show that New Zealand wheat fields produce 
roughly two and a half times as much per acre as those of 
Australia/ 







Avera e ield in bushels er acre 
O - 1-711--.' 8 9 9w-4 o 
0.60 1 .44 
25.86 31.17 29.89 
It appears strange that New Zealand, with its high average 
yield (unr aral le led í e rhaps in lands where intensive farming is 
not practised) does not export wheat, whereas Australia, with 
very low yields, exports largely. But New Zealand has pre- 
ferred to specialise in dairy farming and to produce only 
sufficient wheat for her own demands, vhile Australian acreages 
have tended to expand and contract pertly with the yield, but 
also with British market trices, along with the post -war promise 
of remunerative Government guarantees from the Corr:~ :onweaith. 
In a note from Prof. Robt.D.Watt of the Agricultural Derartment, 
Sydney University, the following important points are made. 
"(1) Australia has a vast area of land suitable for wheat growing: 
New Zealand very little. 
(2) The typical wheat land of Australia is much cheaper (say £6 
per acre) than in New Zealand (say £40 per acre) . This is a 
different point from No.1, as, owing to climatic reasons 
the wheat land of New Zealand can be used just as profitably 
for other purposes - e.g., fat-lamb raising. 
(3) Australian climate and other conditions permit of large -scale 
agriculture and the use of many labour -- saving devices. 
Although the production per acre is greater in New Zealand . 
the production per man engaged is greater in Australia. 
(4) Australian wheat is of better quality -- "Stronger;' better 
colour (of flour), drier - and is more suitable for transport 
for long distances by sea. 
The climatic and economic conditions under which wheat is 
grown in New Zealand are very similar to those of the United 
Kingdom. In Australia the conditions are entire. different 
No 
14. 
No amount of additional expense on the crop would ever raise the 
Australian yield per acre up to that of New Zealand or the United 
Kingdom although it could be raised 50% if all our farmers were 
farming up to the level of the best." 
In India the distribution of wheat fields shows the 
importance of rainfall. Owing to the high temperatures heavier 
rainfall is necessary than in Canada or Australia, and the crop is 
raised mainly over areas with a rainfall of between 20 and 60 
inches, - principally towards the lower isohyet in the Punjab. 
Much of the wheat is grown on irrigated lands on the lower side of 
the 20 inch isohyet. On account of their poverty the cultivators 
cannot afford to purchase artificial fertilisers, and as animal 
manure is utilised for fuel, little improvement in yield nay be 
looked for, and any increase in total crop must depend on 
(I) 
extension of irrigated areas. 
In other parts of the British Empire wheat may undoubtedly 
be grown; in most parts, except mush humid lands as the sold 
Coast, it is grown, but its production as an expert crop, is, 




C A U A D A 
Within the British Empire the maximum wheat exporting 
country is Canada which contributes at presert a little 
more 
than one -eighth of the total wheat crop of the world's harvests 
(2) 
and holds second place among the world's producing 
lands. 
The following table shows the distribution of the 
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(1) See "Wheat Studies 
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Since the Prairie Provinces supply over 95 per cent. of 
the wheat grown in Canada it wi l l serve the purl o se to examine 
the conditions of production there. 
"In this prairie region there is a rise on the whole from 
east to west, and this rise takes place in such a manner as to 
form what are known as the three prairie steps. The lowest 
level in this region is that of the Red River Valley, between 
700 and 800 feet. West of that valley the surface rises to 
about 1,500 feet, and this terrace stretches westward for about 
250 miles. The ground then rises to about 2,000 feet, and 
then the rise is more gradual to the foot -hills of the Rocky 
Mountains, ...For the future development of the Canadian 
Dominion this prairie region is of the highest importance, fot 
it contains vast areas ready for the plough, with soil of the 
richest description. ,and a climate admirably adapted for 
agriculture, though very different f rom/ 
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(1) 
from that of England." 
These prairie lands are being developed rapidly as the 
increase in the population of the provinces shows, while 
S 
table £5 exhibits the progress of land under wheat. The graph 











3740295 , 588 454 
j , 28,121 I ,95691.5 
indicates how railways are extending over the prairie, pre- 
paring the way for economic settlement because they offer 
ready facilities for transport of crops. 
But other aspects are carefully examined by the Federal 
Department of Agriculture under which the Experimental Farms 
Branch strives successfully to give the "Service to the Canadian 
Farmer" that its motto enjoins. Much work has been done on the 
prairie soils, the fertility of which is being closely studied 
in relation to loss of plant foot{. resulting from crop relations 
and rotations, as well as from exhaustion gflocAprxaimi after 
periods of fifteen or thirty years of crop and summer fallowing. 
Researches are being made on th© irrigable soils of southern 
Alberta to determine their alkali content and so protect the 
purchaser against loss from rise of alkali under irrigation 
conditions. In 1923 a Division of Agricultural 
Bacteriology l 
(1) Chisholm. "Handbook of Commercial Geog," 9th edition p.605. 
18, 
Bacteriology was established to collect biological data for 
a more intensive stidy of the relationship be tueen the organic 
matter content and the bacterial life of the soil. Con- 
tinuous wheat cropping with fallowing every third or fourth 
year is using up the stores of nitrogen in the soil, and in 
Dr Shutt's words, "For the continued supply of available plant 
food, for the conservation of the necessary soil moisture and 
for the preservation of good tilth, the store of humus with 
its concomitant nitrogen must not be allowed to become depleted, 
and to this end the means are the adoption of a rotation, more 
particularly one containing a legume, and the keeping of live 
(1) 
stock." Mixed farming is increasing in the prairie 
provinces. 
Over the prairies the climate is one of extremes (see 
graphs, fig.14). Winter cold precludes work on the land 
which, except in parts of Alberta, is frozen hard. Hence over 
by far the greater part of central Canada only spring wheat is 
(2) 
grown. Climatically the limit to the raising of spring 
wheat is frost especially towards harvest time in September 
when there is a serious risk of sudden and sharp falls of 
temperature. Sowing is generally carried out between 
April 20 and May 10 and the crop is ready for the binder 
between / 
(1) Quoted in "Economic Resources of Canadd" by Sir H.Rew, p.55. 
(2) 4 per cent of Canadian wheat was 'fall' wheat in 1923; of 
that 3.5 per cent was grown in Ontario. 
19 0 
between August 10 and September 10. Thus the ninety days 
necessary for growth are secured during the height of summer 
when long days and sufficient rainfall favour rapid develop - 
ç 
ment, the rainfall diminishing as the plant ripens . (fig.14) . 
The mention of frost suggests the problem that Canadian 
experts have done so much to solve, - the discovery of 
varieties of wheat adapted to Western Canadian conditions, the 
problem of early ripening crops. Until 1903 Red Fife, first 
selected about 1842 by David Fife, an Ontario farmer, was the 
leading variety grown. In that year a cross between this 
variety and Hard Red Calcutta produced the famous Marquis which 
ripens about a week earlier than Red Fife and gives a higher 
yield. Its introduction led to an extension of the area under 
wheat, and it is now cultivated on over 80 per cent of the wheat- 
gaiwic g lands of western Canada, as well as in the United States 
where it is stated that 70 per cent of the Spring Wheat acreage 
in 1923 was sown with Marquis seed® Later experiments have 
evolved other varieties in which the quality of rapidity of 
growth from seed to maturity has been further secured. 
Prelude Ottawa ripens about two weeks earlier than Marquis, 
and is grown in districts where formerly wheat growing was 
regarded as too risky. Ruby Ottawa 623 (1 929) and Garnet 
Ottawa 652 ripens a week or so earlier than Marquis, but while 
the yield of Ruby is low, that of Garnet promises well. 
As 
20. 
As the result of such practical research the area under 
wheat is being extended into areas formerly regarded as 
impossible for this crop. It may reasonably be conjectured 
that new wheat lands will continue to be opened up as the 
scientist discovers other crosses which are adapted to still 
more rigorous climates. 
How far, then, may wheat growing be extended in Canada, and 
what are the factors that must influence great increase of the 
area at present under that crop? Of the total land area of 
Canada it is officially estimated that over 30 1 er cent is 
available for agriculture. Under pre: -ent methods of 
cultivation this would imply wheat-fields over 60 million 
acres with an average crop of about 1,000 million bushels, 
enough wheat for some 150 millions of people. 
Some of the factors that must influence extension through- 
out the great potential region of wheat cultivation are 
obvious enough. Such are lack of cultivators and lace of 
transport facilities. Other factors are linked up with 
questions of price, for the crop must yield profit to the 
grower; the evolution of more rapidly ripening varieties of 
wheat; the extension of mixed farming; the price of land; 
and the increase of cultivation in other lands, particularly 
the recovery of Russia. 
The graph (fig. l5) showing the course of i7rrig ration into 
Canada indicates one hindrance to development. A severe 
check to emigration from Europe was given by the War, and the 
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21. 
European peoples together with the high cost of rassages 
to Canada has afrected adversely any post-war rush. In 1923 
the Canadian Government resolved to encourage the i,nmiguation 
of suitable settlers, and it may be hoped that the response 
(1) 
will be gratifying to all concerned. 
After his crop is harvested and threshed the farmer 
delivers it to the nearest elevator, either selling it at once 
or storing it against a better price; or he may load it on 
oars direct from a loading platform, again either selling it on 
the spot or consigning it to a commission agent in Winnipeg. 
The second method is adopted by farmers who are dissatisfied 
with their treatment by the elevator companies. Improvements 
have been effected at the elevators,however, and in 1922 -23 
389 million bushels of western grain passed through elevators 
(2) 
while only 34 million bushels were loaded from platforms. 
In all cases the wheat is finally graded at terminal elevators, 
(some of which are owned by the Government) 
, 
placed at con- 
venient centres si ch as Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Moose Jaw, and 
Calgary, or in greater numbers at the head of navigation of 
Lake Superior where Port William and Port Arthur dealt with 
almost 245 rrillidn bushels of wheat in 1923. 
The hard siring wheat of Western Canada yields a flour higl- 
in protein and produces a very light bread. Because of these 
qualities it has created a demand abroad, where it is mixed 
With 
(1) Passage rates for agriciltural settlers were greatly 
reduced in 1926. 
(2) The success of the movement towards. Wheat Pools has not yet 
been established (1925) . 
2 . 
with softer wheats to produce a big, bold loaf. Canadian flour 
of this type is reckoned equal in value end quality with 
"Hungarian Hard". 
Flour and grist milling is one of Canada's leading 
(1) 
industries. In 1921 there were 624 flour mills in operation 
with a total capacity of 128,225 barrels 6f flour per day. 
These have been erected throughout the provinces but the largest 
are in Montreal (Quebec) , Kenora and fort Colborne(Ontario) 
and ` innii eg (Manitoba) . This industry is naturally centralised 
in eastern Canada where labour is more plentiful, and of the 624 
mills enumerated, 9 269 are in Ontario, and 192 are in Quebec. 
Generally there is a westward movement in the industry Which 
will be accelerated as exports through Vancouver increase. On 
the average annual production of the r-cri.od 1919-23 the export 
of flour just equals the quantity required for domestic con- 
sumption - about 8 million barrels, but the act aal export 
shows an increase from 1921 (6 million barrels) to 1923 
(1042 million) . Flour accounts for about 20 per cent of 
Canada's wheat e*ports and the United .Kingdom is the largest 
purchaser. 
Canada exports more wheat than my country, the total 
for the international grain year ended August 1, 1923, being 
279 million bushels of wheat and flour reckoned in terms of 
wheat. This huge quantity passes out either through the twin 
lake ports, Fort William and Port Arthur, or through Vancouver. 
From/ 
(1) 1,333 in 1923. 
23. 
From the elevators at the head of Lake Superior wheat 
for export converges on Montreal and Buffalo. To reach 
Montreal several routes are utilised in addition to the all - 
water tourney through the great lakes. Thus cargoes are landed 
at port elevators on the eß.á t shore of Lake Huron - Parry 
Sound, Midland and Port Mcnicoll on Georgian Bay, Goderich on 
Lake Huron - and forwarded b;' rail. This is rendered necessary 
by the slowness of transit (1E -18 hours) through the Welland 
Canal, a delay which will be reduced by the new canal at present 
fil 
under construction. 
Grain transported to Buffalo is partly transferred to rail 
for Baltimore and Philadelphia, but by far the greater quantity 
is carried by the Erie Canal to Albany whence some is railed to 
Boston while the bulk proceeds by the Hudson River to Kew York. 
Lake vessels which often have a carrying capacity of 300,000 
bushels (equivalent to 6 or 7 tfains of 40 cars of 1200 bushels) 
are loaded by gravity direct from the elevators at rates of 
i2)/ 
from 75,000 to 100,000 bushels per hour. 
United States' ports deal with a larger share of Canadian 
wheat exports than Canadian ports. In the crop -sear ended 
August 31, 1923, of 174 million bushels of wheat and 4.7 
million 
(I) This new Welland Canal will be 25 miles long,with 7 locks 
each 800 f j. long, f30 ft. wide and. 30 ft. dee p. 
The estimated transit is 8 hours and the reduction of east- 
bound freight 2 cents per bushel. 
(2) In 1923 Fort William - Port Arthur established a record 
by loading 6,700,000 bushels in one day. 
24. 
million barrels of flour exported from Canada to the United 
Kingdom 72 per cent and 67 per cent respectively left via 
United States; ports. One reason for this - higher ocean 
and marine insurance rates from Canadian seaports - ras brought 
to the notice of the Economic Conference held in London in 
1923 when it was pointed out that the 6t.Lawrence route was 
now as safe as any other. 
During the navigation season (May to October) practically 
all Canadian grain is exported through Montreal. This grain 
Peaches the port by several distinct routes from Fort William 
and Port Arthur. It is calculated that only 5z per cent of the 
wheat is carried the whole journey by rater; much utilises the 
lake -rail route via Georgian Bay ports, Goderich, and Port 
Colborne. Large wheat vessels cannot economically proceed 
beyond Port Colborne owing to the narrow, shallow, and slow 
passage by the Welland and. other anE is the heavy insurance 
rates imposed for this part on both vessel and cargo, and the 
fact that a return cargo is uncertain. By unloading at Port 
Colborne the full value of large -vessel transport is secured, 
and a return cargo is fairly certain at Buffalo, Erie, or 
Cleveland. Thus the psrEentage of export that is borne 
without break of bulk to Montreal is no more that 1 of the 





Port Colborne. Fuller information is contained 
in the table. 
Table ll. 



















In the winter when water access to the coast is closed 
by ice from about Nov. 25 till April 25, grain is exported by 
rail chiefly through the ocean ports of St. John (Blew Brunswick) 
and Portland (Maine, U.S.A.) 
It is enlightening to calculate the costs of production, 
marketing, and transport of wheat from the Canadian prairies. 
Statistics for the purpose are fairly complete and are ex- 
hibited in the following table for a hypothetical bushel of 
wheat. 
Cost of Wheat growing per acre, 1920 
s. d. s. d. 
Use of land 15: 7 eie. Machinery 6: 3 
Seed 13 4 Twine 2: - 
Manual labour 12: 5 Threshing 11: 1 
Horse labour 16: 8 Hail In- 
surance 8: 11 
86: 3 
Yield, per acre, say 
20 bushels makes cost per bushel 4: 3d. 
To this ml.st be added the varied costs of transport from 
the prairie to Liverpool 
Country/ 
(1) See "The Grain Trade of Montreal" in "Economic Geography" 
for March, 1925. 
26. 
Pence _Ter bushel 
Country elevator 
Commissions on shipment from country 0. 500 
Average rail rate 6.000 
Weighing and inspection in and out, 
including lake shippers' charge 0.125 
Terminal handling 0.625 
Cash :grain brokerage, double charge 0.063 
Vessel brokerage, say 0.063 
C.I.F. and ?.O.B. broke rage 0.125 
Lake freight to Montreal, say 5.500 
Lake insurance to .font real 0.125 
Brokerage and elevation to seaboard 0.1.87 
Shipper's profit to seaboard, say 0.187 
Ocean freight from Montreal to Liverpool 4.500 
Ocean insurance, say 0.250 
Outturn insurance, say 0.250 
Exporter's profit, say 0.31.2 
Brokerage at Liverpool, varies about 0.375 
Unloading Liverpool and other charges 0.500 
Interest and brokerage 0.375 
or sails. 9d. 
Thus the total cost of production, marketing and transport 
to Liverpool works out at 6;0Z. The average value ; er bushel 
of wheat imtorted into tre United Kingdom (Mean of 1921 and 1922) 
was about 8/ -. 
Various schemes to expedite the export and reduce the con- 
gestion of the prairie output have been discussed. It is evident 
that the short navigation season by the Lakes and Lt.Lawrence 
waterways, fettered through the slowing up of traffic as it is 
by the Soo, Weiland, and other canals, must force wheat through 
the seaports of the United J tates. To make the St ,Larlirence 
available for sea -going vessels would not obviate this 
difficulty, nor would the Georgian Bay Canal re14seve the 
congestion. The former scheme "has been deferred 
for 
27. 
for the present, after consideration by the Governments of 
(1) 
Canada and the United States;" the great cost and the time 
lost in locking are serious drawbacks to the latter project. 
With regard to the possibilities of an outlet through 
Hudson Bay it must be remembered that Hudson Straits are safe 
for navigation by ocean -going vessels only between August 1 and 
October 1. Local de mand s , in Saskatchewan particularly, led 
to the laying of a branch single-track line 300 miles long, 
between Hudson Bay Junction on the Canadian Northern Railway 
and Pitwitonei on the Nelson River comparatively near Hudson Bay. 
But the scheme, evolved from the British instinct of access to 
the open sea, has been practically eonde ned by the Canadian 
Railway Commission of 1917. Their Report sums up the economic 
case thus - "Considering the small advantage in rail mileage 
from the grain- growing areas, which the Hudson Bay possesses over 
the existing routes to Port Arthur, and that from many districts 
it possesses no advantage 'at all; considering further the short 
and uncertain period of navigation in the Bay, and that grain 
consigned to Port Nelson will consequently always be liable 
to be detained there for nine months till navigation is again 
opened; considering that higher ocean freights may be exiected 
to absorb, if not more than absorb, any possible saving in 
rail rates, re cannot believe that this route rill ever secure 
$ny serious share in the export trade." 
For Western Saskatchewan and Alberta perhaps most 
significant 
(1) The Canada Year Book 1922-23 p.658. 
28. 
significant move has been the 
QeYelopment of export through 
Vancouver. Orom this /art a rapid expansion of trade with the 
Orient, with Australasia, and with Europe through the Panama 
Canal, has taken place. Wheat has become a significant export 
only since 1921 as the accompanying table shows 
Wheat and Flour Exports through Vancouver 
T fl al x 1 :o r To U'ni e c rig 
eat r eat Flour 









That this trade w7_ ll continue to grow rapidly, there is 
no doubt, and Vancouver has the advantage over the east coast 
outlets of an ice-free harbour. Already elevators have been 
built with a capacity of about 6,000,000 bushels; aile a 
government terminal elevator at Edmonton has recently been 
constructed which cleans and grades wheat for ailment through 
the port. 
It is exl; e et e d that practically all the grain fif Alberta 
and western Saskatchewan will leave Canada by the i)acific gate 
where New VJ'estminster and lrince Rupert share the trade with 
Vancouver. In 1925 rail rates from the prairies to the west 
rs 
were equaled with those to eastern ports in proportion to 




cost of shirping grain from Calgary to Liverpool via Vancouver 
compared with the eastern route. On the other hand purchases of 
wheat by the Orient are large only when prices are low. 
As matters are at present there is every probability of 
keen competition for freights between eastern and western 
(2) 
Canada. 
(1) In 1925 the railway rate from Calgary to Vancouver (800 rriles4 
was reduced from 22 to 13 cents ter 100 lbs, 
(2) In 1925 the _followin rates obtained -- 
Ca cary o 1,iver oo_ Gen s per bushe 
via Fort William and Montreal 39.6 
ii T Buffalo and New York 43.1 
" and ;mot. John 48.7 





Yie ld (1000 Bushel 
New South Wales 2 230 Victoria 2,085
Australia 2,080 









































Commonwealth 7 340 9. 764 91.981 109.455 12.5 11,2 
The story of wheat- growing ir Australia is very closely 
related to that of weather conditions. This is well enough 
illustrated in the above table which indicates vagaries that 
almost defy any statement of principles. One key to the problem 
is drought which affects every aspect of Australian life from 
agricultural produce and animal numbers to the distribution of 
population. Thus the Great Drought of 1902 -3 not only ruined 
the wheat crop and sadly depleted the number of sheep in 
Australia, but led to dei_artures of poi:ulation exceeding the 
arrivals for the two years 1903 and 1904 by almost 13,000, 
while the excess of births over deaths was only 51,150, com- 
pared with 54, 698 in the preceding, and 60,541 in the 
(1) 
succeeding year. It is in the borderlands between the 
true / 
(1) Official Year Book No. 9, p. 94. 
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true arid regions and the well -watered districts that drought is 
most feared, for these parts contain the principal wheat fields 
and the great stock farms. "As regards the inland portion of 
South Australia, Victoria and l+ew South Wales, very dry con- 
ditions or true droughts have occurred about once every three 
(1) 
years." More or less within the period at present under 
consideration the years 1902, 1907, 1911, 1914, and 1919 have 
brought great sorrow and loss to Australia. As fret the causes 
of these droughts are not understood, though much painstaking 
observation and comparison has been carried out within the 
(2) 
affected areas. 
Australian wheatlands lie within the region of winter 
rains, forming the largest Imperial stretch of lands with a 
Mediterranean climate. This type of cli.:ate is regarded as 
that best suited for wheat which is sown in Autumn, germinates 
before winter, and tillers in the moist mild winter to ripen in 
the rising temperatures of late spring. The present wheat 
belt of Australia lies betvveen the AIril -- October isotherms of 
52°-- 62° F, with isohye is for the same period of 10 -25 inches. 
These regions extend from the east of the Great Australian 
Sight to southern Queensland, lying mainly west of the Great 
Dividing Range; from the west of the Bight almost to Shark 
Bay in Western Australia. 
wheat 
As settlement in Australia proceeds/cultivation will 
be extended to the north-east of Albany, to the north of 
EyreTs/ 
(1) "Australian Meteorology ",by Griffith Taylor, 1.164. 
(2) Ibid p.248. 
3E. 
(1) 
Eyre's Peninsula, and into outhern Queensland. At present 
"partly as a result of the expectation of higher profits from 
wool than from wheat, and partly as a result of the tendency 
of the population to drift into urban areas, wheat production 
in Australia shows less progress than might have been 
anticipated in a country with such considerable fertile 
areas..... The increasing cost of wages and of farming 
machinery cannot be dgnored. If, and when, Russia again 
becomes an important exporter of wheat, the Australian wheat 
farmer must be expected to suffer seriously unless by that 
time the Australian farmer is able to extract, at a relatively 
(2), 
small increase in cost, a heavier average crop than at Tresent. 
(1) Ibid. p.291. 
(2) Survey of Overseas MVlarkets. p.346. 
33. 
NEW ZE,A LAND 
In New Zealand the climatic conditions differ greatly 
from those of Australia and more nearly resemble those of 
Great Britain. The Brave West Winds, -of which only the 
northerly fringe reaches southern Australia and then only at 
the period of the winter solstice, blow regularly over New 
Zealand. 
New Zealand - Wheat Table 13 
Season 




Yield per acre 
(bushels) 
.. 5.2 27. 
1922 -23 276 8.4 30,4 
1924-25 167 5.4 32.6 
Wheat is grown most largely in the South Island where 
Canterbury produces over 70 per cent Otago and Southland 
25 per cent, of the total crop; the -e dor of South Island 
and the whole of the North Island contribute the remainder. 
The relatively high yield per acre is stated ÍxEx not to be due 
to intensive .farr.ing, bu is ascribed 1uartly to the use of 
artificial manures, and partly to the economic law of marginal 
utility under which higher returns in value from other modes of 
using land keel-, the naturally poorer or less favourably 
situated lands off the plough. Thus in 1915 -16 when the area 
was 329,207 acres the yield fell to 21.6; in 1919 -20 over an 
area of 139,611 acres kkincy±ffilixfedixtrixEli it was 32.7 bushels 
per acre. These figures, as well as those given in the Table, 
suggest that farming is becoming intensive. 
Within 
340 
Within recent years the export of wheat from the Dominion 
has almost ceased, while import has been necessary to 
supplement the domestic crop. New Zealand estimates her 
annual consumption for food, seed, and fowl -wheat (grain 
rejected by millers) at 7i million bushels per annum, and any 
surplus in the annual crop is carried over to the next year. 
Other necessary crops or more profitable uses of the land, under 
a small population, tend to encourage this policy, and export 
is not likely to be resumed pn a large scale for some time. 
Hence New Zealand does not occupy a line in Table 1t. (r . i) 
35. 
UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA 
Wheat production in the Union of South Africa averages 
about 70 per cent of the requirements of the country which are 
estimated at some twelve million bushels. Focal supplies are 
thus su plemented to the extent of 30 per cent by imports 
which serve partly to determine I.riceÁ . 
As in Australia wheat is a winter crop, and is grown 
most largely in the Mediterranean region of the Cape province 
where the Darling, Malmesbury and Piquetberg neighbourhoods, 
situated in the coastal belt to the north of Cale Town, with 
r 
the more productive districts of Caledon and. Bredas8okp to the Etala 
south- i st, yield about 40 per cent pf the crop. The somewhat 
low yield of about 12 bushels per acre is exilained partly by 
lack of fertility in the soil, Tartly by insufficient culture 
of the soil. Ferti_ lisers (guano and superl:hosphate) are used 
generally to enrich the soils in phosphoric acid and lime, and 
leguminous plants are OU.ltivated for the sale of their 
nitrogenous content. secondary areas of production are the 
central north -east Cape and the north -eastern Orange Free State. 
Sowing is carried out in April to June, the latter month 
for the later varieties. Crops are harvested in November 
and December when prevalent winds occasion frequent loss by 
shattering. Early varieties tend to escape these winds, but 
such grains are poor tillers and must be thickly seeded 
(40,... 
36. 
(40 lbs. per acre). Research into more suitable wheats i s 
being steadily pursued in the Government ExperiYent Stations. 
Exports of grain are small and decreased from about 260 
cwt. in the pre --war period to 155 cwt. in the post-war. Flour 
exports are larger and show an increase in the post -war period 
to 20,000 cwt. against the pre -war 13,735 cwt. In view of 
local requirements and large imports such small totals of trade aie 
not to be wondered at. Net imports remain fairly constant at 
about 5 million cwt. of wheat and 32 million cwt. of flour and 
meal. It seems strange that the Union is not self- sufficing 
in its wheat requirements, but neither crop nor import 
figures suggest that any advance in local production is being 
secured. 
37. 
I N D I A 
Wheat growing in India is most largely developed in the 
Punjab and the United rrovinces which in 1922-23 contained 
approximately 40 and 30 per cent respectively of the area under 
this crop. In each of these provinces 50 per cent of the area 
under wheat was irrigated land. For the whole of India the 
crop covered 24,407,619 acres of which 40 per cent was irrigated. 
The distribution is shown in the following table. 
(1) 
Acreage under Wheat 1922-23 
Of 1 ich irrigated 
per cent Province 
To a 
1000 acres 
Punjab 9,620 52 
United Provinces 7,057 49 
Central Provinces and Berar 3,007 1 
Bombay 2,028 27 
Bihar and Orissa 1,266 24 
North -West Frontier Province 1,123 34 
Bengal 125 25 
Burma 85 1 
Delhi 49 39 
Madras 30 '20 
Ajmer-Merwara and) 
Manpur Parga4a) 17 53 
Total 24 407 40 
From considerations of climate wheat is necessarily a 
winter crop in India. In non -- irrigated fields it is sown after 
a summer fallow,and depends largely on the natural conservation 
of the soil moisture from the preceding monsoon. Provided that 
the rainfall during January and February is not excessive it 
is benef.c i l to the crop, but excess at Kt that season favours 
development of rust and causes a diminution of yield. On/ 
(I)The average yield per acre was 13¢2 bush. 
3tß o 
On irrigated land two to four waterings are usually given. 
Harvesting operations are generally carried out early in the 
hot season in March and April and by the end of May the crop is 
ready for naarke:ting While there is a ready demand among 
Europeans importing co t %ntries for any surplus, prices are lower 
than those given for amantriea Canadian er Australian. grain. This 
c1Ì 
is due partly to the soft nature of the wheat, partly to bad 
grading and partly to adulteration with barley and dirt. Against 
this it must be remembered that Indian? `polies are available 
2 
at a season whenEuropean stockí are low. 
In the following table the percentage of wheat and flour 
exported between 1909 and 1923, with the average for each 
qui Niue r it n:_, i s sho wn 






the war period government: control supervened, and large bodies 
of troops had to be fed in India, Mesopotamia, and elsewhee4 
Shipping tonnage was not available for ordinary course of trade, 
and the markets of Central Europe were- closed. 
But the comparison of pre -I. ar and post -war periods is 
interests rlg both from economic and political standpoints. In 
the pre -war period the low export of 1909 is a reflection of 
fBrnirte conditions in India, and the post-war years 1920 and 1922/ 
( 1) Fu s a 3.2" evolved by Mr and Mrs Ho ward, is said to r ank with 
Manitoba spring wh eat . 
(2) The value of elevators in which brain may be econdmicaily 
gt ored till it may be most profitably marketed is being grad 
wally realised.Elevators would also tend to lessen railway 
congestion. 
1915 7.0 1920 0.2 1g69 -13 I / -r 
1916 7.5 1921 3.3 /Q,4 -i ' %2_ 
1917 703 19 22 006 /q/9-7-3 2.- 6 
191E 14.7 1923 2.2 
percentages show considerable varia ione0 During 
39. 
1922 were also years of shortage in India. On the other 
hand it is during this period that political causes were 
at work restricting extorts. There is no doubt that demand 
abroad has extended and improved cultivation in India; and 
that the demand continues. There is equally no doubt that 
a bad season so reduces the crop that import is necessary. 
Imports were heaviest in 1909, 1919, 1920 and 1922; and 
in 1922 nearly nine million hundredweights were imported. 
(1) 
In such years exports are necessarily small. Hence 
the average production of the post-war lustrum is lower than 
V S 
that o\er the period 1909-13(Table O p.6%). The average 
area under wheat in 1909 -13 was just under 24 million 
acres; in 1919-23 rater Over 24 million acres. tt may 
be expected that, given average seasons so far 8.? is 
concerned the rain -grown crop will increase, and it is 
certain that the crop from irrigated fields will continue 
to become greater. 
(1) T'The two uncertain factors are the final output, and the 
domestic consumption, the latter showing a rapid increase 
arising from the ability and tendency of the peasantry to 
resort to richer types of foodstuffs than have been 
customary. " (IThe Economist" Vol. 99 (1924) p.103) . 
40. 
. 
As to the possible increase of wheat production over the 
land sur'ace of the globe physically available for the crop 
(5i million square miles) the Eíc onomist of the United States 
Bureau of . Êgricultural Economics estimated a potential crop 
a century hence of socle 12,000 million bf bushels. He 
qualifies this by the more extensive use of 
fertilisers, the development of a greater live --stock 
husbandry to provide manure, a widespread increase in 
agricultural knowledge and skill, a price which will 
adequately reward the farmer, and world peace; and further 
by a decreased canut consumption of meat among wheat - 
eaters since pasture-lands will be required for cropping, as 
well as by rising prices accompanying the cultivation of 
(1) 
poorer lands. 
Towards this potential yield the British Dominions will 
contribute about 20 per cent 
Canada 
Australasia 
Union of S.Africa 
() 200 
India 500 
1,300 million bushels 
450 " " 
Such a forecast has at present mainly an academic interest. 
To speculate on the export trade of a century hence one 
would have among many problems to form estimates of the 
population of each part of the globe, the likelihood of 
domestic consumption among peoples who at present regard the 
crop as a luxury or do not consume it at all, the probability 
of future wars, and the possibility of other fo tuffs. 
(1) See a most interesting article on "The Potential Supply 
of Wheat ", by Dr Baker in "Economic Geography" (Clark Univ. 
MassU.3.A Mar., Ig2,Sj. 
ANIMALS and THEIR PRODUCTS 
1 
Cattle in the British EM ire 





19 3 1 1 23 
C2-) 
British India 72,669 16,665 Tanganyika Terr - 3,147 
Australia 11,484 14,337 Nigeria (3) 2,824 
United Kingdom 11,915 12,059 Kenya Colony 800 2,814 
(4). 
Canada 6,597 9,246 Rhodesia 600 1,801 
Union of South Africa 5,797 8,557 Ceylon 1,004 1,386 
4 
New Zealand 2 020 3 431 i 
(1) Figures mainly from Commonwealth Year Book No *17. 
(2) 1910,exclusive of Eastern Bengal. 
t3) No returns. (4) Horned cattle in Southern Rhodesia. 
Of nearly 540 million cattle enumerated for 57 countries, the 
percentage share of the Empire as shown above wa.s almost 33 in 1923. 
So far as Empire trade is concerned the herds of India may be 
deducted from this total. Cattle are protected ett- the- -o-ne-lvt-ntl. 
under the Hindu religion; on the other hand #fer are bred largely for 
draught purposes. Dairying is a very large indigenous industry 
in the villages where, however, promiscuous breeding retards efforts 
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16.9 13.3, 420 713 
61.8 55.4 285 260 
8.8'15.0 8.0 134 314 08 
(1) Figures .mainly from Cmö., 2499, are am ual averages, 
except for 1924. 
So many points of interest and importance to British 
trade emerge from the above tables that it will be profitable 
to consider briefly the conditions governing the production 
and marketing of foodstuffs of animal origin. 
Geographically the study is mainly one of grasslands of 
varying richness in "newts countries where land is cheap, 
population is not dense, animals are numerous, and where, 
therefore, a large surplus of animal products is available 
for export. Such grasslands are most extensive, so far as 
the British Empire is concerned, in Australia and New Zealend, 
the Union of South Africa, and Canada. 
6 
Australian grasslands cover the eastern pert of th. i island 
continent and include the narrow coastal plain, elevated tracts 
such as the Darling Downs, plain areas such as the Victoria 
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Riverina country. Over all pastures where adequate rains 
provide sufficiently nutritious grasses large herds of cattle 
graze, while on the lower mountain slopes arid poorer pastures 
millions of sheep feed. Pigs are raised most numerously where 
dairying industries are .l.,ractised, for they are economic 
consumers of the waste of the dairies. In the following 
table the numbers of these ani': is are given according to area 
and population for each state so that the distribution may 







th ern Territor 
ónwea 
á H E E P 
Per Head Per 
of Pop. s q a mi_ le 
1913 1923 1913 1923 
8.7 701 66.5 59.5 
8.6 608;+137 08 133.9 
21.7 16.8 125.1 '11.2x2 
33.0! 20.7 32.5 26.3 
1105 1245 , 13.4 16.6 
13.8 18.61 4.5 6.8 2.6 2,7 
18.23 1.3 Oal 0.0 111307 e237á3 
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LO l00 708 ; 8ü3 2806'31n8 
101 1.0 17.3 120o 3 43.1'46.5 
1.5 L3 9.1 10.5! 
8.1 7.9 7$9 1004' 








So far as cattle are concerned these statistics bear out the 
(1) 
forecast of Dr Griffith Taylor that "There seems little doubt" 
however" that in the near future Queensland and Northern Territory 
will. become the chief cattle strongholds." This is shown by 
the percentageof cattle in the various states and territories 
but the percentages of actual 
divisions/ 
(i) "Australia: Phys iogra hic 
increase in 19"3 over 1913 by 
and Economic" (1914) p.1389 
(1) 
divisions show that the Northern Territory with 102 and 
New South Wales 
Victoria 
Queensland 
South Au st_r alia 















w ith 20 indicate even more strikingly the advance in these parts, 
compared with South Australia(17) , Western Australia(14) , Tasmania(71 
New South Wales(4) and Victoria(4) . In the Northern area beef- cattle 
are mainly raised; in the southern, the cooler and more equable 
climatic conditions of the coastal regions are specially favourablejo 
cattle bred for dairy purposes. .such a division is equally true in 
Scotland whew.Nethe mild, Bret s outhwest districts are noted centres 
of dairy produce, while the severer climate of Aberdeenshire is more 
suited to beef- stock. This is shown by the percentage of dairy cows 
given in Table ') 
Despite the possibility of increasing very considerably the 
number of beef cattle in Australia there are factors which hinder the 
development of exports of beef to the United Kingdom. Perhaps the 
greatest of these is distance, which mans that all beef must be 
frozen, and frozen beef, not being greatly in demand, fetches the 
(2) 
logest prices on the British markets. Thus the trade is un- 
remunerative to the producer. There is, therefore, little 
inducement /4 
(1) "Somewhat similar climatic controls obtain in the Kimberley 
region of tropical West Australia. Here along the Fitzroy River are 
net plains covered with rich grass, and large areas maintain 20 
cattle to the square mile, giving a total of about 600,000 head." 
(Griffith Taylor "Agricl .Climatology of Australia" p0350). 
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inducement to the farmer to improve his stock, and by better 
breeding hasten maturity to permit of earlier slaughter. Such 
improvements are a necessayy condition, along with better 
grading and standardisation, for trade development, and 
should not be delayed. As transport is spee,de, . up and re- 
frigeration improved, Australia would benefit if the quality 
of her beef could compete with that from the Argentine estancias 
At present Australia has but a small share in the low per 
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26.4 Commonwealth 2049 
From the above table it is evident that judged from 
the actual number of dairy cows, New South Wales and Victoria 
are losing their supremacy in dairy produce, and this relative 
decline is emphasised by the percentages of production in the 
last two divisions of the Table. On the other hand dairying 
(l) 
in Queensland shows a decided advance. Dr Griffith Taylor 
states that the dairying industry of New South Wales was 
migrating % 
(i) t°Australia: Pysiogralikc and Economic* p.140. 
migrating about 1913 from the Illawara district to the coastal 
districts north of the barren Trias sandstones of the Sydney 
area where land is cheaper and the rainfall heavier. Apparently 
this migration has continued into south -eastern Queensland 
where conditions are equally favourable. In actual production 
New south Wales (where Byrom Bay has the largest individual 
factory in the world) still leads in the output of butter, but 
the Darling Downs of Queensland now occupy the premier position 
in cheese - making. Queensland showed an average production in 
(1) 
1919 -23 of 1006 million pounds, or nearly as much as New 
South Wales and Victoria combined. And it is in cheese 
particularly that exports have advanced. (Table ) . 
While in New South Wales dairy farming is carried on along 
the coasts and extends inland to the 40 -inch isohyet, in 
Victoria it is practised more widely. Dairy cattle are grazed 
on the coastal plains, but also between the highlands and the 
Murray river where the 25 -inch ieohyet divides the irrigated 
fr0111 the rainfall pastures. From the north -west of the state to 
Geelong a belt of dry country separates coastal and inland 
farms. 
Development is marked in Western Australia where cattle 
farms occur along th coast from Albany to the Artesian basins 
rou,_.nd Derby and Wyndham. South Australia and Tasmania have 
made small progress since the pre -war period. 
In all Australian pastures cattle may be left in the open 
throughout/ 
(1) Maximum. output 1502 million lbs. in 1921, fa? ling to 
70.2 in 1923. 
throughout the year. Drought, their worst enemy, is now more 
fully provided against by means of Artesian wells than previous- 
ly. Progress in the production of butter and cheese will be 
fostered by the "Buy Empire Goods " policy, but a stable British 
market can be retained only by careful preparation, regular 
grading, and steady supplies throughout the year. 
In New Zealand the farmers tend to concentrate much more nn 
dairy than on beef cattle. This is reflected both in the 
proportion of milk cows to all stock and in the classes of stock 
preferred. Dairy cattle comprise nearly 50 per cent cf the total 
stork, and include pure -bred Jersey, Friesian, Ayrshire, 
milking Shorthorns, and Red Polls in by far the largest number, 
and dairying heifers with predominating strain of these. 
North Island - principally the districts of Wellington, 
Auckland, North Auckland, and Taranaki, contains 80 per cent of 
ß,1l cattle, and over 75 per cent of the dairy cows. Of the 20 
per cent in South Island Canterbury, Southland and Otago graze 
most, leaving less than 5 per cent for the remainder of the Island. 
Although New Zealand suffers like Australia by her dis- 
tance from the 3ritish market and cannot yet export chilled beef 
thereto, the Dominion has made xapd progress in dairying. By 
careful selection after testing, to secure the most profitable 
stock, by liberal feeding, including the provision of fodder 
(1) 
crops, to maintain a steady flow of milk, and by the use of 
milking/ 
(1) The climate of New Zealand is much more favourable for 
sown grasses than that of Australia. Area under (artificial) 
sown grasses New 7ealand(1913)14.5 million acres, (1923) 1605; 
Australia(1913) 3.0, (1923) 4.3. 
4 F- 
milking machines to reduce the cost of labour the cairy 
farmer is laying the firnest foundations of successful trade. 
On its part the government provides for inspection and grad- 
ing, as well as for the registration of co-operative dairy 
companies. Butter factories are most numerous in Auckland, 
the "butter province". Taranaki comes second to Hawke's Bay 
in number of cheese factories, but it is by far the most 
important cheese-exporting province. 
In addition to increasing competition from Argentina 
New Zealand will again have to face competition from Siberia 
in the butter market. At present the Dominion ships most of 
her butter between November and February "with the result 
that the Nov: Zealand butter price falls to as much as 30s. 
(1) 
per cwt, below the price of Danish butter." New Zealand 
farmers and traders have still much to learn from Denmark 
in how to provide a steady all-year round supply of butter 
for the British market, though the quality of the commodity 
has attained a high level. 
Farm/ 
(1) Survey of Overseas Idarhets. p.364. Since the farmer 
cannot regulate demand in the British market for his butter 
he attempts through the Dairy Exports Control Board to 
regulate the distribution by the cold storage of the supply 
In London till prices rise. Such state speculation is 
in itself harmful to the regulation of the product, and 
kcan never overcome the lack of enterprise that precludes 
the benefit of regular all-year round supplies. 
Farra Stock in Canada 
T o t a i Mi lk C owr$ 
! 
1911-13 1.919 23 ~hóusan ß 
Pr.EdNard I. 
gov a Scotia 
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Canada is one of the few parts of the Empire from which 
live cattle may be imported into Great Britain either to be 
killed at the ports (fat cattle) , or fattened on British pastures 
before slaughter ( "store" cattle) . In 1909 Canada supplied 
about 114,000 live cattle; in 1913 only 1,804. The trade began 
again in 1921, and imports rose from 18,475 in 1922 to 56,672 in 
1923, and almost to 77,000 in 1924. Further development of this 
trade depends upon increase in numbers and improvements in quality 
of Canadian herds. 
The Irish Free State and the Union of South Africa are 
the other parts of the Empire from Nhich live animals may be 
imported. At present the Irish Free State supplies almost 90 per 
cent of such imports, while the Union of South Africa is only 
thinking seriously about it. Yet the demand for fresh meat is 
(1) 
such that it fetches very high prices compared with chilled meat. 
"71e feel that any steps towards increasing the imports of live 
cattle from the Empire will go some way towards reducing the 
Home/ (1) Irish, Canadian and U. S.A0 (port killed) realised 91s. 
per cwt.in 1924(Cmdo2499.p.l1) o 
Home Country's ' dependence on foreign sources of supply for its 
beef." 
Canadian supplies of frozen beef and veal in 1924 :vere 
valued at one -tenth of British imports from Australia; hér 
supplies of chilled beef were negligible. 
(2) 
/From Table ( ) it is evident that dairy farming is 
extending in Canada where mixed farming is be coming a general 
rule even in the Prairie provinces. Dairying industries are 
most numerous in Quebec and Ontario which contain the largest 
numbers of dairy cattle and almost 90 per cent of the 3,000 
butter and cheese factories in Canada. In the accompanying 
tables these details are farther exemplified, but it must be 
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l, ':/ c 9 1.9 
3.0 0.3 
16 5 ß 
remembered that there is considerable production of home -made 
(3) 
butter and cheese in addition to that produced in the factor - 
ieS0 
Canada' s / 
(1) Ibidpa12 
2 So far, at feast, as butter exports aie concerned. 
3 In 1921 dairy butter 100 million lbs. é home-made cheese 
535,000 lbs. 
Canada's exports of dairy products to the United Kingdom 
are figured in Table C"--). Such exports come naturally from 
the eastern ports, and especially by the St0Lawren.ce. Canada 
differs from Australia in the coldness of her winters and all 
stock must be stall-fed throughout the winter in the eastern 
provinces, as well as over the greater part of the prairies. 
Advanced methods are again the key to increase of trade; the 
Empire produce of Canada should always find a ready market in 
the United In this trade as in grain the growing and . 
increasingly industrialised population of the United States will 
compete more and more severely for the Canadian surplus, hence 
it would be well to establish a regular market in the United 
Kingdom for Canadian supplies. 
Geographically the Union of South Africa is well situated 
for meat exports to the United Kingdom. Her J. arge herds are 
beyond the needs of local markets, but much greater improve- 
ments in her herds (which have been selected for draught rather 
than for meat purposes) must prepare the v ay for greater 
exports. Live stock are so largely in demand in British 
markets that South Africa should endeavour to suic.ply animals; 
a trial shipment from Rhodesia realised good prices in the 
British markets. With reduced cost of transportation to the 
ports and over the ocean, important developments would doubtless 
follow. 
Expansions in ranching are possible especially in 
northern Transvaal districts of Waterberg, Zoutpansberg, 
Pietersburg/ 
pietersburg, and Lydenburg, where the bush veld yields good 
winter grazing, but where summer grazing requires study. At 
present cattle are most numerous in the eastern Transvaal, the 
high veld of the Orange Free State, Natal, and the eastern 
coastal area of the Care rrovince. On these ranches Afrikander 
cows, crossed with pure-bred Shorthorn, Angus, Sussex, Hereford, 
or Devon breeds, appear to yield suitable ,stock. 
During the War years exports of meat were large, but 
the low prices ruling since 1921 have led farmers to relinquish 
(1) 
the trade. There is ample provision for dealing with 
animal products at the chief centres and ports; apparently 
economies on the ranches and heavier cattle are required to 
stabilise the trade which should not require the bounty granted 
by the Act of 1923. 
Uncertain rainfall and droughts throw the principal dairy- 
ing -industry on to irrigated farms. At present dairy farming is 
almost/ 
(1) Exports of Meat 
1000 lbs. Declared value 
__e_r__ 00 s . 
1913 121.3 f'2ó 12: 1 1921 
1916 5,971.7 1: 15: 6 1923 





per 00 s. 
0714: 6 
0: 16: 8 
almost undeveloped in South Africa. It is true that natural 
conditions are not so favourable as in New Zealand, but there 
are factors that must tend to make such an industry on a large 
scale particularly profitable to dairy farmers. Proximity to 
the British market which is insatiable for butter; a regular 
txxeixpe service of steamers with refrigerating apparatus; a 
well -developed railway system in close connection with dairying 
districts; cheap coloured and spoor white" labour in abundance; 
organised marketing facilities; and capital for co- operative 
factories; - these make the establishment of a large industry 
possible and guarantee its success so long as the quality of 
the produce is maintained. "I have ", says the author of an 
official report, "had exceptional opportunities of seeing 
what can be produced, and I am of opinion that there are 
splendid opportunities for enterprising settlers with a knowledge 
(1) 
of dairying." Ostrich farming on irrigated land is a 
speculative occupation, dependent on the vagaries of fashion, 
while under a system of stall- feeding, cattle would yield 
(2) 
steady and profitable results. South African Friesland 
cows are reputed rich as milk producers, imported Red Polls 
adapt themselves well to hard living, and Ayrshires and Jerseys 
have been introduced. In the post -,war period the Union has 
reversed/ 
(1) Report on the Economic Conditions in South Africa,July 1924 
(Dept.of Overseas Trade) p0224 
(2) It is no exaggeration to say that these South African 
irrigated lands, with their prolific production of lucerne and 
not crops under the system of stall feeding, will carry as much 
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FROZEN MUTTON CARCASES 
do. LA M8 do. 
Rio- BEEF QUARTERS 
CH I L LE b do. do. 
W, c A. 1J. Jo/tnst.on,. L»niiecl. _azizLurgh, ci I,arulon, 
/"lEA T //1PORT5 BY PORT5,/Ç2//. 
( ßaec n L on yVeddel's eview of the Fro3er Pleat Made., ig2g. . 
reversed the pre -war conditions by producing sufficient butter 
and cheese for her requirements; in the future large exports 
should be possible, not only from the Cape Province, but from 
the no rthern Transvaal, the Orange Free State, and Natal. 
"Nigeria, East Africa, and possibly British Guiana are 
the only other sources of beef supply within the Empire which 
might become important, but they are still in a preliminary 
stage of stocking and the possibility of catering for the 
(I) 
United Kingdom market has not yet been seriously considered." 
Altoget)e r the share of the Elnpir. e in British imports of 
live stock for food and in beef should be considerably aug- 
mented. But as the foregoing account of the meat industry 
shows there are factors that tend to delay improved deliveries. 
To mitigate these the Empire looks for improved freezing 
processes in order that the quality and appearance of the meat 
may be preserved; for improved methods of chilling so that 
(2) 
Empire beef might compete with South American supplies; and 
for more rapid transport to make the supply of such meat more 
secure. (3) 















Meat - Per cent Per cent Per cent (thousands) 
Beef and Veal 4464 12.2 43.4 1,349 tong 
1 Mutton and Lamb 41.0 33.0 26.0 458 " 
Pig Meat 34.04-A 51.5 865 " 
Butter 17.0,- 37.0 . 46.0 6,377 cwts. 
Cheese 31.20 60.0 I 9.0 4 186 
This/ 
(1 )Cmd02499 (1925) pol4e 
(2) The Low Temperature Research Station at Cam bridge could 
be better equipped and extended to prosecute such studies. 
(Cmd.2493 (1925) p017). 
(3) Based on Cmdo 2493 (1925) po29. 4) Figures only approximate 
This table serves to show the small share of the United 
Kingdom in the provision of animal products for home con - 
sumpti on . Thy is ample opportunity for extension of 
pastoral industries vhich should supply at least half of the 
nation's requirements. In pastoral, as in arable, farming 
little has been done to d imulate ppduction, and the deirdence 
of Great Britain on Imperial and foreign lands must be so 
forced on the attention of the population that a new agrarian 
revolution may be brought about. 
Cattle Products 
l y 
(Figures are annual uvera es) jra.442, 
Australia New Zealand Canada 
14&S9 -i3k 119 -2 
1e + Total No. 
(millions) 
. Export (thousand 
cwt.) 
to U.K. (per cent) 
er - Export ( thousand 
to U.K.per cent) 
ee - Export (thousand 
cwt. ) 














346.1 785.3 48.6 127.7 
C 
88.7: 94,2 75.0 51.7 
496.1(1353.2 696.81179. 
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Brit. Em Are 10.5 65.4 
Butter Cheese Milk 
96.1 43.1 85.6 3Z.8 
_ British Meat Imports 
(Figures are percentages, but totalsexceit for Live .,;nimals, 
are given in million cwt.) 
(1) Live knimals for Food 
Cows S3-ieep 
and and Calves and 'Swine 
Oxen Heifers Lambs 
-10113 -17172r17173 19231913 




83.4 0 99.6 
14.8 12.2 0.3 - 









100 OE 98.1 
- 100 0.1 - 
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22,3 5132 46,8 
27.8 10.5 19.8 






































- 0.5 74.3 50.1 66.9 67. 




r canned Other 
192 .1)*10171-7920- 
- o 8.5 lia 
land. 1 3 
3 20.9 0 10001 cwt.) O. 0 2.83 
(6) _Pig Prbducts 
--Facon rams -Pork 
1913''023 
% 
ree state & 4.1 
' 5.0 10.7 
arid 
Fresh Frozen 
1913 19.r2n1S) 92 
dt, 













3.1 14.8 10.5 68 003 37 9 16 7 I _35 o R 4 _ ._ 




sh Free state dates from 1922. (2) Included elsewhere (Veal under 
q). (3) From 00.nn.el (4 ) Included in Animals for 
'aeqng in 1913. (5) Hearts, Livers, }Cid.neys, etc. 
I Included under Mutton 1913. (7) Falkland id.s.3.9. 
1295 owts. 
Sheep_ and their Products 
(Figures are annual averages) 
Sheep - Total No. (millions 
Iloo1 - Total Prodna 
(million lbs.) 
- exports in the 
gre$af4e(in million 
lbs.) 
- per cent to U.K. 
Australi 





r - exporte, scoured and 
washed (in million 
lbs.) 70.3 
- per cent to U.K. 14505 
Mutton and Lamb b 51.4 
',Exports 
(in million lbs.) 
" per cent U.K. 94.1 
New Zealan Union of 
South 
i9og-/3 /9/9-z3 _Afr 
1 
23.9 23.7 252 










0 per cent of all wools exported. 
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When examination of sheep products is undertaken the 
position of the Empire as a source of supply for the United King- 
dom is seen to be very important. Sheep rearing is admirably 
suited to the drier and poorer pastures of the temperate parts 
of Australia and South Africa, as well as to large stretches 
of New Zealand and the unproductive uplands and drier mountain 
slopes of India and Canada. 
Number of She ep in the British Emp i r e 
,Australia 







! 24.8 23.1 
2301 2201 
' Great Britain 











Out of a total of nearly 500 million sheep enumerated for 
(1) 
36 countries in 1923 or the nearest year those parts of the 
British Empire detailed above had over 180 million or almost 
38 per cent. 
Percentage of Distribution of Shee+ in the Em ire o 
Totes. Sheep in Wool per Sheep per 
each D ominio n sheep eho n sq. mile. ya 
- -_ 
19193 I 1923 1919 -.23 
aper cen per cen 
Australia 
--11-6.-w-Mi.th Wales 46.' 
Victoria I 14b2 
Queensland íl 2506 
South Australia 6.0 
Western Australia II 5.2 
Tasmania 2.0 
Northern Territory 0.1 




-T6 th ÌsÌ and 54.5 
South Island 45.5 
Union of South Africa 
Cape of Goo Hope 4'7.3 
Natal '1 a Transvaal I. 
Orange Free State 33.4 
46.7 
Á y 






























29 7. 9 290.3 
187.9 174.7 
6408- ! 66.5 
61.90 65.6 
43.00 45.5 
30090 ';! 31.7 
170.40 ' 164.1 
So far as percentage of distribution indicates the three 
eastern states of the mainland of Australia are the most 
important areas of sheep -rearing, but New South Wales, with 
nearly half of the total number of sheep in the continent is 
the prominant land of sheep farming. 
(i) New Zealand Official Year Book 1925 p.4250 
Im in Wo_rldt s Production of Wool 
Part of British Empire 1909 -13 
per cent 
United Kingdom 5.2 
Australia 270.3 
New Zealand 7,7 









Total 47.0 4407 
Total(million lbs,)24587.2 2 18006 
There 1. e a world' ,3 shortage of wool, and flocks cannot be 
increased rapidly enough to meet requirements. During the War 
large stocks of wool accumulated in the southern hemisphere. 
These were marketed after the War 113, the British Australasian 
Wool Realisation Association (Bawra) , formed in 1921. All the 
"carry-over" wools of New Zealand, Falkland Islands, and South 
Africa, with 50 per cent of those in Aistr.alia, previously 
purchased by the British Government, were to be sold in such a 
manner as to maintain the stability of therfiarket. The sales 
were successfully carried through in Britain and on the 
Continent, and the last of nearly 2,700,000 bales were dis- 
posed of in 1924. No world reserve stocks now exist, and the 
outlook of Dominion pastoralists is peculiarly bright. 
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About 20 per cent of Australian sheep and lamb; are 
slaughtered annually for home consumption (over 75 per cent) 
or for export after freezing. Oversea exports of live sheep 
are of mall importance, and table C ) shows that Australis 
compares poorly with $ew Zealand in the export of frozen 
mutton and lamb. This is because Australia specialises in 
wool sheep and especially in Merinos, the carcases of which 
are of little value for food. Generally mutton -sheep are 
raised on the hiiland pastures or on the wetter coastal 
plains - they are of the Romney Marsh and Lincoln varieties or 
cross.- breeds of these with Merinos. prom the accompanying 
tables some interesting facts of distribution in New South 
Wales, the most important sheep -rearing state, emerge. 
The greatest percentage of sheep is found in the Central Plains 
( 
and Riverina country where the sheep are principally Merinos, 
1 
but the number absolutely, and per square mile, has diminished,- 
a result largely brought about by drought . Changes in the 
other divisions are due partly to the method of enumeration. 
Decrease in the total number of sheep may be studied with 
the other two tables which show that smaller flocks are in- 
creasing in popularity, while farms of over 20,000 acres or 
of under 100 acres are disappearing. Voarently farms of between 
1000 and 5000 acres are as large as most sheep farmers 
desire. Dangers from drought, a) rsbined pastoral and 
agricultural/ 




S'r.leep in New South Wales 
(1) 
Diviion of State 
Total Sheep 
1911 I 1923 
yper cen 
Coattal pelt 3.2 1.8 
Tableland 19.9 : 21.4 
WeSt ern Slopes 24.9 28.8 
Central Plains and Riverin 35.7 34. 0 






4100 ; 19:0 
220.0 ÿ l'78.9; 
295.5 227.0 
224.1 15. E 
58.2 á 38.8 
Whole State j44947 34,8Ei3 144.? 112. 
(1) ?ásed óri (çfficiál~ éa,r Book of TSnSoÌ.19, p 
accompanying map. 
Size of Flocks (N85.:ß. ) 
Proportion of 
ize of Flocks 
1 1,000 
1,001 - 2,000 
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agricultural pursuits, dearth of labour, and the closer 
settlement policy pursued since 1904 are probably the chief 
reasons for many of the changes indicated in the Tables, while 
the increasing proportion of cross-bred sheep demonstrates the 
success, of the policy of supplying both wool and mutton to the 
markets, and so benefiting by the relative prices of the two 
commodities* Reduced numbers per square mile in the Western 
regions are largely explained by the period of exceptional 
(1) 
droughts exp er iac ed since 1918-19. 
(1) Official Year Book of New South bales (1923) pp.537 -545. 
New Zealand suffers from few of the drawbacks to sheep 
farming that are so harmful in the Australian Commonwealth 
or South African Union. In latitude the islands are situated 
south of Sydney, and the principal grazing lands, which correspond 
in position with Tasmania, lie in the rain - shadow formed by the 
Southern Alps, yet benefiting by the prevalent and moisture -laden 
Brave West Winds. Nor despite the latitude, are the temperatures 
high. Thus Wellington (41)16'S) with a mean temperature in 
January of 6205 °F. is about 12 °F. below that of London in July; 
and Dunedin (45°52"S), with a mean temperature of 5709 °F. in 
January is actually cooler than Leith (July, 59.0°F; 55°58'N). 
In winter, however, the New Zealand temperatures are higher than 
those of Great Britain. The mean temperatures of the coldest 
month are - Wellington, 4707°F; London, 3808°F; Dunedin, 42.3°F; 
Leith, 38.9°F. On the whole the equable New Zealand climate 
resembles that of Great Britain, and is thus peculiarly favourable 
to the culti vat ion of British grasses, and the raising of British 
breeds of sheep and cattle. In Nev Zealand most sheep are grazed 
in the land district of Wellington, Canterbury, Gisborne, Hawke's 
Bay, Otago and Southland, - all on the drier eastern lowlands and 
slopes 
As a source of mutton and lamb for the British market 
Aew Zealand stands first, and the Dominion is also a supply 
market for wool. Merino. sheep were the first class depastured 
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Ince high irices are anticipated for some years, ana the increase 
f he flocks will involve the placing of larger supplies of 
Sutton and lamb on the market. Argentina has also an advantage 
,n freight 
) 
rates, owing to her proximity to the United Kingdom 
iarke t. " 
Freezing does not impair the quality of mutton and lamb to 
JIB same extent as in beef, so that supplies may be evenly dis- 
ributed throughout the year. Australia and South Africa must 
(2) 
aim to secure high quality of product such as New Zealand has 
achieved, in order to market profitably the mutton they are un- 
doubtedly capable of producing. Regularity and continuity of 
supply are the great desiderata for the British market and the 
frozen commodity favours such demande . 
The Union of South Africa carries rather less than half as 
many sheep as Australia. By number more than half are in the 
Cape Irovince, less than one-third in the Orange Free State; by 
density the Orange Free State grazes the largest number (Table 43, ) 
As in Australia sheep are raised for wool rather than for mutton- 
024%,-,40 /1-23/ 
aresponse to similar climatic conditions (See sketch-map). but 
A' 
again as in the Commonwealth more interest is being taken in the 
marketing of frozen mutton and lamb. Roughly'the price of 
home -fed mutton and lamb in South Africa was one penny per pound 
higher in 1923 (9.3d) than in 1913 (8.3) 
9 
partly a result of 
increased/ 
(1) Survey of Overseas Markets. . p. 363 e 
(2) Over both parts of the Empire si:.ecified New Zealand has the 
great advantage of numerous ports contiguous to the local 
sources of supply. See p. 22e' 
69 
increased supplies due to post-war rise of prices accompanied by 
(1) 
vanishing competitive imports. 
In wool production South Africa holds the second place 
among Empire lands, and the fourth among world sheep countries, 
yielding (1923) 7 per cent of the World's wool crop, against 
18,8 for Australia. Since the War, during which the United 
States purchased largely from the Union, the quality of South 
African wool has been improved considerably and the establishment 
of Wool Growers' Associations is leading to the selection of better 
fleeced sheep as well as to better conditions of grading and 
marketing. Accumulated stocks of the war period have been 
( :;2) 
exhausted by sales on the same plan as in Australia and more 
sìáble prices foreshadow increased prosperity for the Union 
In the Angora wool trade Turkey alone competes with 
(3) 
South Africa. Exports from the Union, most largely through 
Port Elizaleth, depend almost entirely upon the demand at 
Bradford which in turn buys according to continental demands 
for mohair yarn. Thus the trade varies and is speculative. 
Reduction in numbers of goats is explained largely by the severe 
1919-23 





drought s / 
(1) Average A,nnua]. Imports 
1910 -14, 2,3561000 lbs; 
(b) Frozen Beef 1910 -14, 
(2) See po 
3) 8703 per cent by weight in 1923e 
4) 9.5 mill. lbs. in 1923. 
Mohair produced 
and e or ted 
i1 .. on q$a 
to Union cf (a) Frozen Mutton 
1920-23, 576,000 lbs. 
5,987,000 lbs; 1920-23, 52,000 lbs 
droughts of the period 1913-16 which were especially destructive 
in the Angor a belt of the Cape Province where most of the goats 
1) 
are raised° 
Despite her wide extent of apparently suitable country 
Canada carries very few sheep. This is largely due, it may 
be supposed, to the severity of Canadian winters, especially 
in the interior where sheep could not find food. Flocks do 
not thrive under indoor conditions, as cattle do,and thus, 
apart from the feeding, it is doubtful if sheep would prove 
remunerative over the prairie. In the following table dis- 
tributican per sy.mila and per thousand of population is shown. 
It must be remembered that coastal conditions especially in 
the west, and the Chinook regions of Alberta, are not so extreme 
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Shee. in Canada 1923 
No o _sheqp 
Per Per 
ysgo 1000 
mile of Po 
Ml ne e Edward Ìf 38 




Quebec 1 348 
Ontario 2 20 
.Man o. a 
Saskatchewan 






war period the number of sheep has decreased year by year and 
the wool crop for 1923 was less than 16 million poundse 
Present conditions favour sheep farming, but Canada is evidently 
Unattracted. / 
(1) 83e3 per cent in 1913; 91.3 in 1923. 
unattraet ed by an occupation for which population is at 
present unavailable, and which has not the organised markets 
that deal with cattle and grain produce. In addition there 
Is the fencing problem, and in the West, the danger from 
(1) 
waives. 
(1) Lnc y.Brit. New Vo 1. a I, p0507. 
TEA COW EE AND COCOA 
From the point of view of total Britien. I4ports, the three 
bekver age , bases - tea, coffee, and cocoa - occupy in the 
aggregate about the same percentage in value for the quin - 
quenniwtm 1919 ..23 (when they together represented 208 per cent 
of the total value) as for the pre -war lustrum 1909 -.13 (2.4 per 
cent) . If the value of Class I Imports - Food, Drink, and 
Tobacco - are alone considered the percentage is the same for 
both periods, - 6.3. Of that percentage tea forms 4.7 in each 
quii.nquennium, cocoa has risen from 0.7 to 1.0 and coffee has 
declined from 009 to Ooh. 
Geographically these three commodities are especially 
interesting in distribution. Generally speaking tea is a 
temperate product, coffee is tropical, and cocoa equatorial. Tea 
and coffee agree in demanding a wet slope of rich soil while 
cam a is obtained from the low -lying equatorial forest belt. 
The tea and coffee sshrubs, and the cocoa or cacao tree are 
planted for commercial reasons as near to the ocean as possible, 
white fvr collecting purposes they are allowed to erGw only b 
high as native labour can reach.. Al i! arse in demanding Cheap, 
but not necessarily unskilled, labour for picking or preparation 
for export; the harvest of each is determined very largely 
by world demand, - the acreage expanding or contracting as 
prices rise or fall. As the three plants do not reach full 
bearing before the sixth year, the planter must have sufficient 
capital f 
capital to await results, or be able to grow catch crops, 
and generally plants bananas or other economic trees for shade 
to his nursery dhrubs. 
British imports of these vegetable commodities are not 
entirely used for home consumption. The percentages retained 
withOhe United Kingdom ara shown in the following table; the 
remainder is re-exported widely over the world, principally from 
London. 
quantitx imorted and PercentarTe retained fo Home Conaam tO-on 
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From the aspect of pest-war trade it is evident that the 
inorease_d imports of tea and cocoa may be attributed partly to 
increase of population in the United Kingdom and partly perhaps 
to greater per .put consumption, while the decreased imports 
of coffee are counterbalanced by the larger percentage retained 
for home consumption. In reality all three crops show a large 
import by quantity. 
As the sources of supply of tea have remained fairly con- 
eAnt the production of that commodity may be briefly conslidered 
but the changed sources for coffee and cocoa demand that a 
tiller,/ 
fuller account of these should be undertaken. The outstanding 
feature is the greatly increased consumption of cocoa, largely 
due, perhaps, to chocolate manufactures; the imports of this 
commodity have almost doubled in the post -.Jar period. 
As the geographical factors controlling the prods,action 
of all three are treated in sufficient detail in text -books of 
Commercial Geography it has not been considered necessary to 
repeat such information in this summary. 
TIA 
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Practically the Whole oft.he British imports of tea are 
derived from the British Empir e, and, as the table above 
indicates, India and Ceylon send us about 90 per cent of our 
large imports. Figures of production within the Enpire serve 
only to accentuate the predominance of these two e ource s of suptl 
Teaygroti n in the Bri t:i pir e 
Averae Annual Pro duct .f o n _t o rort 
¡eh n a(iEFIdifii 
latiTe States) 
Ylon 














@g b _ -.Pot 
Indian tea is produced almost entirely in the north of 
the subcontinent where six- sevenths of the acreage under the 
crop are under planation, principally in Assam. Thus of 
the 710,300 acres under tea in 1923 615,400 acres were in 
northern India including 411,800 in Assame These statistics 
leave less than 95,000 acres for southern India, while Burma's 
share has almost disappeared. The crop from this acreage was 
almost 375, 500, 000 pounds of tea. Of this crop over 90 per 
s 
cent was exported, 80 per cent being consigned to the United 
Kingdom. 
Of the teas of nort'iern India the Darjeeling variety 
realises a high price because of its delicate flavour; Apsam 
tea is of a thick liquoring nature, giving blend strength, and 
body when mixed with the poorer product of Duane; the teas 
of Cachar and Sylhet are of poor quality, many of the plantations 
being laid out on pure peat lands (bheils) where daainage 
is extremely difficult, but where production per acre is very 
hit . 
While the plantations of northern India are laid out 
along the lower well -watered slopes of the Himalayas at 
elevations generally under3,500 feet, those of southern India 
in the Nilgiri Hills and elsewhere, are found, because of the 
low latitude, to produce best at elevations between 5000 and 
6000 feet above sea-- level. Plantations in southern India are 
increasing in nu> tbev, new areas having been marked out for 
planting / 
planting despite a shortage of labour that is felt there. 
Labour troubles have been most acute in the northern tea 
gardens. 
In Ceylon, where labour is plentiful, no land is available 
for the development of new areas. There the high quality of 
e 
the crop keeps deland constant. Xxporta almost touched 200 
million pounds (avoir.) in 1924, the British share being about 
65 per cent* 
lxcellent tea is grown on the lower slopes of the south- 
east of the )llanje mountain group in Nyasaland from the Ruo 
Ri rer north to Chitakali (20 miles) beyond which rainfall is 
(1) 
insufficient. "Unfortunately, tea is not one of the principal 
crops of the Protectorate and... a an increased prosperity among 
the planters does not have the widespread beneficial effect that 
follows a similar activity in the (more widespread) tobacco 
(2) 
industry*" 
With the constantly widening market for tea and the con.. 
sequently improved prices for the commodity, it is certain that 
the area under the crop will increase, and that the additional 
production will be readily absorbed. In India, the greatest 
exporting country, a marked improvement in political conditions 
would, it may be hoped, be reflected in the labour supply, 
attracted by enhanced pair( 
British peoples within and without the Xnpire are, as in 
pre ''war years, the world's heaviest consumers, Australasia 
ho ldi ngf 1 Handbook of Nyasaland 1922 p0900 
(2) Col*RepoNo01204, (1923) pc050 
holding the first place for ser cä ut consumption, but, partly 
as a result of the War, during which abstention from intoxicat- 
ing liquors was practised, and European allied troops became 
more accustomed to the beverage, and partly as a consequence of 
prohibition in various lands, the demand for tea among foreign 
peoples has grown apace. Hence though the Russian market has 
collapsed, the surplus caused thereby has been readily absorbed. 
Tea production in other parte of the Empire is mainly 
of local importance, as it is consumed within a relatively small 
radius of the growing centres. further extension of cultivat- 
ion (eog0 iin Uganda, Kenya and Tanganyika) depends largely 
on the relative values of c opeting crops; farther expansion 
upon the supply of cheap labour. 
NMI 
co f P E E _ ._. ....... 
Sources of British ImEáried Coffee* Table -a& 
" 1 -. Pe ceatqae of T otál Imports from Average 
British ri t i sh T--- Kenya ' Annual 
India West Colonya) Fmpi.re ; Import 
Indies ! 1000 cwt s 0 
1 
1909 -13 1083 
1914'lß 604 





0.4 13.5 810.2 
101 1. ;. 8 967.5 
15.6 29.8 775.1 
formerly British East Africa Prot. 
Brit :i sh East Africa 
British imports of coffee, like those of tea, show a 
considerable uniformity of quantity from period to period. 
In the mammary table given above it is interesting to note that 
the Empire is supplying $n increas ingl y large proportion of 
our import, and that this is due to a rapid expansion of East 
African/ 
African production. This is emphasised in the table below 
where the average annual crops (in some cases exports only) 
are shown. 
Coffee - growing in the Empire 




British India (incl.Native States 265,435 225,600 
Jamaica O 73,774 63,736 
Federated Malay State 13,9115 8,941 
Uganda -r 3,880 41,205 
Kenya, Colony 2,658 78,295 
Nyasaland 4,069 1,033 
Ceylo n 510 258 
( 2) average of years 1920a-23 
(1) Domestic exporte are given as production figures,not 
available. (Total pro&tction for F.M.S.1922-23) 
In India where some 3,000 plantations cover nearly 230,000 
acres, more than half of the area under coffee is in the native 
state of Mysore, the remainder being in the British provinces 
of Coorg abc (24 per cent) and Madras (22),:..3 .y-, ,°,:; s.!: E 
of Cochin and. Travancore (2) )fysore has the rich valleys of 
the Nilgiri Hi1iF.; rising above its plateau surface while 
Coorg lies among the Western Ghats between Mysore and the sec. 
In both states rainfall is so abundant as to favour the spread 
of leaf disease in the coffee plant which is now most 
successfully cultivated in the re.lat1 ely drier parts. 





variety grown in the fine Coffea arabica, Reports indicate 
that, owing largely to the fall in the price of coffee, caused 
by the great quantities of cheap Brazilian produce in the market 
coffee is in some pa rts giving place to tea, and in lower 
plantations to rubber. 
Jamaica produces a variety of grades of coffee among which 
the famous Blue Mountain variety .. grown at elevations of from 
3,000 to 4,500 feet, and considered the finest the world pro- 
duces, commands the highest prices in the market. Folloying a 
period of dep, xeesi. on, values rose during the War, and 
prosperity has returned. Rnhanced prices are expected to lead 
to the opening up of new areas in. British Guiana, where labour 
shortage has hindered development. 
Coffee plantations were largely abandoned in the 
Pede >ated Malay States, probably because of the great expansion 
of rubber -- growing, but production has again increased since 
the War. 
In Uganda and Kenya Colony Ruropean planters and natives 
alike have brought about the extension of coffee -growing that 
has produced the greatly increased production in last Africa. 
Prom about 170 plantations Uganda etported almost 41,000 cwt. 
in 1923, While the acreage under native cultivation rose to 
133 and yielded 66,000 lbs. of cherry for the pulping stations. 
liven more rapid developments have taken place in Kenya whence 
not/ 
not far short of 140,000 cwt. were exported in 1923. The value 
of exported coffee from Uganda and Kenya has multiplied twelve 
times since 1913. 
In Uganda coffee comes second only to cotton. It is grown 
chiefly near the white settlements in Toro and Bunyoro. On the 
west slopes of Mt.Elgcn the Bagishu t7t44145 has commenced to 
cultivate C etb c , and the result will be watched with 
interest. 
Tanganyika. Territory is suited in several parts for coffee 
growing. Mile natives grow mainly the hardy and high -yielding, 
but poor quality, Cerobusta.,_ especially in Bukoba district, 
those of the Kilimanjaro district are raising Coarbica. 
Indigenous coffees are marketed principally in North Africa, 
but are also slipped to Holland for central Lurope. Arusha 
coffee is of very high quality and fetched £10 more per ton 
than Kenya coffee in 1923-24; the area of this Arabian crop 
could be largely increased. Carabica is also raised on the 
Ueambara plateau, and altogether over 5,250 tons were exported 
in 1924. The natives of Kilimanjaro district have formed a 
Native Planterst Association to secure better crops and more 
thorough preparation for market. Coffee is grown by natives 
in Rungwe, Tanga, and Moshi districts. 
Kenya coffee is grown in several districts of the Colony 
the acreage being shown in the following table 
Coffer/ 
^ y ,-` .,.- °-,...,í, 
..,AN 0- 7 OD b'.( A /.7 )/ 
laoi1r.oyd aaficp z).4-nQ /aD 6o/o Oa' a%/ 








Coffee Districts 1923. 
District 'Acres in feet 
T;IÖr 
][am_.hako s d 551 4,500 
Voi(Teita 164; 4,500 
Lumbwa and ; 7 746 4 f 000. , 
Kisumu 5,500 
Nyeri ' 2,041 5,000 
u 
District 




Trans Nzoia 5 
Nandi and 








2 769 6000 
iJ4.... _ e JS..__..Jb.. 
de 
in fee. 
Prom the table several interesting points may be noted. 
In the first place the height above sea -level cf the plantations 
i s somewhat remarka: 1e, varying from 4,500 to 6,000 feet. 
Within these altitudes the lower plantations produce the heavier 
yield but the quality is ew towards the upper level the 
yield diminishes but the quality improves. Nairobi coffee is 
valued in London only a little lower than that of Mysore and 
(2) 
Coorg, and its strongly acid flavour, no less than its high 
quality, brings it into demand for blending with the poorer 
and cheaper Santos output. 
A second point clarly indicated in the table is the value 
of location for marketing the crop. This is exhibited by the 
figures for Kikuyu which contains about half of the total area 
under coffee. Kikuyu is near Nairobi and the railway, useful 
latrour is at hand, and the land is *proved* for coffee.. Thus 
thoug0a land th ere is dearer, it is much in demand. The large 
coffee area of Kyambu, for which a graph of rainfall has been 
prepared,' 
(1) P Tres from Kenya Handbook, British nnpire Exhibition. 
(2) Price per cwt.in 1923 Mysore 96s.9d; Coors; 89s.6d; 
Nairobi 88s.6d. Kenya and Uganda coffees are commercially 
classed as tenyaW. 
0` 2 
prepared, is in Kikuyu. The principal picking of coffee 
cherries is after the heavy rains. 
Of the to t a). area. (52,250 acres) under coffee in 1923 onAy 
a little over half was in bearing, for the coffee plant is a 
slow- growing shrub, reaching full tearing in from six to ten 
years after planting, and continuing to yield for thirty years 
or more. With the full recovery of the luropean dmehanges 
and markets, and the more complete enforcement of American 
Prohibition, it is unlikely that Kenya will ever find her 
coffee a glut on the world's markets. Labour shortage, in 
spite of the introduction of labour-saving machinery, is the 
real deterrent to increased production; extensions of transport 
f aciiitiee will favour larger exports from Mombasa. 
Supplies from Ceylon have long since ceased to be of 
importance. Prom 4720 when the plant was introduced, until 
about 1380 coffee was progressively important, but the shrub, 
weakened by the coffee -Leaf disease, was finally killed by green 
scale. The Liberia n variety has met with only partial success. 
Coffee was introduced into Nyasaland in 1894, but crop 
failures, due to irregular rains, the decline in prices after 
1897 following heavies production in Brazil, and the ravages of 
the stem borer beetle, have reduced production to the level 
of local requirements, and coffee is now a subsidiary crop. 
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Ordnance Survey Ofi'ice,Southampton,,1913. 
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F3 
owned by 2uropeans in Africa the Arabioa variety is cultivated 
because of its flavour and market value. Native growers prefer 
the more easily grown Corobusta of the Congo region, 
Ceieno aYylla of Sierra Leone, or C liberica of West Africa, 
which grower at lower levels than the others. 
C O C O A 
SourcFps of _ Briti sh I ....._ 
T 




West Africa, West Indies Ce 
20" Y__ 
1914-18 5107 S 1403 
1919-; 
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Table 48 vëe 
Annual 
Import 






One of the features of XMpire trade in recent years has 
been the rapid increase in Cacao production in British Test 
Africa where the Gold Coast and Nigeria have now a practical 
monopoly of commercial production, and yield more than half 
of the world's supply. This is evident from the point of view 
of the British market in the above table, while the total 
exporte of these two parts of the Épire indicate the great 








7,, 92? 58,223 
732 24 967 
9 1901 09-13 
tons tons. 
34,354 









From a few seeds carried by a native returning from 
/ernando Po in 1879 the cocoa industry developed in the Gold 
(1) 
Coast. Within the last generation progress has been phenomenal. 
&ch/ 
. See Graph of Gold Coast trade. Fig0t0 
2 See accompanying map, and note how areas relatively remote 
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D/S TR/C7, COLO COAST-. 
Such progress is due entirely to native farmers:~, advised by the 
Agricultural Department. The deep rich soils of the low 
coastal region , under the tropical climatic conditions 
illustrated by the graph for Aburi have favoured cultivation; 
b4 primitive methods of preparing the beans or inibs' for 
market by fermentation and drying, and careless grading, 
aggravated by the wetting loads suffer in surf -boats alcng the 
harbourless coast, result in a poor quality and flavour. This 
low-grade cocoa commands correspondingly - low market prices, 
fetching in London 10s. to 15s. per cwt. less than that of 
Trinidad. It is used largely in the manufacture of chocolate. 
It is imperative, if Gold Coat cocoa is to maintain its 
p oeition, that better methods of preparation be employed; and 
the scientific study of insect pests and diseases must be 
steadily prosecuted. To secure the former, ocular proof 
of the enhanced value of improved quality is necessary to 
impress the natives; the ravages of Sant onuabe and the 
Cocoa Mosquito on the young shoots, of Big Bugs on the young 
pods, of various Borers, and of Leaf Beetles, as well a.s vari. cus 
fungi diseases, bear their own results, and if these are not 
checked a catastrophic calamity such as befell the coffee 
industry in Ceylon may occur. 
At present only one -eighteenth of the area available for 
cocoa is planted, and if sufficient labour could be secured to 
work/ 
work double the present area, an annual output of 300,000 tons 
could readily be attained. Estimates place the potential 
cocoa area at 24,000 square miles. Further increase of export 
(1) 
in view of falling prices will depend largely on reduced 
costs of transport both inland and at the coast. At present 
the cost per ton mile is - by head 5s. to 6s34 ñ by lorry 2s.6d. 
to 3s03d. , by rail 7 -d for theirst 50 miles, reduced by lid. 
(2) 
for each additional 50 miles to ado for 200 miles. It 
is obvious that railways alone can reduce the inland rates; 
the completion of Takoradi harbour will allow direct loading 
from the railway and save lighterage and surf boat charges. To 
the farmer the actual cost of production is about 2s.5d. per 
60 lbs0 and with the help of his family he can prepare three- 
quarters of a ton per annum.. 
Conditions in Siuthern Nigeria are very similar, and 
there too, the output is increasing so rapidly as to lead to 
competition with the Gold Coast. The ease with which this money 
(3) 
crop is raised has led to the decline of cotton cultivation, 
kit 
but, as in the Gold Coast, careft l attention recuiree to be given 
to preparation for market. The Department of Agriculture has 
initiated an extensive project of instructional work in co- 
operative fermenting and drying houses, and undertaken a scheme 
of inspection and grading on behalf of the native cultivator 
who will secure better prices. 
Such/ 
(1) In 1921 the value fell below pre -.war prices 1910 -13 £22- 
X40 per ton; 1921 £35.15,44: 
(2) The Gold Coast Handbook, 13 p0222e 
(3) see 
Such phenomenal developments in West Africa have induced 
a state of acute depression in the West Indies. Although the 
world's consumption of cocoa increased from 252,400 metric 
tons in 1912 to 431500 metric tons in 1923 it has not kept pace 
with production. This chas been felt most in Trinidad and Grenada 
1 
which produce higher grade qualities. "The depressed 
state of the local industry haft provided much food for thought 
and discussion, and the reduction in the import duties into the 
United Kingdom, having automatically reduced the value of the 
reference to thee Colonies lae rendered p , 1 the position more 
(2) 
seri oas . " 
On the whole the excess of production over consumption for 
the world is not too large. It is estimated that world stocks 
may safely amount to one -third of world production. At present 
(3) 
German and American demands determine prices, and as these 
demands are increasing, values are rising, and it may be expect- 
ed that more plantations will be laid out. As more trees 
come into con resat bearing in producing regions, greater 
supplies will be available. 
(1) T'ne price of "Trinidad 
ton in 1913; £52 in 1923. 
( 2) "Report on the Economic 
the British West Indies" 
(3) During the War the cocoa 
to LoÓdan. 
Middling Red" was about £70 per 
and Financial Conditions in 
(1924) (Dept of Overseas Trade) 
p.12. 
world mr' <et passed from Hamburg 
Cotton Growing in the British Empire 
o 
A glance at the accompanying graph / of Import's of Raw 
Cotton into "-rest Britain serves to illustrate, more clearly 
than words, the practical monopoly of the United States in the 
supply e6f cne of cur vital necessities as an industrial nations 
In the qui.riquenniurr 1909 -13 the United States supplied on the 
average over 75 per cent of our raw cotton, and though this 
high percentage fell over the period 1919 ..23 to 66, American 
predominance still persists. Meanwhile, however, three great 
causes have not only helped to bring about reduced supplies to 
his countJy but will continue increasingly to reduce American 
exports. One of these causes is the growing consumption of 
raw cotton in the mills of New England and the Southern 
Appalachian States; the second is the fluctuating supplies 
due to variations in acreage following the seesaw of prices 
which was caused by increasing costs cf production and 
especially of labour as well as decreases in the yield per acre; 
this diminishing return is largely determined by the third 
cause, the ravages of the boll-weevils 
cite apart from the question of decreasing production in, 
and diminishing supplies from, the United States it is to the 
benefit of Great Britain to develop as many sources cf supply 
as she can influence. It is part of the onus of Empire that 
the imperial, territories should be opened up and made productive 
it % 
Br it .i sh Cotton Trade 
943 
4«lQ 
o.O. 4 Ow, A .w.y.r..r. 
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409 1300 500 4,030 349 3,724 162 5,,1.64 
1406 4.5 3 020 247 2 805 160'3 523 3 7003 !, 200 806 - ..... --- 
Liverpool Prices of Raw Cotten 
(average seasonis prices in pence per lb). 446 
Table 61 
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40049 ' 11071 100,80 8032 
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(i) Price in 1918-19 since when no records Q 
Cotton bindle$ Table 62 
úg 7 Jÿ 3 1 
1913 1925 
r.,-. -Or .0.- r. _. a.- . _... _, Moe - - ..._, _. W 
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M ills Total 
Millions of bales) 
8.3 3.4 2.7 : 2.6 5.3 
606 300 ú 30 3 3.6 7a 
5a 6 2.1 2 7 o 6.5 
British Imports of Raw Cotton 
Table 144,--- 
Raw Cotton 
al import (millions 
L centals of 100 lbs.) 
]pire (per cent) 
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rot at /m,43ortS - 
Ft -o m fJ. S: 11. 
1.1 EN/ pi E .---+--- 
iEy.JbT excluded JI-a r,-7 Empire /9/3-ig24). 
it id to the benefit of Britain that such crops as cotton may 
be grown widely in many parte of the British ilpire. It would 
moreover, be goott to feel independent of United ßïa,est 
r 
g 
w Gives little aip lief: of raw co Achou6L 
encouragement to suce: a feeling. 
Other reasons have stimulated the inquiries that have 
been made throughout the Empire regarding the growing of cotton* 
The graph referred to above shows that the total British 
import of co tton has decreased since the War - a result partly 
land . 
due to the war necessity of putting more IWN4 in cotton - 
producing countries under food stuffs. But there was also a 
world shortage of cotton (calculated at 6,000,000 bales of 
(l) 
5 00 lbs. in 1922) as compared with the period 1911 -14. While 
statistics of the world's cotton crop vary-with the empiler 
the means of various calculations th ow that the world's average 
annual crop was about20, 500,000 bales (of 500 lbs.) in the 
per i od 1909 -13, as against about; 18,000, 000 bales in 1919-230 
Consumption has been rising in the post -wax period, and world 
(2) 
production showed no large surplus till 1925 -6. Increasing 
consumption is be on the one hand to the growth of wealth 
among the greatest cottonasing peoples of the world, that is, *n 
tropical and sub - tropical countries; on the other to improved 
Methods of mans faatiure, the discovery of new processes of 
preparation of cotton wares, the use of cotton as a subtitute 
for f 
1) "Cotton in Australia" by RoHarding0pl7e 
(2) Large harvests in the United States (1405) and India 
(408) raised the World's total to 2505 million 
bales in 19244-50 
for other textiles especially wool and linens and the preparation 
of new fabrics such as aeroplane cloth, motor tyre fabric, and 
various forms of hosiery. As Mr Harding states "A cotton 
famine has so far only been averted by the Great War, by the 
consequent chaos and disorganisation of trade, and by the in. 
crease. prices of both the raw and the finished products.... 
Yet despite universal bad trade and unsettled conditions, the 
world's actual consumption of cotton in 1901. .422 exceeded the 
quantity grown, the 
(1) 
balance provided being  from the 'carry over' 
of previous years." 
Fer Lanoashire.sthe greatest cotton- pmtfacturtng region 
of the world, the difficulty bas been to find mar'ets for her 
products. This is another aspect of the 1mpire cotton-growing 
campaign, since the wealth derived by the ltpirels cotton 
growers will be partly expended on Lancashore cotton goods. 
"Those colonies which are becoming more and more interested in 
cotton growing are enriching themselves and thereby enabling 
the inhabitants to make greater purchases of clothing, which is 




And it is precisely those q.aliti es of raw cotton that 
Lance shire demands that the ltpire is being encouraged to grog, 
Cotton is a vegetable fibre consisting of the long hairs which 
cover the seeds of various species of G yRiu ,a gels of 
uallraoeae 
p.l7 The carry over of American Cotton alone(l92021) 
was 9,837,000 bales (i.C.G.IR.Jan.l926) . 
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Malvaceae the mallow family. This germs has many varieties 
and these give rise to slb-varieties and even new varieties 
under different conditions of soil, climate, and environment; 
and readily undergo hybridisation. Thus while Linnaeus 
recognised only five varieties, other botanists enumerate as 
many as fiftr-four. 
For all practical purposes Empir, ottons may be regarded 
as Gobarbadense including long.-stapled Sea Iskand and Egyptian 
varieties, Gehirsutum including varieties of American Upland 
cotton, and G*.h.erbaceu.m or G.ar'sorextm either or both of 
which may include Indian cottons. All varieties are derived 
frim shert-stapled cottons, and carelessness in seed selection 
leads frequently to a reversion to primitive types. Hence the 
selection of pure seed is a matter of considerable importance. 
The value of raw cotton depends most largely on the length of 
the fibres, and cotton is classed. catAmercially as long - 
stapled (fibres about 1+ to l indies or more in length), 
medium-sta,pled (about; i to I inch), and short-stapled 
(4) 
to inch) . lancashare requires chiefly a staple of 
14 inches or thereabouts, and this is applied most largely 
by American Upland varieties. Hence the encouragement that 
has been given to such varieties in British Imperial fields 
where production has incfeased froya 56,800 balee (of 400 Lb) 
in 1919 to 836,200 bales in 1924 (Fig.-24). 
Lancashire I 
1 ) "Cotton and Other Fibres"by Dr. E. Goulding p.14. 
Lancashire interests undoubtedly forced tae Question of 
Empire cotton-growing into the prominence it has secured even 
in Government Dep rfim.ents, but the value of the cotton crop to 
the native cultivators tends to stabilise cultivation Where 
soil, climate, and labour combine to favour the shrub. In the 
accompanying table (po .' ©6) the average annual crop of pre -war 
and post -war periods indicates that the fostering process has 
been generally successful. Government interest and aid in 
Great Britain, backed by financial assistance from cotton 
spinners, gives the Empire Cottin Growing Corporation an annual 
income o f approximately Z10041000 with which to encourage cot tnr 
growing in British Dominions and Dependencies. 
Previous to foundation of Corporation just 
mentioned the1ancashire manufacturers had appointed a 
Committee to report on the possibilities of securing supplied. 
of raw cotton fo.m other sources than the United States. As an 
ojttcore of its report the British Cotton Growing Association 
was inaugurated in 1902. Through the efforts of the 
Association an official Committee was formed, and its Report 
(in 1917) led to the inception of the Empire Cotton Growing 
Corporation repesent ing both the cotton trade and the Depart- 
ments of State. With the legal enforcement of the levy of 
sixpence per bale from all spinners in 1926 an assured income 
was available for financing the collection and dissemination 
of information to cotton . growers. The Corpora,tion9 s work has 
been preseedJteadily onward, its officers and servants have 
visited,/ 
visited throughout the Empire, guiding producers,arranging for 
marketing, aven buying the crops, and providing machinery for 
Mparing the harvest for export. Its publications give the 
latest and finest information regarding theadvanoe of Cotton 
growing within the British Empire. 
Statist.Lcs of Imperial production show that the Imperial 
contribution to the world's crop increased from 14.2 per cent 
in the quingUenniurn 1909.-43 to 18.4 per cent over the period 
1919-23. In itself this is satisfactory but it does little 
to make Lancashttre ind pndent of foreign gappiieg . A glance 
at the t able of Imperial production shows that while some 
parts of the Empire are rapidly increasing their output others 
are apparently restricting theirs, and the burden of si pplying 
Great Britain falls more heavily still on those that are 
making progress. So far as British imports of raw cotton are 
concerned the Empire's share rose from 309 pr cent. in the 
prewar period to 10.4 per cent in 1924, a result partly due 
to the increased exports from British Africa. It must be 
remembered that Great Britain has no monopoly of Empire supplies 
For example Uganda reports that serious inquiries have been 
received from Japan, Spain, Russia, Germany, and other 
foreign lands, as well as from Lancashire; it is coon 
(1) 
knowledge that Japan is a large luger of Indian cotton and 
that her purchases are not confined to short -stapled varieties; 
rhile / 
(1) In 1923 -24 Japan took about 46 per cent of Indians total 
export of 3064,000 bales; Belgium's imports of Indian 
cotton nearby equalled that from the U. S.A.in 1923. 
while the practical interest that the United States is in- 
creasingly taking in British Empire crops, by supplying seeds 
for experiments in Upland varieties and by giving advice as to 
conditions of cultivation, shows that the world's greatest 
producer anticipates the possible neceesity of imports in 
future years. 
Co nditions governing production - soil, climate, and 
labour - must be carefully studied in order to secure farther 
dsvelopment, but, as reports from various parts of the Empire 
indicate, cotton will be grown by natives only if it pays them 
better than other crops° Until they require more money, until 
luxuries become necessaries for them, there is lack of induce- 
ment to raise cotton. must be grown, and in many 
parte of Africa other money crops compete with. cotton, demanding 
lese careful cultivation like ground nuts, or receiving often 
none at OA, likeicacao tree or the oil-palm. 
Though cotton may, so far as isotherms Show, be grown 
4 
(1) 
anywhere between 40 N and 35 S late, its commercial production 
is quite a different matter. GoRmilam is really a sub- 
tropical family, producing most abundantly towards the 
temperate margins of the belt above specified. But it is in 
these peripheral regions that most difficulty is found in 
shrub 
satisfying tIr main climatic demand of theibmob -' about 200 
days in Which to reach maturity between late spring frosts and 
those of early autumn° On the other hand where winter may 
be said scarcely to exist, cotton is sometimes allowed to become/ 
(1) Mven beyond 400N as in Turkestan° 
(1) 
become perennial with dire results both to the district and go 
the cultivator. Ideal conditions for cotton growing would 
demand a me an monthly temperature of 65° to. SO" Fs during the 
growing period, .when the soil should be kept moist, preferably 
by ni.Sht rains or dew. Rainfall should be heavier Vane diately 
after planting, but with the opening of the flowers dry weather 
is essential to favour boll development. Soil, too, mast be 
carefully considered and it is vorkoccobwatit unfortunate that so 
little research has been undertaken in connection with this 
aspect of cultivation. Art ideal soil is a deep sandy loam into 
which the tapir oot can penetrate six feet down. Poor soils may 
be greatly improved by manuring, while a scientific rotation of 
crops prevents excessive loss of plant -food from the soil. 
b.cess of humus favours vegetative growth against the p^ -- 
duction of fibre. Until local governments increase their 
laboratory facilities and engage soil chemists any extensive 
work in soils is difficult. Only now is the import- 
ance of this work being recognised, and information as to 
geological structure and physica]. Qualities of empire soils 
being collated. 
Ideal conditions of climate and soil may be said not to 
exist. Graphical representations of meteorological statistics 
ate h as those that follow indicate how varied are the 
phenomena 
0) A g 
(1) 
phenomena in various parts of the Enpire. In each case an 
attempt has been made to show the relation between climatic 
data and actual cultivation. Generally speaking the finer the 
quality of the fibre the longer is the phant's period of growth* 
Mhort-stapled Indian cottons are Ilarvested 107 days after 
Bowing, Upland varieties demand about 122 days; Egyptian 185 
days; and Sea Island 200 days. Piing proceeds for two or 
(3) 
three months longer. 
The quality of the cultivation depends on the stage of 
advancement of the cultivator, and as cotton growing and picking 
generally demand cheap but not necessarily skilled labouZ, the 
crop is mainly grown by coloured labourers. As a plantation 
worker the native of tropical lands requires constant super- 
vision. He is about as interested in the farming as the 
average operative in a large cotton factory is in his work. 
In many parts of the ?empire labourers fire Europewn plantations 
ar e difficult to obtain because of sparseness of population; 
in other parts where population is more dense the inhabitants 
are economically independent of work for wages. Where 
population is sparse labour is necessarily engaged in food 
production / 
t1)Researdh into the relation of the cotton plant to el imatic 
conditions is being undertaken, but in many cotton -- growing 
areas statistical records areAnadeo,uate for the purpose. Cotton 
Nay be groom in the hot season as in Mesopotamia, in the cool 
season as in the Sudan and Southern India, or its cultivation 
may be determined almost solely by conditions of rainfall as 
i n Nigeria. In all parts the rat nfall is small When the bolls 
begin to ripen* (See a preliminary report-"The Cotton Plant in 
relation td Temperature and Rainfall," by C0B9Will.iams,M.A0 
LEDS. Cairo.1923) (2) based on the method of the E.C.G.C.and 
on Hardine. "Cotton in Australia "0 (3) Harding op.cit.p.8. 
production where population is dense, nature produces abundantly 
and the native is indolent and careless. Even where plantation 
tabou r is obtainable it is often irregular; for the native a 
contract is binding only for so long as he wishes. Hence the 
planter must study his workers and maintain them in such 
physical comfort as will induce them not merely to work 
efficiently and steadily but also willingly and regularly. 
Oft native farms cultivation is generally backward, the result 
of kgnoranoe and traditi on. Improvement is secured by actual 
demonstration on government farms, by legal enactment 
as to e.g. seed to be used or time of cutting down the annual 
shrub, or by the cash prices given for better qualities of 
fibre. Taxes must be paid, and if theme is no further induce- 
ment to the native to hate money he will produce only 
sufficient to pay his tax. Traders, however, supply commodities 
that appeal to native tastes, and to procure these the native 
must have money. The result is that as export from a tropical 
part of the Rnpir. e increases,the imports of, say, cotton piece 
goods are increased. Hence the stimulation of native pro- 
duction tends to steady employment in Britain. But it also 
requires greater government activity in the parte of the 
nnpire concerned. No one can fail to be impressed by the con- 
stant reiteration of the cry for transport within the Empire. 
Railway and feeder transport are insisted on at, a stimulus 
to development. Production is greatest there facilities for 
transport / 
transport are at hand, as jib shown by the maps of production 
(1) 
acco p&.! Y1n.g this section; and the extension of railway lines 
(2) is always followed by growth of trade. The securing 
of greater :labour supply is in the main a question of social 
( 3) 
and medical propa,ganda:. Better ouality of products and 
more economic use of land dJend on the educational work of 
agricultural officers. Al]. such advances are possible because 
of the receptivity of the native's/ _d and his ability and 
readiness tc imitate the white man. In practically all 
cotton - -growing parts of the Empire future developments depend 
upon native efforts on their own holdings: the work of the 
:-white man is to advise on the one hand, and to purchase, 
transport. and rMt rket on the othere As educational advancement 
raises the status of the native he will share increasingly in 
all these commercial operations, just as his political progress 
is reflected in his native councils. 
Although it is categorically stated, and accepted as a 
matter of course, that white r.:en cannot work in the tropics, 
the devE l opment of tropical Australia has been almost entirely 
brought about by European cultivators. Cotton growing in 
Queensland, as yet only in its infancy i has been successfttl.ly 
Carried on by white labour, ar d it is confidently asserted 
that, even with the higher costs of production necessitated by 
white labour, raw cotton can be profitably marketed so long as 
the price of middling American at Liverpool does not fall below 
12d./ (1) See especially rap of Ni eria./ . t,'8 
(2) See graph of Gold Coast (fig. -5). A, .ej 
(3) Seel, 2. - 
12d. per lb. Intelli .,ent and presumably progressive white 
labour should soon secure a very high level of farming result- 
ing in increased quantities of excellent fibre. Commercial 
men can organise the trade in Australia to benefit by the 
economi s of oo- cpera.tiori, and force improvements in local 
and .ocean transport services. Thus will cotton- growing 
Australia rise above her difficulties at home, overcome the 
disadvantage of her geographical position at the end of the 
longest trade route to Lancasbiret s market, and so compete in 
friendly rivalry with Nigerian supplies grown by native 
labour and nearest of all to Cottonopolis. 
The cotton pi ,`c.t like every other kind of vegetable 
grpwth, suffers from the attention of insects and the attacks 
of various forms of disease. Over five hundred species of in» 
sects, mites, etc., have been enumerated as feeding on the 
a 
cotton shrub from root to boll, at one stage or ot17 of its 
growth and development. 
In the United States the boll -weevil is by far the most 
serious pest, destroying a considerable proportion of the crop, 
and progressively extending its ravages throughout the cotton 
Milt, Fortunately it has not yet appeared in the cotton 
fields of the British Empire. 
Yet the Empire crops suffer from the attention of a 
large number of pests. The pink boll worn (p- yed.ra_m gip» 
i ells.) p ears to have spread westwards from south-eastern Asian 
Reao ìi rag Iri.d i a in 1343 it migrated to Africa and was recognise1 
in / 
in German East Africa in 1904, while it appeared in Egypt 
(ecrhaps via Palestine() in 1906 or 1907. By 1920 it had 
f fund its way to Le West Indies and it has been reported from 
all except South African fields. Its life- history is known, 
and as larvae rest within the cotton seeds during the wint er, 
they may be destroyed by a simple process of heating the seedn. 
In the West Indies the pink boll -worm is estimated to have 
caused the loss of between 5 and 25 per cent of the crop in 
1921. 
Other destructive moths belong to the genus Earias of 
which E°insulanatthe spiny boll -;worm., is wide- spread, and 
!a fabia is common in India. They are readily destroyed by 
a parasite (Rhopat_Isaut bred in Indian agricultural 
stations for the purpose. 
The red boll -.worm {:Dilaropsis castanea) is a serious pest 
throughout Africa excelst in Egypt. It is particularly de- 
structive in South Africa and Nyasaland. The American boll- 
worm (Chloridea obsoleta) , universally distributed, destroys 
both cotton and maize. It is specially troublesome in 
Southern India and Australia. Cotton-staining bugs are 
widely distributed. 
Many insects attack the leaves of the cotton plant. 
Of these the cotton worm (Alabama arc'illacea) is present in 
the/ 
the West Indies. In the United States its ravages have been 
most severe in its twenty -one year cycle dating from 1783. 
The boll -weevil Tv eds on fa ]_er bolls bide }ï. protected from 
the sun by fallen leaves. Such leaves are destroyed by this 
worm. Its next maximum s yh_oul d occur in 1932, and it s 
activities may perhapspermit the sun's heat to mach the _faller 
bolls and thus reduce considerably the number of weevils. The 
cotton thrips and aphis also attack the leaves of the shrub, 
the fanner being destructive especially in the Sudan, West 
Indies, and India, the latter in the West Indies. 
By scientific researches into the life histories of these 
insect pests much may be done to mitigate their ravages; 
by the prompt and regular burning of cotton plants immediately 
after picking the numbers of insects may be cons b de bly 
reduced; and by the evolution of varied resistant types of 
(1) 
shrubs th e impairing of the fibre may be considerably lessened. 
!hat of the future prospects of Empire grown cotton? 
Post -war supplies (excluding Indian) in 1924 -25 are between 
five and six those of the pre-war cu.inepenfium. (Table 6-5). 
that is more heartening is the fact that the annual Empire 
crop ah a we a steady growth during the years since the war. 
The crop of 1924 -25 is more than twice as large as that 
of 1922 -23, while the estimate for 1925 -26 indicates an in 
crease of over 20 per cent on that of the year before. Such 
results! 
(1) S uyrimarised from "Insect Pestw of Cotton" by Lefroy and 
Lean. (E.C.G.R.July 1924) . 
/03 
results are due to native efforts in Uganda which produced 
more than half of the total for 1924 -25, in the Sudan, and in 
Nigeria. Altogether the total crop for Empire fields 
(again excluding India) in 1924 --25 was not much over one -third 
of a million bales of 400 l b ; a, - can that yield be increased t o 
two or three millions of bales of high grade American Upland 
qualities suitable for Lancashire? 
Any reply to this question is speculative, for estiates?: 
be completely falsified by any of the fluctuating factors that 
affect production, particularly the price at Liverpool. euch 
(1) 
estimates are however attempted, and that of Mr Harding 
may be as reliable as any. He gives as an optimistic fore- 
cast of production of Empire- c4tt.or_ about 1930 the following 
to which the (rounded) figures for 1924..25 are added -- 



























(1) Opacit.p27. (2) Ibid.p0 57 (a figure for Australia 
is not given in Mr Harding( s table) . 
Can the 1924-25 crops be increased ten-fold in five years? 
As some contribution in part answer to this question a 
brief summary of production in the various parts of the Empire 
is appended. In each case some attempt is made to outline 
historical development, to indicate factors limiting yield and 
extension of the crop, and to conjecture whether expansion is 
possible. To avoid unnecessary repetition certain aspects 
of the Ampacxkrtk problem of future developments are emphasised in 
selected parts of the Empire where, perhaps, they are more in 
evidence, or where the information has been more fully collect- 
ed. Such aspects refer mainly to communications, to competing 
crops, or to labour difficulties. Other aspects that must 
radically affect production are the price of the raw material 
at Liverpool and the establishment of cotton factories within tb 
!mpir. e. There is no doubt that a rise of price in Great Britair 
stimulates production over the world, and this is particularly 
true of Empire crops. Generally it is admitted that so long 
as Liverpool prices are 12d. or more per lb. Empire contributi. 
ions will continue to rise; but the fact must be faced that 
should the price drop below that figure, cultivation may 
be seriously curtailed. In this case supplies will be short 
and economic laws come into play forcing prices up and thereby 
renewing the stimulus to cultivate. Slight notice has been 
taken of local industries as tending to check exports, but 
this possibility must not be overlooked. Many native peoples, 
no t / 
not only irLndia and Nigeria, - utilise their cotton crops 
for manufacture, and Australia is undeltAking consumption of 
her crops On the whole, however, imme/late and rapid increase 
of cotton manufacture is scarcely to be anticipated within 
the Empire; when it does estal,ligh itself the local pro- 
duction of fibre will tend to increase, and any surplus w ill 
be exported overseas. 
/6) 
IMPERIAL PRODUCTION OP COTTON 
Aorld' s Crop 
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Iraq - 2.4 
Northern Rhodesia 0.2 0.4 
óuthern Rhodesia r. 0.0 5.0 ra.l.1' - .v..Y'_ Li+.Ly....._ i_ i.w J.w..ir.i.L.J...t .Lr.r 
flpire' s share of World's Crop 14 per cent 20 per cent. 
COTTON PRODUCTION IN THE INDIAN STATES ,ea& 4,4 
Average Annual Production 
1911-13 1919-23 
BALES OF 400 M8. ( thousands) 
Bombay and P1nd 
Central Provinces and Berar 




Central India & Gwal ion r 
Baroda 
Raj put ana 
Burma 
Bengal 
Bihar and Orissa 
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------ No. 1. 
PREPARED IN THE DEPARTMENT OF STATISTICS, INDIA, 
TO SHOW DISTRICT BY DISTRICT 
THE COTTON. AREA IN INDIA. 
Scale 1 Inch = 160 Miles. 
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S SATARA AGENCY 
7 BUAPUR AGENCY 
B AKALKOT 
9 SAYAN TVAD: 
10 SOUTHERN MARATHA JAGIRS 
11 BARODA 
12 PARCH MAHALS 
13 DAMAN 
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REFERENCES TO SHADING 
DISTRICTS GROWING COTTON 
Oc-rogelik 
MADRAS LACCA 
l'IlANDW1 STATE ----- 
2 BANGANAPALLE STATE 
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morassawaswasi 
Note. - Jiro stippling has been made for any District containing less than 5,000 acres tinder cotton. 
9 4° 9 
M al by &Sons. Lith. .111.10211.00 ------ AT THE SURVEY OP INDIA °MOE 11. CALCUTTA. 
INDIA 
Only in the United States is the anaual cotton crop 
larger than in India which produces almost one quarter of the 
load's supplies of this fibre. No comprehensive exarcination 
of Indian cotton growing is possible in this account which 
seeks only to note the progress of the crop within the British 
Impire. Hence not so much falls to be written on cotton 
production in India where the post-war figures of production do 
not differ greatly from those of immediately pre-war years. By 
far the most important cotton-growing st4tes are Bombay with Sind, 
Central Provinces and Berar, and Hyderabz.d, which yield OV ET 
63 per cent of the total crop. 
Unfortunately for Lancashire Indian cotton still con- 
sists for the most part of a short-staple variety, so that only 
(11 
R mall percentage of the export reaches the British market. 
prom the Indian point of view, however, this short-staple 
cotton is the Iroduct of an ear1yaturing plant, excellently 
Aa pted to soils where the rainy season is short. Long-staple 
cotton ic grown under irri at i on in the Punjab the 
orth-West Frontier Province, the United Provinces» and Sind. 
Future extensions of cotton growing would appear to be 
trapped up with the development of irrigation schemes, and as 
the long-staple areas mentioned above are those in which 
cotton/ 
Z1) 8 per cent in 1923. The Indian Cotton Committee 
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ootton. is grown under irrigation, it would appear that any 
increase of crop following irrigation expansions will consist 
of long - stapled co*ttns. Any considerable expansion of 
cotton lands is thus limited to those areas in which irrigation 
schemes are in progress , that is, mainly to the Punjab and 
find. In the Punjab the Lower Chenab Cabal irrigates nearly 
Z,o00,000 acres of what was formerly waste land while another 
100,000 acres have been reclaimed by means of the Lower Jhelum 
;anal. To these areas the Lower Bari Doab Canal will ultimately 
lid close upon 1,600,000 acres. On Canal irrigated areas 
American Upland cotton is grown; . elsewhere short -stapled "Bengals 
s rai sed. 
In 1922 -3 the lermmc.. percentage under irrigation of 
e total cropped area in the Punjab was 33.; in Sind 80.7; in tilt 
orth-"rest Frontier Province 1505; and in the United Pro inoe5 
11y 7.5. The total area irrigated in India for the same 
ac re 
tar vlas over 2803 million -tes of which 38 per cent were in the 
11M, about 13 per cent in Sind, and over 9 per cent in 
(1) 
e United Provinces . The Indian Government is carrying 
rough two great projects the completion of which will add 
er eight- million acres to the irrigated area at present under 
ltiyation. In the Punjab the Sutlej Valley Project consists 
three weirs on the river Sutlej below the confluence of 
Beas and one on the Chenab below its junction with the 
í1e 
(2) 
j ; from these twelve canals will carry water over five 
lilion, ' 
1) N0W0Prontier Province less than 1© Madras nearly 26; 
(2) This part of the Chenab is called the Panjnad. 
lion acres. Nearly two- fifths of this area will be under 
'enniE!l irrigation. Politically about two million acres will be 
British territory, close upon three million in Bahawa.l.pur, and 
1,000 acres in Bikaner. Over the three areas almost 4,000,000 
gee of waste and valueless land will become available for sale 
¡colonisation. Thi s area which will thus be reclaimed lies 
(4) 
Ath of threat irrigated lands. In Sind the Lloyd barrage 
rocs the river Indus at Sukkur will be the greEtèst work of the 
1d in the world. Ten canals will convey the ponded water over 
ie 6,800,000 acres of culturable land of Which one -third is 
nd under inundation irrigation to be given an assured supply of 
ter In the tract affected by the barrage 750,000 acres may 
dewbloped under cotton ,and it is anticipated that an annual 
eid of 600,000 bales may ultimately be secured. A hi. gh grade 
iig.staple cotton for this area is much desired and it is proposed 
undertake research work at two sta.. t.i onD eou pped with perennial 
rigation by pumping, where a botanist will er dep: vGur to pro- 
ea variety to meet local recu.. remente hardy, early 
uring, prolific, able to withstand the hot winds of Afra 
clay as well as to tolerate the "kalar" salts in the soil, 
¡prove resistant to red leaf blight, o : sufficiently severe 
st for any scientist. 
In the Punjab, on account of cold winter., the cotton 
oil ng% 
(4) ,o reamed after Sir George Lloyd, Governor of Bombay, 
who laid the foundation stone in October 1923. 
oaring season is much shorter than in the provinces to the 
oath, and the best yields are obtained in the south- eastern 
stricts (where the cotton may be grown without irrigation) 
din the western canal colonies. The shrub may be cultivated 
ball but very light soils; it is frequently sown on land 
ich has been manured for a previous crop. "Deli "(indigenous) 
Mons and acclimatised American, known as Punjab American, are 
on in roughly equal areas in the province, but American 
otton appears to be su- °fering a diminution in both yield pe*r 
re and quality of fibre. 
In the United Provinces the Sarda Canal will irrigate 
o)ne two million acres. 
While in Northern India cotton is a summer crop because 
tthe winter cold, in southern Madras it is grown in the winter 
salon to suit the rainfall, and because the cold factor need 
t be considerdd. Even in Madras Presidency there are 
nations incultivation periods,for sowing takes place in July 
liAugust in northern fields, in October in the southern. 
1 over the Presidency picking begins in February. Thus 
tre is a short growing period reflected in the short fibres 
°cured. "Nothing but the retentive nature of the black cotton 
41, the drought resistant character of the Indian species, and 
(1) 
intelligent labour of the ryot could enable the crop to survives 
Conditions of cotton growing, grading and marketing are 
"Proving over India where the work of the Indian Central 
toy 
(1) "Cotton Growing in Madras "by Dr Barber(F.C.G.R.April 
1925). 
itral Cotton Committee is meeting with considerable success. 
Lrious problems have been examined by this Committee and it has 
,tired observance of many of its resolutions. Even apart 
)m such governmental influences Indians are paying more 
eful attention to cultivation. On the black cotton soils 
the Central Provinces iron ploughs have become popular 
¡agriculture generally has benefited. 
Of the future of the short- staple cotton it is difficult 
o speak., It must be remembered that Indian mills consume 
ther more than half of the commercial crop, and that there are 
rkets in Japan and elsewhere for the exportable short stag 1. wd 
Ittons arid. that the greatest shortage is of cotton of l- inches and tracts 
plards. Such cotton can be grown on large *OM of Indian fields 
1d local mills would absorb considerable ouantities, while the 
ports are assured. 
It has been estimated that by 1930 India should produce 
x railiion bales of raa cotton of tVb..ich one third should 
ve a staple of ]. to I inches. If such an erAti.nate could 
realised Lancashire's burden and dependence on Auerican 
applies would be happily lightened, and India's prosperity 
ßíl rgly increased. 
CEYLON 
Despite. the anxiety of the Government to encourage cotton- 
rowing in Ceylon, it is dcra'btful if the production wili/ever 
'very large. In 1922-23 the yield was 49 bales (of 400 l b s .) ; 
,io 
this was increased to 324 in the year following, but in 1924 -25 
fell to 121 bales. In any case the whole of the fibre is con- 
sumed locally in Colombo. Cotton is grown in the Manaar 
district and in a strip along the east and south -east coast 
where, outside of the few small towns, population is practically. 
absents Railway extension to Trincomali and Batticaloa may 
open new areas, but it is doubtful if climatic conditions 
are favor .cable, and the country is rnalariousd At Batticaloa 
experiments with dambodia cotton in 1923 were partly spoiled 
by he avy rain during the sowing period, partly by boll-worm and 
Leaf-roller pests. In 1923 -24 the crop was giccessful i n 
the Hamlantota District, Metale North, and the Uva Provinces 
American Upland seeds from South Africa have been tried for 
(1) 
Ilchena" cultivation round the Ambalantota Cotton Experiment 
stations 
UGANDA 
Of all the tropics] /prts of the British Empire Uganda 
offers the greatest promise as a producer of raw cotton for 
the mills of Lancashire. In no imperial territory has progress 
been so rapid and c onti n xous; in no part has cultivation been 
so riocessful. The prOspeleity of this Protectorate is bound 
up with cotton of Which the export increased more than three- 
fold between 1914 and 1924; in the latter year ginned cotton 
represented almost 90 per cent by value of the total exports 
of/ 
(1) portion of forest or scrub temporarily cleared for 
crops a widespread system in the east 
of the country. 
Of the total area under cotton in 1924 over 61 per cent 
was in the Eastern Province where 355,111 acres were cultivated. 
In this province (1924-25) 90 ginneries and 2 presshouses are 
in service but are inadequate to deal with the rapidly: 
growing crop. In Buganda also (33 per cent of cotton area) 
development is taking place as is shewn by the 52 ginra ries 
and press house in that kingdom. In the Northern Province 
5 ginneries serve the needs of cotton growers, but in all 
provinces the number of ginneries is increasing and two are 
erected in the Western Province. Hand ginneries are now 
nowhere used. 
Uganda cotton, grown by peasant cultivators on small 
patches, is at present entirely a rain crop sown between May 
and Ju ly and picked from December onwards. After ginning and 
baling it is sent to the coast from January to June. Thus 
the crop is available when American supplies are Mort. 
Itoreover as the country is, for the most part, at present free 
from the usual cotton-plant pests, cultivation and grading 
are simplified. The staple of about l+ inch is highly priced 
in Lancashire markets. 
Tractor ploughs, presented by the Empire Cotton Growing 
Corporation, have been utilised to open up more cotton land at 
the base of Mount Llgon. In 1922 Bagishu cultivators from 
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In the Siroko valley, and by 1924 the number of producers on 
the 780 ploughed acres was about 1500. From the ploughing 
schools established by the Department of Agriculture, trained 
natives have carried the art aidx in addition to large native 
purchases of ploughs, Jex-drawn ploughs have been loaned on 
small-Aoldings as well as in communal ploughing schemes. 
Uganda-1s most pressing problem is the exoort of her crop. 
At present it is collected at Jinja and Port Bell for lake 
t ransport to Kisumu and thence by rail to Kilindini. Rapidly 
%rowing production demands alternative facilities and the 
projected railway extnsions shown on the accompanying map 
are being speedily pushed forward. Throughout Uganda motor 
traffic adeouately handles the feeder transport and road re- 
pairing as well as the making of new transport avenues proceeds 
apace. From Kampala a road-rail track to Bombo was opened 
in 1923; its success would lead to further developments. 
B y these means raw cotton reaches railway, river or lakes 
The only railvays in Uganda run between Kampala and Port Bell 
(7 miles) and between JAnja and Namasagali (62 miles). The 
Busoga Railway Marine of two stern-wheel vessels of 100 and 
50 tons cargo caAcity res)ectiTely, plies along the navigable 
dretch of the Victoria Nile frog" Namasagali, including the 
shores of lakes Kioga and Kwar1ia, to Masindi and Atura. 
Floating sudd hampers navigation considerably but 
channels are eat to afford acceso in such areas. Beyond Atura 
the Karuma Rapids and Murchison FalLs interrupt navigation 
to / 
/ / 6 
to Lake Albert on which a Government service of two.. small 
steamer #5bwith headquarters at Butiaba, allows of communication 
between the Belgian ports of Kasenyi and Mahagi on the Nile. 
Be ow Nimt lie rapids again prevent navigation as far as Rej of 
Fd.rther increases to cotton production are limited only 
by the provision of greater transport facilities and the supply 
of labour, along with native willingness to cultivate more 
land. As yet only a fraction of the land suitable for cotton is 
under that crop. Labour shortage is marked between the picking 
and sowing of cotton, i.e., during the transpoa_t period, because 
after payment for his crop, the native is unwilling to labour, 
Ginner. iee frequently are unable to work _fix r l time and the 
advantage already referred to (in marketing the crop when 
American supplice are choit) is lost. Even at the Govern- 
ment Agricultural station at Serere labour is lacking to pick 
(1) 
the selected cotton seeds for issue to natives. 
THE ANGLO-EGYPTIAN SUDAN* 
Production of cotton in the Sudan 
increased three -fol 
between 918-19 and 1923 -24, but the 
cultivation is as yet only 
in / 
(1) Gmd. 2387 po141p Annua3-. 
Report of the Dept.of Agric. 
1. p 
is in its inf_anclo Cotton is grown under three main types of 
conditions which are shown in the following table for pre - 
and post -var periods. 
Under artificial irrigation 
" rain 
" natural flood 






"The Sudan consists of three natural Zones, the desert 
zone in the north, Wh6M5cultivation is only possible in a 
narrow strip on either bank of the Nile; a central zone wheee 
there are large areas of fertility, including the rainlands 
4 
of Kassala and4Tokar, the Gezira plain,. the pastures and 
gum-forests of Kordofan; and a southern belt,where the soil 
(a) 
is richest and the rain tropical." In each of these 
zones the cultivation of cotton is carried on to some extent. 
In the first or desert belt it is grown along the Nile 
northwards from Khartum to Haifa. Fields at Zeidab and in 
Berber and Dongola provinces are irrigated by pumps and grow 
American cotton. 
The central zone rainlands have an annual precipitation 
that is not everywhere sufficient for cotton which reaui.res 
twenty inches. In the Blue Nile Province the average rainfall. 
at Wad Meda.ni is only fourteen inches. There cotton is grown 
"in natural depressions known as "uguds ", into which water 



































































































































































naturally drains, or i mall quantities near banks constructed 
in places where there is some slight slope, so as to concentrate 
the water falling on the whole of a plot of land on to one 
particular portion of it." Under such conditions production 
is necessarily limited and can be increased only by irrigation. 
In the Gezira plain between the Blue and the White Nile 
a vast scheme of irrigation is in progress. A huge barrage 
over two miles long, has been erected at Makwar on the Blue 
(1) 
Nile, 170 miles aboveartum.ö Some 110,000 million gallons 
of water stf rc)ed above the dam will be drained through the 
clayey loam soils by the Gezira Canal (35 miles long) which 
will distribute through about 600 miles of smaller canals over, 
at first, 300,000 acres of which, in order to preserve a 
three -course rotation, one -third will be cropped in cotton 
each year. At present 20,000 acres of this region are 
irrigated from the Blue Nile by four pumping stations. 
(2) 
Egyptian Sakellaxtdi a has been found the most suitable variety 
to 
(l) Owing t;o fc,t s. as of consequent reduction of flood water in 
Egypt the White Nile will be clamed at Gebel iulia about 
24 miles south of Khartum for the benefit of that country. 
(2) Sakellaridie( $akel) , an extra strong Egyptian cotton 
of about i inch staple, named from its discoverer, dates 
from about 1907. It grows almost anywhere in Egypt; 
yields heavily with a hii ginning out -turn; and is 
second only to i;:î: ; fir st Sea Islands in qquality and 
spinning capacity. ("The W: 1d's Cotton Crops," by 
John A. Todd) . 
to cultivate. "The canpletion of the Gezira irrigation 
scheme will open a new era in the eon nomic history of the Sudan. 
Conditions in the Gezira will be entirely altered when the 
country ceases to be dependent on the small and unreliable 
rainfall, and the production in large quantities of a valuable 
crop such as cotton will bring a degree of pn,eperity hitherto 
(l) 
absolutely unknown." The casual labour will, it is hoped, 
be provided by Mahomredan pilgrims whose route to Mecca 4sses 
to the south of the irrigated lands; of actual cultivators 
there are plenty in the Gezira. 
In Kassala province there is a much greater rainfall but 
a shortage of population. Cotten Is grown in the delta of 
(2) 
the river Gash which flows from Abyssi nia, with a variable 
volume, to its delta just north of Kassala. The river floods 
early in July, and flooding lasts for about seventy -five days. 
After the water has soaked into the land the Sakellaridis seed 
is sown and there is no rain after October. The seed cotton 
is exported by rail via Thamiam to Port Sudan where it is 
ginned. The extension of this new railway westwards to Makwar 
would open a rain -grown American cotton belt between Gedaref 
and the Blue Nile. 
At Tokar, the centre of the Baraka delta near the Red 
?tea shore, there is another valuable Egyptian cotton area. 
Like/ 
(1) "Cotton Growing within the British Empires by L.G.Kilol.by 
E.C.G.R.Oct.1924 p.262. 
(2) 60 miles long by 10 to 20 miles wide. 
Zo 
Luce the Gash the Baraka comes from Abyssinia and the un- 
certainty of its volume and course renders the irrigated area 
variable. Control of both rivers is necessary, but it is 
doubtfu i whether their produce would repay the cost of 
reguivtion. The flooded area round Tokar is between one- 
fourth and one-fifth of that round Kassala. A light railway 
from Tokar conveys the cotton to Trinkitat on the Red Sea, only 
twenty miles distant. 
Cotton growing is developing in Kordofan whence the El 
Obeid line gives an outlet to the Nile at Kosti. Above this 
Nut there ks a rain-watered area of some 250,000 sdaare 
miles that offers great possibilities, especially in the 
Upper Nile and Nuba Mountains provinces. In this huge tract, 
mre than in the irrigated Gezira, lies the future of Padan 
Ntton-growing. Rainfall is sufficient and reliable for 
American cotton and the river offers easy outlets at Tonga 
and Kaka,while farther north the El Obeid line of railway 
is within reach. One difficulty lies in persuading the 
native farmers that cotton will pay. For this purpose 
amonstration farms have been opened at Flirt and. Kadero 
in the south a nu !7th respectively of the Nuba country,While 
the Shilluk tribe of the Upper Nile province are realising 
the value of cotton growing as a means of buying cattle or 
wives idexsurcorixg instead of securing them by raiding. 
Questions of soil conservation, economic rotation of 
CI' Op improved method of cultivation, and the control of 
pists,/ 
pest (of Which thrips and aphis are :lost prevalent) have been 
laid before specialists appointed by the Sudan government in 
conjunction with the Empire Cotton Growing Corporation and 
the Sudan Plantations Syndicate. If the export of Baladi 
(local) cotton is 1,rcited, the quality of Egyptian and 
American outputs is assured since there will be no admixture 
(1) 
of the inferior local variety. 
KENYA COLONY 
From its position between two important cotton-growing 
lands one might expect that Kenya would yield a large cotton 
harvest. This is far from being the cased Areas which 
are sufficiently fertile for cotton are situated at elevations 
which forbid its cultivation. Seed was obtained from the 
reed Selection Farms at Kampala (`Jganda) in the early years 
of the War and sown in the Nyanza province. The necessary 
low alti tude combined wi th suitable soil, humidity and warmth 
is found only round the shores of Kavirondo Gulf and the 
neighbouring lake shores of North and South Kavirondo, in 
parts of the Embu districts and along the east coast. In 1923 
about 10,000 acres were planted with cotton seed in the 
Kavirondo district on the eastern shore of Lake Victoria, and 
it was expected that this area Evoui.d ',.)e quadrupled in 1924. 
A/ 
(1) See 4tThe Cultivated Crops of the Sudan including Cotton 
by VY.A «Davits (St dan Government) 
branch of the Uganda railway would aid export of the crop, 
but water transport to Kisumu might be preferred. The lack 
of scientific supervisors and trained native assistants will 
tend to retard developments 
Along the banks of the Tana river Egyptian cotton 
could be extensively raised under irrigation, but the cost of 
irrigation works has prevented development for the present. 
Systematic efforts to develop cotton growing were first 
made in 1922 when Agricultural Supervisors were detailed and a 
ginnery established. As one ginnery could not deal with the 
crop of 1922, much of the seed cotton was sold in Uganda. 
Some half-dozen ginneries have been erected. At the end of 
1923 a Cotton Ordinance was enacted to give the Governor -in-- 




In Tangan.yi'sa Territory sufficient exploration of re- 
s c 
kourtes has not yet been undertaken for anything like an 
adequate account of cotton -growing possibilities to be 
fa rmulat ed. That the prospects for the crop are bright is 
iv.nd_icated by the fact that under German administration 2192 
tons of lint were exported in 1913. During succeeding years 
the exigencies of War conditions led to an almost complete 
cessation of cultivation, and even under the fostering care 
of British officials since 191 9 these pre -war figures were not 
exceeded until 1924 when the export reached 2,541 tons. 
According to the former German Agricultural Expert in 
Mpanganya Agricultt ral Station, Rufi j i province, the regions 
best suited for cotton cultivation in the Territory are those 
with a single period of rainfall in the year. The area which 
generally fulfils this condition is the southern part, and 
from this part the bulx of the imported fibre is derived. 
In the northern part, where there are two rainy seasons in 
the year, only Mwanza and Bagamoyo produce large crops. 
4_2667 
The ac ing map shows approximately by green tinting 
where most cultivation has taken place, and it will be noted 
that such parts are situated within moderate distances from 
export centres or at least communications to Bach whether by 
rai]/ 
rail or inland waterways. Here as elsewhere in tropical 
Africa railway extension by providing transport will encourage 
wider cultivation, for reports indicate that there is con- 
siderable if scattered production over most of the Territory 
and that requests for seed are increasing while applications 
for advice as to the possibility of cultivation reach the 
agri cultural authorities from areas Where no crop is at present 
raised. 
North of the Central Railway there is danger of the 
second rains interfering with the ripening of the bolls. 
It is posible, hotiiever, that even in northern Tanganyika 
the Nyasaland type of Upland cotton, the variety which is now 
exclusively grown, may be found to thrive; reports of failure 
in the north were almost exclusively lased on the results 
obtained from Egyptian cottons. The seeds of Nyasaland 
Upland Cotton are obtained from Uganda, the name Nyasaland 
being due perhaps to an earlier conra ction with that 
Protectorate. 
Even more than in Nyasaland experiment as to methods of 
cultivation, and especially as to time of planting, is 
necessary. Siring begins in April and picking begins in 
late August. The cotton specialist now in the Territory 
recommends the evolution of a type which will stop growing 
and produce its lint in about six and a half months, 
approximating / 
approximating to the regime of the plant in its American home. 
Already over half the total production of cotton is pro- 
duced by the natives, and it is to native production that the 
Territory must look for increased cultivation. Plantations, 
whether run by Europeans or Indians, suffer from shortage of 
labour which means expensive labour, while the presence of 
tsetse fly, especially in Rufi j i and Morokore, increases this 
expense by making the use of plough cattle impossible. 
Plantation production can never yield more than a squall 
percentage of the output the Territory may be expected to con- 
tribute to European markets, and, again as in Nyasaland, 
European activity will be confined to the supplying of seed 
and the purchase and marketing of the native crop. 
Native cultivation is of a 10 ;4 standard. r hanbas" 
(little holdings) are generally worked by hand implements, and 
most of the land is not kept ande:~ p:ermanetit tillage. On the 
other hand the natives are receptive and carry out the in- 
structions of the few available agricultural officers. The 
policy of the woernment is to encourage native production 
of cotton of the bes quality where it does not endanger pro- , 
of native foodstuffs and in localities Where transport 
facilities are available. icultural officers impress 
upon native cultivators the necessity for carrying out in- 
structions fully in order to safeguard their crops in their 
own interests especially against the pink bollworm which has 
appeared/ 
(1) 
appeared in certain districts. In 1924 the largest native 
production took place in the districts of Mwanza (including 
Shinyyanga) , Mortogoro , Lindi, Rufi j :i. , Ralwa and Bagarnoyo; 
and the percentage of native.gr_ o4ri cotton increased from 42.8 
(2) 
in 1922 ..23 to 6403 in 1923 -24. The shamba owner has 
troubles of his own to face for not only is the growth of 
weeds prolific, but the depredations of wild animals elephants 
buffaloes, hippopotami, elands, and pigs - cause considerable 
havoc. Perhaps the preservation of these destructive pests 
is carried to excess by government regulations. The European 
and native alike suffer from ) ack of transport, but while the 
former will benefit very largely from the proposed railways 
]shown on the map (.c4-g--) , the latter has special difficulty 
in Such a district as Rufuji where an ideal cotton tract is 
served only by dug -out canoes which carry small loads to Arab 
dhows at the river mouth. The dhows convey the cotton to 
steamers at Dar -es- Salaam. Such methods apear to make 
freights excessive should Manchester prices fall. 
A desire to exploit the country too rapidly brought 
disaster to the Germans Who su resoa rA i .îff . `Ity pp. . 
native rebellion of 1905-6. It i. s for us 
to develop the 
Territory slowly and steadily. 
(1) Colonial No .11. p047. 
(2) Ibid. 
NUASALANT) 
Cotton growing was introduced into Nyasaland atout the 
year 1900, and by 1911 the acreage under the crop was nearly 
23,500, yielding not far short of 1,500,000 lbs of lint. 
During the War in East Africa cotton cultivation was interrupted 
in favour of the growth of foodstuffs for the troops, and 
tobacco was a more profitable crop in 1919. By 1920 or 
18,000 acres were planted in cotton and the crop was not far 
Efbort of 1,000,000 lbs. Recovery hap continued steadily, and 
in 1924 20230,000 lbs. were exported. Thus th!.. Warperiod has 
been already safely surmounted. 
Cotton may be grown everythere in the Protectorate 
(1) 
between 100 and 3,000 feet aove sea-level, but as a natter 
of economics cannot be profitably raised in bulk far from the 
railwy. Thus in Nyasaland, as in so many poritons of the 
Empire, lack of railway transport facilities hinders develop- 
ment, and in conjunction with the cost of feeder transport and 
8 hipping freights, limits the cultivation of the fibre. 
Head transport is still common, native carriers bringing in 
packages of about 45 lbs. to the buying markets - an average 
distance of 7i miles; or transporting loads of 60 lbs. at 
from 4d. to per 100 miles, (that is 5.6 to 11.2d. per ton 
mile) - at about half such rates if a return lead is available. 
T setse fly and East Coast Fever have greatly reduced the 
employment/ 
(1) The area included between these heights is not 
determined. 
/7 g 
employment of ox -wagon transport; motor transport costs about 
264s. per ton mile; hand-carts pulled by natives may become 
general if roads and bridges are improved. Railway transport 
is considered later. (pp.2e4 -3) 
Roughly 80 per cent of the cotton crop is grown in 
plantations owned by Europeans. Such plantations are laid 
out on the higher lands (but below 3000 feet) south of Lake 
Nyasa. Oeneraliy the soils are red and in some parts very 
fertile owing to a large content of organic natter. Seed is 
sown in November and December reckoned early in Nyasaland,but 
necessary if the crop is to ripen before the weather turns cold. 
Damage to the young crop from the heavy rains is a serious 
risk towards the limit of elevation, and the safest areas 
ar7between_ 1000 and 2000 feet. Such areas lie for the most part 
at some distance :from the railway and in parts are infested 
with tsetse flys At these mean levels of cultivation the 
sowing season is slightly later, and still lower, in the extreme 
south (Port Herald district) the seed is not sown till March 
when the Shire floods have subsided. The crop here depends 
e ntirely on the late rains, and their failure ruins the whole 
harvest. The rains cease about the end of March. As the crop 
is not ready for sale till near the end of June, it has to 
endure a long period of dry weather just when moisture is 
most f 
)st necessary to swell the early bolls and set the that form 
ater. 
Cultivation is attens ve and hence scanty and careless. 
meet pests (especially red bollworm,Diaropsis castanea) 
rid diseases (of which bellrot is the most serious) are rife m 
result due partly to unhealthy crops, partly to poor seed. 
ich remains to be done experimentally in connection with the 
roper sowing period and the selection of seed varieties, as 
ell as educationally as maids methods of cultivation, the 
alue of rotation crops, and the use of manures, especially 
attic manures. These matters are now being taken in hand. 
n 1922 the Empire Cotton Growing Corporation lent the services 
f two cotton specialists for a limited period, and bring 
923 added an entomologist and an agriculturist to take 
(1.4 
barge of the experimental farm it was proposed to inaugurate 
The entomologist devoted hi. s time entirely lo a st idy of the 
ed bollworm, which was specially destructive during 1923 with 
(2) 
he result that the yield per acre was very low. 
In a Report to the Empire Cotton Growing Corporation 
'ollowi ng a tour through Nyasaland in 1921 Mr H0C 0 ampson_ 
Mates that the future of cotton growing lies with the native 
tho alone can develop successfully the less temperate regions 
vhere f 
1) Col0Rep. No.1204 p.6. 
2) Report of Agric. Dept 0Nyasaland. 
(3) 
where cotton is likely to thrive best. To the native the 
ppinoipal incentive to cultivation is the assurance of a fixed 
price for his crop. An agreement between the Nyasaland 
government and the Corporation has led to the fixing of a 
standard price for five years and the result is shown by in-- 
(4) 
creased native cultivation. For development work 
propaganda is necessary, and that in turn is proportionate to 
the funds and trained staff that can be provided. At present 
the quality of the fibre produced reflects the poorness of 
the cultivation. The natives, particularly the Yaos who live 
between Zomba and Lake Nyasa, are generally indifferent 
cultivators. On the other hand the highland Angoni are 
much more industrious and in the scheu district cf the Upper 
Shire native cultivation is progressing; but some of the Lake 
peop le who seem to be still better cultivators suffer 
meantime from absence of communications by Which to market any 
5 
crop. Ultimately it is probable that the European will 
do the handling and export of the crop raised by the natives 
for cultivation by the natives is extending; and the cost of 
native/ ke,oz, 
(3) The development of the cotton industry,,as elsewhere 
must mainly follow the lines of production by natives as 
peasant proprietors, each cultivating his small patch and 
selling the proceeds to middlemen." (Col. ep.Noß1204 p06) 
I n 1922, however, 90 per cent of the cotton was grown by 
1uropeans. (Brit0Fmpire Exhibition handbook p.l6) 
(4) "From 250 native planters in one district in 1923 the 
number has increased to over 1,500 in 1924. (Cotton 
Buying in Nyasaland by J.A.Leee E.0 .G.R0 ,Vol.II , No.10po10 ) 
(5) Motor transport from Fort Johnston to Limbe (just over 
100 miles) c o st s £12 per, ton (Mr rampsonf s Report p.18) . 
native labour enhanced by the influx of post -war settlers has 
led, temporarily at least, to a shortage of plantation labour. 
Any valuable increase in the output of cotton is possible 
only if internal transport, railways,an.d shipping can be 
improved and their rates reduced. 
NORTIHEF:N RHODESIA w.... . .. - - .. . .....a-.r- 
Small cuantities of cotton are produced in two separate 
areal( of Northern Rhodesia. One area of cultivation 
stretches along the railway between Livingstone and Broken 
Hill where some European farmers have raised crops on their 
farms. Experiments have been conducted by the Agricultural 
Department at Mazabuka about l80 miles along the line from 
Livingstone, but on the whole results were unsatisfactory and 
at best, owing to rainfall variations, the crop is speculative 
G inn eries have been erected at Mazabuka and Pemba and the 
estimated crop for 1924 -25 shows a large increase over that of 
the previous year. 
Ire the south -east of the Colony cotton is grown in the 
neighbourhood of Fort Jameson, Where possibilities appear to 
(1) 
be limited only by lack of cheap transport and the presence 
of the red boll -worm (of. Nyasaland) . When the line to Manda 
is opened (Fig.No.6) and a good road laid to Domira Bay, Lake 
Nyasa, transport for this area will be cheapened and export 
increased/ 
(1) Part wagon, part motor -lorry transport ftom Fort Jameson to 
the nearest station on the Nyasaland railway is rather over 
2+d per lb of lint. (Cotton Growing within the British 
Aire by L. G.Killby, E.C.G.R. Oct.1924,p.2 71. 
increased, or alternatively the line in Nyasaland might 
be extended northwards to the Lake. 
With its communications the western area appears to 
favour more rapid development eaxhially if cultivation is 
scientifically adapted to rainfall conditions which are 
particularly difficult in January and February when pre- 
cipitation is heavy. 
SOUTHERN RHODESIA 
Cotton is a new factor in the economic development of 
Southern Rhodesia. The shrub may be grown by European farmers 
at elevations of between 3000 and 4000 feet;it thrives best on 
ii_ght sandy barns in successicin to tobacco; it is mainly 
cultivattk_d in proximity' to railways. Planting coincides with 
the commencement cf the rainy season in November or early 
December; growth continues till April; and the bolls mature 
in the period cf sunshine with little rain, for harvesting in 
the practically rainless period lasting through May, June and 
July. Though light frosts may be experienced from May to 
August, and June and July are the coldest months, the thermometer 
seldom falls more than 5° below freezing point over extended 
areas. An experimental station has been opened (1925) in 
Getooma on the railway about 100 miles south-west of Salisbury 
and its work will be reflected over the colony* The normal 
mean monthly rainfall over Western Mashonaland in which the 
experimental/ 
experimental station of Gatooma is situated is as follows -- 
y .o zp - dct. Nfiová}ec." anó'á: 1äëÁ`m`ä°-:`.`üñ 
, . , O25 a.. 1.O . War5r 5-X171`s-0 'ïo -& 4n1-4 000 0`-1-- 
só wi n.e,w._.__. lá,r ve st .._....._._._....W._._._.._........ ..__... ,. .. ...__. ...._.._. ..._...... ..... 
Spasmodic efforts to encourage the crop were made from 1903 
onwards, but the discouraging re a? lts, xxIxIx due mainly to 
ignorance of practical details, did not lead to any advance. 
On the other hand the experience gained through failure was 
valuable, and following the appointment of a cotton expert in 
1918 renewed interest was awakened. Owing, however, to 
indifferent cultivation and unfavourable weather, aggravated 
by lack of proper gins to prepare the crop, propaganda work was 
unsuccessftl and in 1922 -23 only 21 acres of experimental 
plots were sown. The following season was unfavourable; 
short rains were distributed erratically and the first raine 
were exceptionally late. Yet the crop was 1650 bales of 
400 lbs. Ginneri es, capable of dealing with 50,000 bales in 
the space of three or four months, have been erected(1926) in 
(1) 
the Gatooma, Bindura, and Lomagundi areas. At present the 
European farmer monopolises production, but undoubtedly the 
(2) 
native will undertake its cultivation_. By the bridging 
of the Limpopo river at Messina Southern Rhodesia will be 
br ought t into closer touch with Delagoa Bay and Durban. 
f1) Report of .Fmpire Cotton Growing Corporation, 19260 
(2) Announced March 19 26 . 
TIM UNION OP SOUTH AFRICA 
During the great cotton famine of the American Civil 
War period spasmodic attempts were made to grow the cotton 
plant in South Africa, but there as elsewhere cultivation 
practidally ceased when "normal" conditions again obtained, 
and the United States' supplies brought a sharp fall in prices. 
In South Africa resumption of cotton cultivation dates back 
about fifteen years. According to the Agricultural Depart- 
ment of the Union production did not reach one hundred bales 
until 1914 when the output was 142 bales; in 1919 over 1000 
bales were registered, and the figure for 1923 -24 was 8730 bales. 
IA that year South Africa took the among 
producers. 
There aretwo main regions of production within the Union. 
The first extends from the Zoutpansberg along the low country 
to the east of the Drakenberg Mountains into Zululand, the 
principal centres being Bushy Park in the Spelonken area, 
Tzaneen Leydsdorp and Acorrihoet4 all along the railway from 
the Limpopo to Komatipoort; Nelsprint, Barberton and Malelane 
on the line from Johannesburg to Komatipoort (Transvaal); 
Swaziland, especially round Bremersdorp; the Vryheid District, 
near Eshowe, and the Tugela River Estate, in Natal. The 
second region is the upper Limpopo valley in the Transvaal 
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is generally less than 2000 feet above sea -level; the latter 
rises to 3500 feet in the north of the Rustenburg District. 
At such altitudes it is necessary to sow sufficiently . 
early to escape autumn frosts, and October i s the month chosen. 
Meteorological records are scanty for the regions and therefore 
there is much experimental cultivation. Generally the rainfall 
varies from over 35 inches in Zululand rather heavy for 
cotton growing - to less than 20 inches in the Rustenburg- 
Waterberg tract - rather light for the cropo It is possible 
to supplement the smaller rainfall tracts by irrigation, and stitch 
work would add to the security of the crop, but for 
financial reasons these schemes must wait, and if they NC2t 
established it seems preba ;le that cultivators would prefer 
to raise other crops than cotton. Summer temperatures are 
eve:ryihere suitable. There is, however, considerable 
liability to sharp, destructive local hailstorms :which occur 
in early summer and again in autumn (March) ; against these. 
there is no protection, but fortunately their blighting 
effec t is limited in any district. Among insect pests must 
Imo reckoned the locust. 
Much scientific study of soils is necessary to determine 
the most suitable fields acid methods of cultivation. Fouth 
African farmers are only beginning to understand the class 
of soil best adapted to cotton, while they have been 
indiscriminate/ 
4 
indiscriminate in their selection of seeds. 
Kaffirs supply the labour in practically all the 
Transvaal fie'ds. Much of the land is owned by Land. 
Companies but unofficially settled by native squatters who 
supply labour in lieu of rent. Encouragement of cotton 
cultivation is necessary for the coloured peoples prefer to 
grow maize; in Swaziland and Zululand the natives know little 
about the growing of cotton and are conservative and suspicious 
of innovations. In the two areas just mentioned field labour 
is supplied by native women because the men have no desire to 
work. To secure money the Kaffirs may easily obtain employment 
in neighbouring farms, in the mines, or in the towns. In 
South Africa cotton cultivation is likely to be a white man's 
business carried on by native labour Which is generally ample 
at a moderate cost. 
The Empire Cotton Growing Corporation's specialist 
(1) 
estimate that within twenty years some 290,000 bales 
could be produced annually if suitable encouragement is given 
to the cultivators. Thus once more the necessity for 
scientific workers arises. Should this demand be satisfied 
there appears to be no reason why the South African output 
should not only increase but be extended to other areas over 
which the soil and climate are fevourable. 
(1) Rust enburg-Waterberg District, 100,000 bales; 
Swaziland (.3_ Mo Lo"Illbo Plats, 80,000: Zululand 30,000. 
/37 
N I G E R I A 
Although the Yorabas of the Southern Province and the 
Hausas of trie Northern Province have groan indigenous African 
cotton for generations, the development of an export trade is 
most largely due to the efforts of the British Cotton Growing 
Association. Nigeria is now wno ng the more important of our 
.ç/ /o6 
African Empire saarces of raw cotton (Table gf ) but as the 
h-3 /a o(- CSef;4, 
graph (. ) +a+.s the export from Nigeria does not show any 
decided signs of increase,especially when compared with such 
competing crops as cocoa and ground -nuts. 
Since the political amalgamation of the Northern and 
Southern Provinces in 1913 the statistics do not distinguish 
between the quantities of raw cotton produced in these 
divisions, but accounts of the occupation of cotton growing, 
and a study of the varieties of cotton grown bear out the 
2,57 
distribution shown on the map (Fig. 3t) . 
For the production of American long -- staple cotton the 
Northern Province has been found to be well suited, and since 
the introduction in 1912 of Allen seed from Uganda the crop 
of this variety has steadily if slowly incr. used (see Graph 
h.92 
PZg..) . It is cultivated most largely in the province of 
Zaria where soil and climate are well adapted to its growth. 
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100 50 Miles Malby a Sons 
picking six months later. Many reasons are given for the 
slow :ratl of increase of production., but it seems evident that 
many causes combine to hinder development. Native cultivators, 
chiefly Hausa and 'Fulani, under the scientific guidance of 
t h e Director of Agriculture and his staff, are alone concerned 
in vowing the crop, which is produced at the same season as 
the foodstuffs for the population. And there is competition 
not only between cotton and millet (the staple food gfain) , 
but between cotton and ground-nuts. Mr Lamb the Deputy 
(1) 
Director, has prepared the following table the figures in 
which are based on twelve years of actual± farming in the 







1800 lbs. 2 / -per 004d. £3 
(in ear) 60 lbs. 
1500 lbs £10 per. 1.0d. k 44l4/ 
(in shell) ton 
1050 lbs 
(decorticated) 
200 lbs. 3d. per 3.0d. 
seed cotton 1'o. 
¡El:13,/6 £1.6/6 
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ge, is not included. When it is taken into account the 
nt ag e/ 
Cotton Growing in Nigeria (E.C.G.R.; July 1925 p0189). 
!3 r 
advantage of cotton, the more valuable crop, ever groundnuts 
becomes apparent, especially as cotton is grown on land at 
Beale distance from the railway, along which millet is 
cultivated. On the other hand rail transport favours the 
cheaper crop which demands cheap carriage. Ground -nuts are 
grown very extensively north of 7aria where a more sandy soil 
and less reliable rainfall are adverse to cotton, In 
addition to the labour required for millet, a necessity for 
feed, and ground -nuts, an easily cultivated money -crop, cotton 
cultivation suffers from the lack of other than hand implements 
for agriculture. It is uneconomic either to feed cattle 
all year round to draw a plough for four or five months 
during the rainy season (since the land is too hard for plough- 
ing at any other time) ; and the nature of the rainfall, which 
descends in very heavy showers, precludes the cutting of long 
ftrrows along which the rain would wash away the soil and the 
plant food it contains. Another difficulty is that of feeder 
transport c. how to get the crop from the farm to the rail- 
way or river at a cost which will still allow the native 
cultivator a fair return for his labour. Above all, the 
gr eat desideratum in Nigeria is to increase the yield per acre 
and improve the quantity and quality of the lint* To secure 
these an additional staff of botanists and the establishment 
of more seed farms are essential* 
It has been urged that tton might be raised in large 
Onti ties 
LI 
SeF / 2 
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quantities in the Lake Chad area and in the Sokoto country. 
In both of these, however, the Sahara is surely encroaching, 
and the burning Harmattan wind leads to desiccation and 
sterilisation of the soil, The Lake Chad region in northern 
Bornu may be meantime omitted from any consideration so far as 
cotton is concerned; but the district between Jega in south- 
western Mokoto and Yelwa in Kontagora deserves careful 
scientific examination, An irrigation engineer from South 
Africa has been engaged by the Government to report on the 
feasibility of utilising the Kaduna and Niger rivers to 
irrigate the regions to the south of Zaria and near Yelwa re- 
spectively for cotton growing. If his report is satisfactory 
production will be greatly increased. If it is found that 
cotton can be successfully grown, improvements might be made 
in the Niger waterway, or a railway might be constructed from 
Jebba to facilitate export. Following the erection of a 
ginnery at Cusau and the prospects of railway extension in. 
eastern Sokoto, seed has been distributed as far west as B 
It is hoped to export some 10,000 Vales from this area in the 
(1) 
course of two or three years. 
In Southern Nigeria cotton is produced On a large scale 
only in the district of Oye, where cult ivation is carried on 
in a belt stretching 25 miles on either side of the railw ay 
from Abeokuta to Oshogho. Formerly the belt extended as far as 
Lagos, but as the map sbowe this is now the cocoa area,and 
competition,/ 
(1) AgricoRepeNigeria 19249 
4,4 
competition as well as climatic conditions have driven cotton 
inland. In 1925 the Empire Cotton Growing Corporation 
removed their ginnis from Abeokuta and Eruwa Road and 
erected one at Gusau in eastern Sokoto, the other at Detsin 
Tel in the north -east of Zaria (see map. figs) . 
(1) 
Indigenous cotton is mainly 021 tivated for the Yorubas 
grow their cotton thinly amongst yams or with corne 
Accli matised Allen seed is available, but experimental tests 
to secure the most suitable exotic cotton have not yet been 
concluded. 
The central belt extending northward from Loko j a to Minna 
an fd including the districts of the Niger. and Benue valleys, 
is thinly populated and not very productive of trade commodities. 
American varieties are being tried,but it has been suggested 
that Geperuvianum from South America might prove more suitable* 
For the future extension of cotton growing in Nigeria 
improved varieties as well as improved cultivation and trans- 
port are necessary. "I cannot too strongly emphasise the 
paramount importance of raising the general standard of the 
crop both by substituting American for native varieties 
wherever possible, and by the institution of scientific 
selective breeding, with the object of eliminating the 
tendency to degeneration in. rent in exotic types,of 
evolving/ 
(1) "In the Northern Belt over 10,000 bales of American 
cotton were purchased in 1922 -23 and no native cotton; in 
the Middle Belt the purchases were 479 bales of American and 
1,179 bales of native, while in the Southern Belt only 40 
bales were American and 4,355 were nature *" 
( "Cotton Growing within the British Empire "by L. G0Killby, 
E00,G.R00ct01924 p.272) 
evolving in due course a strain of American cotton which shall 
be as much at home in Nigeria as its progenitor seed was at home 
in Mississippi or Tennessee,,,,,What we have to do is to try 
and breed a strain of cotton valuable enough to be worth 
carrying not only when prices are high, but when they are low, 
and not only Where transport is comparatively cheap, as in 
the north, the land of pack animals, but where it is com- 
paratively costly, 
) 
as in the south, the land of motors and of 
human porterage. 
There is a considerable industry of native home -spun 
goods for Which indigenous cottons are used Hence the 
grow.rg of such crops still pays the native and will con- 
tinue to do so until the price of Lancashire's wares undercuts 
grind it xafx native manufactures* If such a result should be 
reached the growing of American varieties would be encouraged 
since these along would be marketable at a fair prices 
These factors serve to show Why, despite Nigeria s 
proximity to Liverpool, her exports of raw cotton compare 
so unfavourably with those of the less accessible fields 
of East Africa. 
(1) Report by Sir Hector Duff to the Empire Cotton Growing 
Committee 1921 pp.15 and 25. 
G O L D C O AS T 
In the Gold Coast, as in Sierra Leone, the pioneer 
.efforts of the British Cotton Growing Association to establish 
:ttton growing commercially were unsuccessful. some native 
cotton is grown, and an attempt to develop cultivation in the 
rogoland Mandated Territory is being made by the local 
kgric iltural Department. Under irrigation cotton could be 
profitably grown along the lower reaches of the Volta River 
where export facilities are good. LarFre scale production 
would ensure systematic cultivation, independently of climatic 
conditions . 
SIERRA LEONE , 
Native grown cotton in _ rra Leone has a staple of 
about one inch. rive tons of the best Allen long - staple 
American cotton seed were imported into the Colony in 1923-4, 
and distributed to Chiefs and people in areas which were con- 
sidered most suited to the crop. The Imperial Institute 
reported favourably on the crop,and cotton cultivation on 
(I) 
a more extensive scale is being undertaken. Further 
developrnerits must be contingent on improved co:rnmnications. 
(i) Col0Repo No 1219, p.18. 
T H L BRITISH WPM' INDIES 
These islands now practically morL ise the production 
of Sea Island cotton, the long silky staple of which was in 
great demand for certain special uses. This cotton thrives 
under moister conditions than other species, and appears to 
benefit from the saline atmosphere and soils of island and 
littoral locations. It was originally introduced into the 
United States fltrl the West Indies, and production, especially 
along the coast of South Carolina, rapidly increased. From 1896 
to 1916 the average annual production in the United States was 
approximately 90,000 bales, but the appearance of the boll- 
weevil in the Sea Island district in 1916 -17 led to a rapid 
decline of the crop. From 52,208 in 1918 
declined to 785 bales in 1923 and up to Enid- January 1925 
(1) 
only 5 bales had been ginned from the 424 crop. 
Development of the Sea Island cotton-growing in the West 
Indies has been marked in St.Vincent, Montserrat and Nevis, 
while in St Kitts, Antigua, Barbados and the Virgin Islands 
it is a valuable subsidiary industry. Undortunately the 
demand for luxury cottons has been curtailed, and the cone 
sequent depression inLancashire has adversely affected pur- 
chases of Sea Island cotton. Hence though the West Indies 
could readily double its output of 4000 to 5000 bales of the 
finest cotton grown in the world the lack of demand, 
aggravated as it has been by bad seasons since 1920, is tending 
to/ 
(1) Tines Trade Stippt, June 6, 1925. p0285o 
a; (1) 
to lead to abandonment in the Lee4ard Islands. Moreover to 
such economic difficulties hasbeen added the pink boll -worm 
which, making its appearance in Barbados in 1920, has spread 
through the cotton -growing islands. The Department of 
Agriculture immediately took steps to check its ravages and 
the damage to crops has not assumed alarming proportions. 
Endeavours to help g*rowers by introducing other types 
of long- stapled cotton which should secure a wider market, 
have been made by the Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture 
in Trinidad. 
(1) Report on the West Indies DaOoTa1924 pal3s 
A U S T R A L I A .....,............w..._,,.,,,.F.......-,..,...-:.  
Present endeavours to develop cotton -growing irAustralia 
7epresent the third great, attempt in the Commonwealth. During 
,he famine of the American Civil War period (1861 -5) cotton 
as successfully raised, but cultivation lapsed when Lives 
pool prices fell. A second effort was made in 1890, but this 
+vas of short duration. "In 1913 the Department of Arric pure, 
in coni unction with the British Cot4on Growing Association, 
gain drew attention to cotton, and since then some prog:r'ess 
,,(1) 
ias been made. 
This third period has thus given rise to a de novo study 
of Australian conditions for cotton Bring - a study based 
on climatology and soils. "A comparison of climates shows 
that many parts of the states of oueensland and New south 
Wales are more suited to cotton than either the Nile Delta of 
Egypt or the United Mates of America.... .Not only can 
Australia with her white labour successfully compete in open 
markets but. she is eventually destined to become one of 
(2) 
the great cotton -producing countries of the world.' 
Such statements, in view of Australias present crop in 
relation to the price of raw cotton, seem extravagant, and 
it will serve more purpose try examine the situation of the post - 
war fields and in how far these may be extended under possible 
increase of population with probable fail in prices. 
Hence/ 
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Hence althou (a the leap ( fig. 4.5,) shows a vast area of 
northern and eastern Australia as a potential cotton land, 
so far, that is, as nieteoro o ical records indicate, but 
not taking into consideration elevation or soil factors, 
the actual fact is that only a small portion of this area, 
stretching $O: n perhaps Rcckha,nipton to central 1:10/ South 
1,__ales, at present produces cotton. On Dec.19, 1923 a small 
quantity of cotton grown in Western Australia, virtually the 
first export from that state, Na.s sent to London for exhibition. 
From another point of view it may be said that while there 
(1) 
are some 375,680,000 acres capable of growing the fibre the 
cropped acreage was estimated at 40,000 in 1923. If one -fifth 
of the potential acreage were actually cropped, the world's 
supply would be assured: .° for cultivation alone this area 
would der.d six times the present population of the Common- 
wealth. 
following the examination of soil properties and meteor- 
ological data, scientists surç:ge st the variety of cotton that 
m ay be grown, and it is a matter of experiment to evolve 
f_ 
a species sui table f.`orthe area. Figure. 36. sows the 
temperature and rainfall of stations in cultivated regions 
with the calculated dates of sowing and picking. Ultimately. 
an Australian cotton may be evolved that will fully satisfy 
these conditions and yield a good return to the cultivator. 
It appears that areas may be selected on which the finest Sea - 
Island, Egyptian, and long - staple American Uplands may be 
grown/ 
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grown. TFere is, however, a considerable mixture of varieties 
of cotton seed in the fields, so that the quality of the 
pickings is very unequal. Another hindrance to good quality 
is that in many cases the farmer sows a larger area than he can 
cultiv ate carefully, and pests spread throughout.. The 
general absence of frost in pueens1and led farmers to allow 
the cotton plants to grow throughout the year,and pick a 
second crop in the following year. It has Meen found that 
such ratoon cotton is inferior in quality to the annual fibre, 
being shorter in staple and lacking in twist. In addition 
ratoonirg favours the increase of insect pests which find a 
winter refuge in the green bolls that the plant produces at 
that season. Among these peste the Pink Boll Worm becomes 
a menace, invading fields where annual cotton alone is cultivat- 
ed. Under the Australian Government's Cotton Industry Act no 
ratoon cotton may be grown, In the meantime the Australian 
Goyerrunent is concentrating on encouraging the growth of 
qualities in demand by Lancashire. 
In Australia the production of cotton for export is 
governed by the high cost of labour and its shortage, 
especially for picking, the existence of ether competing crops, 
and the hi [;h freights of the long journey to Europe. 
Australian cotton is of special interest among Empire 
grown crops. Australia is the only part of the Empire in 
which cotton is grown exclusively by white labour; it is 
also the only part in which cultivation has followed research; 
and / 
old it shares with South Africa the adirantage of putting cotton 
oi the British market when other pplies are exhausted. 
:ts future is closely wrapped up with increase of population - 
(1) 
!spe,pially of rural population, for the "White Australia" 
)0licy limits cultivation to Poropeans. For them the necessity 
is to grow the highest possible grade of cotton (averaging 
3 M inch in staple) over a small area (say 20 acres) which 
the farmer and his family can manage by themselves. The 
? rowth of post-war output is not convincing: there is a 
D 
nark et for as much cotton as Australia can export. The 
exceptional drought of 1923 must not be allowed to dis- 
earten the farmer, nor must the heavy laour required deter 
the cultivator. 
(1) This question of increasing the number of rural settlers 
is common to all the Dominions (see under Separate Dominions 
and under Migration) . At present urlan population is still 
tending to increase, despite attempts to foster close 
mttlement in suitable country districts. 
I Tz A .0 Jme.ito.pot.arni a) 
Though cotton has been grown in Iraq for centuries modern 
commercial production for export is a development of conditions 
made possible under the British mandate. From 60 bales of 
400 ls. in 1920-21 the crop reached 1100 bales in 1923-4 and 
kr (1) 
tlxice this quantity is estimated for the present year. 
The population, estimated at less than three millions, 
comprises mainly town dwellers and roving tribes to neither of 
whom cultivationapyeals strongly. Cotton of suitable staple 
and excellent quality can be grown, but to secure production 
irrigation and drainage works of great magnitude are required. 
Under present political conditions it is not probable that the 
enormous expense cf such works will be met. Even should 
irrigation schemes be carried through, two other difficulties 
must be faced. Fertilising silt is transported down the 
rivers in such quantities as to choke the canals, while the 
waters are highly charged with salt which, as the result of 
0 
rapid evapiration over the undrained plain renders the Soils 
so saline as to be useless for cultivation. Alterations in 
the level cf the sub-soil waters have dissolved salt from the 
impregnated soil and raised it towards the surface. 
Thus the soils, calcareous loams rich in plant food; are 
in/ 
(1) Report of the Emp.Cotton Growing Corporation 1926. 
J 
in many parts useless for cotton cultivation, and in his Report 
(1) 
to the British Cotton "rowing Association (June 1525) the 
General Manager states that cotton possibilities are not 
important south of ziilla?1. (32° 30' N). To the north and north- - 
west of Baghdad, and particularly on the land irrigated by the 
Diala river around Baaubah, less salt is visible, and prospects 
are promising. 
Mesopotamia is f recuently compared with Egypt, but the 
contrasts outnumberr. ese pblan.cee. Both are oasis lands 
between desert stretches; both are watered naturally by river.. 
floods; the deltas of the Nile and Tigris-- Etzphrat es lie in 
the same latitudes; both have been described as Granaries cf 
the World. On the other hand Egypt lies south of the Nile 
delta while Iraq stretches north; Egypt is depndent on a 
regular river, flooding with only sufficient silt to enrich 
the summer and winter crops, under a climate of mild winters 
a very "garden of the Lord "; Iraq suffers from unruly rivers, 
bearing five times as much silt as the Nile and large quantities 
(2) 
of salt in solution, flooding too late for winter and too early 
for sammer crops, under a climate of great extremes cf temper- 
ature, - a land of torment. Under these conditions the Turkish 
misrule that failed to ruin, Egypt succeeded in reducing Iraq 
to a wilderness. 
At Baghdad the temperatures range from 400 F in January to 
iloo f 
(1) "Ira as a Source cf Increasing Raw Cotton Supplies" 
(aHoHimbury) ppoi9,34,39 
(2) As the rivers flood from March to May this statement made 
by Sir W.a Wil leo cks , is apparently exaggerated. Full summer 
development is reached in June. 
110° F in July, and the Mediterranean rainfall is about 8 inches. 
Cotton is sown at the close of the rainy .sdason in March and 
is picked from August till November. The growth is dependent 
on Lr. r_igation. During March ,Aril and May the rivers carry 
down the waters formed by the melting snows round their 
Armenian sources, the more southerly Tigris flooding about a 
month ahead of the Euphrates. To regulate the distribution of 
these supplies through canals that become choked with silt in 
a few years and to plan the drainage of the surplus salt- charged 
waters from the fields is the work of the engineers, - a 
veritable labour of Hercules and Sisyphus combined. A poor 
state with a small population cannot finance sach undertakings 
even though it realises that they will bring wealth and 
settlers to enrich the country. It is well for Iraq to be 
m andated to Great Britain. From the great Hindiyah Barrage 
two canals carry the water on each bank; on the left bank 
Hillah and Georgiyah, and on the right bank Thissainiyah and 
Beni Hasan, the latter cpuple irrigating over 150,000 acres. 
Under. the Cotton Ordinance of 1920 all care is taken to 
regulate the kind of seed and provide licences for ginning 
factories. The most successful cotton is Mesowhite 
(Mesopotamian White) an 'American Upland staple which has been 
well reported on. Insect pests are few and not troublesome yet, 
but spotted bollworm and locusts require to be guarded against. 
The first ginnery was erected about 1920 at Shaikh Janaid, but 
in order to deal with increasing production a large up -to -date 
p neuinat i ci 
- 
pneumatic ginning/1 together with a standard hydraulic press, 
was sent to Baghdad in 1924. 
Transport is at present adequate. River steamers reach 
beyond Baghdadland small craft navigate the Euphrates. Over 
400 miles cf metre-gauge main lines link the Persian frontier 
through the capital with Basra, the seaport on the Shatt-cl- 
Arab. For passengers traffic there is a motor service between 
Beirut(Syria) and Baghdad, 650 miles distant. To the north 
a British standard-gauge line to shargat will probably be 
replaced on the metre gauge. 
Given a strong government, definite schemes of irrigation 
and drairlEge, Iraq will yet recover its early glory, and 
the land which gave perennial irrigation to the world, will, 
by means of it, awake from its desert trance. 
CYPRUS 
Pigxres cf production show that the cotton crop is not 
making headway in Cyprus, yet estimates indicate that nearly 
Table . 
Ba1 es of -----.__._._- 
..,,.. 
Bale9 of 
Year 4.. 0. . 0 
, 
_.. lhs . Year 400 lbs.- 
r9-1-97--W--- 23 1; -505 
1920-21 2,687 
1921-'22 1 2 
1923 -24 2,233 
1924-25 320_ 
ten times this production is possible. The fire may be grown 
under wet, or dry c on. dtt.p. o ns . The damaFr e done by pests is 
not considerable, and there are twenty -six ginning factories to 
(1) 
deal w ith the crop. On the other hand reports for the year 
1924 -25 indicate that the Pins Boll-Worm and the Spiny Boll 
Worm are attacking the shrubs severely. 
For the improvement of the industry the type of cotton 
most s1r.itaTh) .e must be determined, and for this 
purpose the Abbot of Kykko has granted land on which ex- 
perimental work may be carried out. Progress will continue to 
be slow until merdilants distinguish among the mixed 
varieties offered for sale, and hold out inducements of 
discriminating prices to the Cypriot farmers to produce 
better crops. Much of the local crop is spun at Famagusta. 
(1) Annual Report of the Dept. of Agric. , Cyprus 1923e 
MALTA produces a small crop under rainfall conditions. 
Short-stapled , '- ru,'r1 Maltese and Levant plants are 
chiefly grown. 
Following the shortage of American supplies in the early 
6 0ts of last century cotton was grown for export in FIJI. 
Attempts have been made since the Great War to revive 
cu Itiva.t i crt, 1,t, p fl boll worm made its agOarance in 1922. 
As the result of the visit of a cotton expert in 1924 it may 
be anticipated that renewed interest will be evoked, but the 
lack of demand for Sea Island cotton (see West Indies) may 
act assdeter:rent until other la: -- stapled varieties are 
successfully introduced. 
Experiments are being carried out to determine the 
possibilities of PAPUA for the cultivation of Sea Island 
cotton. 
BRITISH GUIANA which grew the fibre a century ago does 
not now produce cotton for export, partly owing to labour 
shortage an d partly to the competition of the sugar crop. 
The local government is at present investigating the 
possibility of reintroducing the cultivation of the shrub. 
C O A L 
No commodity bulks so largely in the British export trade 
coal 'Nhioh forms 80 per cent of our export cargoes, By 
slue it forms only about 10 per cent of the total exports of 
ritish origin, but from its nature it occupies a large tonnage 
f shipping, For this reason it is necessary to examine the 
ost- var state of this trade; on it depends in a very large 
easure the economical carriage of our imports of foodstuffs 
nd raw materials. 
(1) 
British Coal Table 
1 tl ' 
.. 



































Over the long period 1855 -1920 almost 11,280 million tons 
f coal have been raised in Great Britain.. Available resources 
Ithin the country were estimated by Prof.H&Stanley Jevons 
n 1915 at 197,000 million tons within 4,000 feet of the 
surface, 
Great Britain has the geographical advantage of proximity 
r coalfields to sea coast and thus, apart from other factors 
)f production and land transport) can export her surplus morel 
cheaply % 
(1) Partly based on Coal Tables, 1224 (H0M0Stationery Office) . 
cheaply than can her greatest competitors, the United States 54 
(1) 
Germany, whose deposits lie fax from the sea -board. In pre-war 
years her customers were to be found in all parte of the world 
b ut especially in lands from which tikix bulky cargoes of food.. 
stuffs and raw material were obtained. In the accompanying 
table the changes that have followed the War period, and are, 
indeed, partly a direct consequence of the War, are apparent. 
Coal sorts r .uantit fable 
Destination 
Europe and Mediterranean lands 
Africa and Asia (exclusi ve of 
Mediterranean lands) 
South America 
North and Central America 
Other destinations 
o a `1. e or mi :i on one 
ercentage o 
1913 
o a _apor g 
1924 




0.2 303 1 
I 100.0 100.0 , 
-617,77_1 
These figures show the general directions in which British 
Coal is di strt .ted , bute it must be noted that the average 
annual export has seriously declined since the record export of 
( 2) 
1913 though the actual export of 1923 establishes a new 
record. Since 1923 exports have again decreased. Of the 
principal Imper, and most important foreign, customers for 
our coal in 1924 A,sharee were as followk - 
Total I 
(1) Only in the case of the Ruhr coalfield is the distribution 
re-Ally easy: there the river Rhine offers exceptional facilitiesa 
(2) 7906 million tons (largely due to French ocat pation of 
the Ruhr) . 
Ex 
Lan ds 
Orts of British Coal oregn 
Lands 1000 tons 






Aden & Depend. 
Union of S0Africa 
- 2,472 To France 
355 577' " Germany 
700 333 Italy 
- 279 " Denmark 
240 170 "Sweden 
179 101 ;`: " Belgium 
181 79 " Argentina ' 3,694 
34 1 " Netherlands 2 013 















British dependence upon foreign countries as purchasers 
/of her coal exports is clearly demonstrated in tne table given 
above. Of Empire lands the Irish Free State is the only large 
importer and the table chows that the smallest purchaser among 
the principal foreign lands demanded more coal than the new 
Dominion in 19240 The following abstract indicates how largely 
Che British Dominions satisfy their requirements from local 
fields. Canada, the largest importer, is also the richest in 
resources, so that altogether Britain cannot hope to improve 
her export of coal, in the Dominions. 
D(11 inion Coal Su lies - Pro. +ort, on . er cent 
Hone groducse 6-f`° 
minion Produce - f U.K. other lands 













3riti sh India 95.2 9801 
001 1L1 5702 5308 
0,001 0.4 001 Oöl 
- 0.2 210 24.+3 
006 0.01 0.2 Ofll 
103 005' 304 14 
from Coal Tables 192 
These percentages indicate that of the Dominions only. 
anada and New Zealand require to supplement home supplies of 
;oai by considerable imports, and that none of the members of 
the British Commonwealth named above buys largely from Britain. 
Coal imports are considered in the short accounts that follow 0 
parte of the Empi r. e. It must be remembered, however, that so 
long as our exporte of coal are purchased by non -British lands, 
ao 
so long aga we look to thy -se lands to supply us with return 
cargoes, and that cries of "Buy Empire Goods" must be moderated 
by this facto 
A mong the legacies left to Europe by the War were lack of 
purchasing power and reduced means of industrial poliaskimax 
production. These are anon the reasons for smaller exports 
to some of the European countries. Oth.e:r, reasons include 
the higher prices of post -.var British coal accomparci est by 
great], increased rate of haulage to the ports. In 
suds 
European countries as Italy and Sweden a rapid extension 
of 
water -power utilisation has taken place. Imports 
of coal 
into / 
into Italy are as large as in 1913, though the share of Britain 
has diminished, largely, doubtless, owning to receipts of 
(1) 
"reparation'' coal from Germany. Sweden imports less 
coal than in 1913, and hydro -electric development may, in 
course of ti 
e1 
reduce still more seriously Rer purchases of 
Britsh coal,.. France and Germany also are developing their 
"White Coal ", but in taese countries hydro -electric supplies 
a re generally distant from the regions of intense 
manufacture* The French occupation of the Ruhr coalfield led 
to swelled imports of .Brit :i sa coal into Germany in 1923, the 
total being nearly trice as large as that of 1913. In the 
Netherlands and Belgium local fields are being rapidly 
opened up and supplies may tend to reduce imports. In the 
Argentine cargoes from the United States compete unsuccessfully 
with British Coal. "That the (Argentine) coal trade has been 
(3) 
seriously affected by local production and imports of fuel 
(4) 
oil is shown by the decrease in importation." 
Hence it may be concluded that the Í cto rs likely to affect 
British exports of coal are the utilisation of new foreign or 
colonial fields, the incrasing use of oil fuel, and the rapid 
(5) 
development of water- power schemes. It is unlikely that 
either together or separately oil and hydro- eledtric sources 
of,/ 
(1) Nearly 4 million tons in 1924 (Coal Tables p.51 ) 
(2) "Survey of Overseas Markets" ppa 76 , 152. 
(3) In 1913, 4.6 million im'-?prial gallons; in 1924, 13405 
million. (Coal Tables,1924,p.62) 
(4) "Survey of Overseas Markets" p466 
(5) See Tables at end of section. 
16l 
of power will oust coal from the world's markets, but British 
coal can maintain its position abroad only so long as it is 
economi ,l to buy, and as there are available return cargoes (1) 
in distant markets. 
T'!ereis still another aspect of British export trade to 
be considered. Table ti-6 shows that production of British coal 
i s deereh.sing. The reasD ns for this are only partly geograph4 
ical, for increased difficulty in obtaining coal from old mines 
is largely offset by the opening of new collieries, and the use 
(2) 
of machinery is increasing. During the War large 
numbers of young miners went on active service, and those who 
reßturned were advanced to perform operations in which they 
Urn.. 
were ,skilled. Moreover the curtailment of working hours 
necessarily reduced the yield, and reduction was still further 
aggravated by the Tower output per man emplo:Ted, apart, probably, 
from the_` lack of skill just mentioned* tiox e D'Aîng tiaa war gLi rioti 
labour was scarce and partly un il.led; coal. was in. immediate 
demand; and much "dead work ", necessary for future production of 
coal but unproductive- at the time, remained undone. This left 
less coal face to be worked on after the War when, too, ne. 
roads? 
(1) Return cargoes are not essential in short transits, eager. 
vessels carrying coal to Baltic and German North Sea ports may 
return in water ballast* (Note from Dr Chisholm). 
12 Table °7=.c= 
Number 
190913 2,7'7 
1914- l.E 3,496 
191a,;3 5, 281 
Coal Cuttin 
v.Cu. pu .. 










roads, rails, and uagone underground were in such disrepair as 
to hinder production which need only keep pace with under- 
ground transport. 
If home consumption remains ai)out 65 per cent of a de- 
creasing production it is obvious that the quantity available 
(l) 
f or eIport will diminish. Even such reduced exports are 
marketed with difficulty and are in demand only where the 
(2) 
price is lower than or as low as, that of our competitors. 
"It must not be imagined that Great Britain has obtained her 
coal export trade in the past because the quality of her coal 
is superior to any other. With the exception of Welsh 
anthracite, which has no equal, the British coals, though 
of a very high standard, can be equalled by other countries. 
(1 
.._.._C,.. oa l C onsa tion in Great Britain Table 75 _,.._.___ _ d _ _. Ì_ - 1913 i5 23 
Pur pose for which used ,',ex :er_.ta__ per cent . . --6_,...,...._ ming áand iarry ,ñg r 
Rimers' coal 
Railwa,y locomotives 
Pig iron production 
Steel production 
Gas works 



















-115-ab-1 _._._..v...-_. _ 
Total rai sed 
mill i o n tGras __ ______.____. ____ 28704 _ ____. . _ 276.0 
(2) Average F0O0B0ezport price- -s 1913, l3s0lOd4 1924,23s05d0 
per tono 
(1) The trade was obtained because the price was right." If 
the price is too high for purchasing markets British exports 
of manufactured goods must also decline, since coal enters into 
the cost of all manufactured goods. For such reasons the price 
of coal must be lowered by greater production, and freights 
reduced so that the British C.I.F. price will command foreign 
and colonial markets. 
The surplus for export may also be increased by a more 
economical use of coal in Great Britain. Relatively poor 
tesources of water-power leave the country lar rely dependent 
on coal, but much better use could be made of supplies. At 
present consumption for all operations is carried on, acco rdi ng 
to authorities, at a loss of efficiency compared with its use 
in the form of gas or of electricity. Saving would be 
e_ ffected by utilising our coal for the generation of electric 
ejiergy since low grade coal could be consumed. Cheap power 
is essential to British industry, and, by the building wit of 
power stations over the country cheap industrial power would 
be provided for factory, field, and home alike. such enter- 
prises Weconomically possible if the electrification of 
British railways becomes a practical proposition; and on such 
enterprises the future to British industry appears to depend. 
Coal, should be treated nowadays as a raw material, and 
marketed as electricity, as dyes, as chemicals, as iron and 
steel, and as motor s,irite "It is important to emphasise 
at/ 
(1) "The "British Coal Industry" by G. Stone p0132. 
at once the point that electricity can be supplied from a 
modern coalfired steam generating station fully as cheaply 
(1) 
as from a water -power system,* and coal is the British equiv- 
aient of water power. "In Britain, with an annual production 
of coal more than twice that of Germany, we import a great 
proportion of the coal dyes, of the chemicals and innumerable 
semi-products derived from the coal we use, and max4 in - 
cble of reducing the prices of iron and steel sufficient to 
(2) 
keep out German, Belgian and French competition." 
(1) "Electrical Power and National Progress," by H. quigley. 
p9300 
(2) Ibid. p0320 
C A N A D A 
Summary of Canadian Coal 
19öß . 
wag e Annual - 
Production 
Imp o r t s 
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) Including seams of 1 foot or over to a depth of 4000 feet 
Anthracite and bituminous coals only. 
) 575 tons. 
) Lpproxim.ate estimate of Probable Reserve on same basis 
(note (1)) is 238,503.5 million tons. Figures included 
in this total for divisions not given under. actual Reserve 
total are shown in brackets. 
Canada's coalfields lie mainly on the extreme east or 
wards the west of t he country, and it is from these fields 
at the export trade is derived. Most of the export 
ich / 
( -I ,. ..,, pfz 
2.7 6 4, 3 -4L ,z. .c=,, , .. L -, o(41,-- Q 
C'2&-' 2. /-i . _--. e-4C.,. ¿_ </d . 
rl j 9 
which is sea- borne is with the corresponding portions of the 
United Staten where the supplies are more centrally situated. 
While in the States population is densest towards the east coast 
in Canada the most densely populated area is the Lake 
Peninsula. This area is without local supplies of coal but 
is conveniently reached by the Great Lakes from United States 
o 
fields. Thus the United States haie a practical monoi ly of 
Canada's coal imports, British supplies(4) scarcely penetrating 
be yond the eastern coastal provinces (Table) . Of the 
American imports duty -free anthracite for domestic heating 
stoves acc ceints for between 20 and 30 per cent(s), the remainder 
being principally bituminous coals, subject to duty, for in- 
dustrial purposes. 
In Alberta, which now ranks first among producing 
provinces, the actual reserves of coal cover an area of 
25.300 sr.miles, and by themselves could supply domestic 
demands (about 35 million tons p-:r annum) for "an unthinkably 
long period. This coal, found in three distinct horizons of 
the Cretaceous geological system, is of most value where it 
has been subjected to greatest pressure near the base of the 
Rockies. Anthracite occurs in the Cascade basin; in most 
of the area the coal is mainly bituminous. Other fields 
are corked from the east of Crowsnest Pass at Coleman, 
Bl ai rmo r e / 
(4) In 1923 Britain supplied 2.3 per cent of total cuantity 
imported. 
(5) 22.2 per cent in 1923. 
/67 22(=32. 
Blairmore- Frank and Livi npAtone, north to the Bighorn B asin. 
Coals of the Edmonton formation occur from the inter- 
national boundary almost to the Lesser Slave liaise. Most of 
these are lignitic, but towards the west become bituminous. 
Much lignite is mined round _Edmonton itself. 
'Between the international boundary and the Red Deer 
river lie the coal beds of the Belly River horizon. Lignite 
of good quality is largely mined at Lethbridge and Taber. 
In British Columbia the coals vary from bituminous in 
the interior to anthracitic in the islands. The principal 
mining areas are the Crowsnest Pass where Ferni.e is a centre 
for supplying the smelting industries of the Kootenays \; the 
Nicola Valley, about half -,way between Okanagan Lake and the 
Fraser river, Ini ch serves the central part of the province; 
and Vancouver Island, with centres at Nanaine,. Comox, and 
Suoua eh in the east of the island, which serves the state of 
California, U.P.A. Other supplies are obtained from Graham 
Island (Oueen Charlotte Islands) , the Telkwa Valley at the 
eastern base of the Bulkley Mountains in the Skeena basin, and 
along the upper Skeena at Mount Groundhog, 'where anthracite 
is mi n ed . 
On the east coast of Canada coal is mined in tae Sydney 
and Inverness fields of Cape Breton Island and in the 
Pictou and Cumberland fields of the mainland of Nova Scotia. 
The main seam in the Stellarton area (Pictou) has a thickness 
of 40 feet. These eastern coals belong to the 
Carboniferous/ 
!arboniferous period while in British Columbia the coal- 




Table I* 6, 
000 tons 
State i 909 3 919-23 
New South Wales 8,837 10,160 
Queensland 892 l,oc3 
Victoria 470 483 
Western Australia 267 438 
Tasmania 63 72 
TOTAL 10,529 12,156 
Of the total value of minerals produced in Australia . 
to the end of 1923 coal accounted for 15 per cent, and 
occupied the second place to gold (58 i er cent) . But while the 
value of the gold extracted has steadily decreased since the 
beginning of the century that of coal has increased and in 
1923 represented over 47 i.er cent of the value of minerals pro- 
duced, and gold (less than 15 i;er cent) has fallen to the second 
place. 
New $oath "vales is by far the most productive state, yield- 
ing over 80 per cent of Australia's output. Most of thi. e 
coal is of good quality suitable for gas, household a_nd 
steaming purposes. It is mined over a Perm o- Carboniferous 
area some 16,550 square miles in extent the seams of which 
outcrop near Newcastle, Bulli, and Lithgow from a basin which 
is deepest in the vicinity of Sydney where the Sydney. 
Harbour Colliery is wo lred at a depth of 2,884 feet, - the 
deepest 
670 
deepest mine in. Australia. Frai the Northern(Newsca le) coal- 
field rf.as and household coal are obtained whilethe southern 
(illawara) and Western (Lithgow) fields yield steam coal. 
The most productive district 3ties between West Maitland and 
Cessnock in the Northern coalfield which yields 70 per cent of 
the output of the State. Th-?s Newcastle is the princi pal 
centre of coal export. 
Triassic or Trias -Jura deposits in the Clarence valley 
yield a coal cf inferior quality suitable only for local use., 
but the extension of the seams into Queensland is mined at 
Ipswich where the quality is much higher and well adapted 
for coke -making. While the coal resources of Queensland are 
stated to be of vast extent and are widely distributed further 
examination is necessary to determine their quality, and rail- 
way facilities are indispensable for their exploitation. 
At present the chief areas of production are in the south 
round Ipswich an.d in t he Darling Downs (Dalby); in the 
Maryborough district; in the Rockhampton hinderland (including 
the rich region round Clermont) ; the state mine at Bowen 
(since 1919) ; and the Mount Mulligan field (çhilla,goe) . 
In Victoria fi elds of coal are worked in Sou Ahern Gipps- 
land. Great deposits of brown coal and lignite reach a thick- 
ness of over 800 feet in the Lat rolh)e valley. A comprehensive 
scheme of electrical power generation and transmission has been 
undertaken in connection with these deposits at Morwell, the 
power / 
./7/ 
power being carried to Melbourne and other towns within 
dconommio distance. Over 115,000 tons of brown coal were 
raised from the State Mine at Morwell in 1923. 
At present the only coalfield worked in Western 
Australia is that in the Ïermo- Carboniferous beds round Collie 
where over 420,000 tons of hydrous bituminous and lignitic 
coal were produced in 1923. Other deposits are known, but 
geological examination of the state is far from complete. 
Tasmanian coal sulplies are derived princir ally from 
the highlands in the north-east of the island. In South 
Australia proved deposits (e.g. at Robe) either occur too 
deep or lie too far from the railways, for exploitation. 
Apparently most of it is of lignitic quality. 
Imports of foreign coal are small, averaging less than 
35,000 tons 1 er annum. Exports of Australian coal (about 
5 million tons inclusive Of bunker coal each year) find 
their markets mainly around the lacific shores in New Zealand, 
the ihilippine Islands, an Francisco and Chile, but India, 
Farther India and the Dutch East Indies also import supplies. 
Australian home consumption is about 10 million tons. 
Period 







Summary of New Zealand Coal 
Average 
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o u tIpu t 
1000 tons 
2,048 


















New Zealand c onsume s annually about 2,500 , 000 tons of 
coal, and as the table shows increasing iral) or t-.3 are necessary 
it must be noted that the figures of output in the table in- 
o 1 ude 1Drown coal and lignite ahich c ompr i se over 50 per cent 
of the total production. The bulk of the imports comes from 
kustralia. 
Of the bituminous and semi-bi tuminous co al rai sed over 
90 per cent is produced in the West Coast district of the South. 
Island where Westport and Greymouth are the princ ipal outlets. 
ituminous co als of exce 11 ent steami ng quality from the field 
between the Buller and Mokihinui rivers are in re ou. st by the 
Itimiralty fo r naval stations in the Southern Hemi sphere. in the 
lorth Island bitumirious coal is mined in North. Auckland, Waikato 
nd North Taranaki ; bu t the pr o due ti on of '1.-)rown co al in the se areas 
Is about five times as gr eat . Brown coal and lignite pr e- 
iorainate in other parts 
Otago an d Southland. 
AcorAir1;7 / 
of the South Island especially in 
According to the New Zealand Year Book the proved 
resources of coal are only 510 million tone of 
1)iturrinoue c1-7. 167 million tons. 
UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA 
"South Africa has made its name through the production 
of gold and diamonds, but it is mainly due to the existence of 
cheap coal that the large output of gold and diamonds has been 
(1) 
made possible." The existence of extensive coalfields is of 
economic importance not only to South Africa where timber for 
fuel as ;ell as for other purposes is scarce, steamers are 
willing to pay well for bunker supplies, and industries are 
increasing rapidly, but to Africa generally. Demand tends 
to increase because supplies are relatively cheap, and the cost 
of native labour in the mines is not likely to rise to the 
level of European. Within the Union consumytion is greatest 
at the mines, on the raitvays,and among the vessels Which coal 
at such ports as Durban. 
The prevent iroduction - less than 12 million tons /e r 
annum -- is insignificant compared with the total resources, 
but as the fields have not yet been geologically surveyed, no 
accurate estimate of coal resources is possble. In the 
accompanying table the share of each province is shown as a 
percentage of the total output. 






of Coal(per cent of total output and average 
price per ton). 
+ Average :rice at 
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ú,d41 s.d s.d. 
8.9 4.6 ;! 5.6 
28.5 63.0 8.0 ` +12.1O' 8.4 4.8 5.4 
P 
0.05 32.1 60.01 7.9 15.4 Q.10 , 5.9 5.9 124.11 
ton of 2000 lbs. average 1911 and 1912 -only. 
Ind3we and Molteno supply the small quantity of Cape Province 
Coal. It is used for purely 1. cal purposes, and since it cannot 
compete with the higher grade coals now available from the 
remainder of the Union, its production is ral id 7 y decreasing. 
In Natal coal is produced from collieries in Vryheid, Newcastle, 
Utrecht and flip River districts; it is of excellent quality. 
tuch coal exists in Zululand but as yet little prospecting has been 
carried out. Durban, the outlet for the coal traffic, and an 
important bunkering port, controlled about ;66 per cent of the total 
coal trade in 1923Ó 
Transuaal coal is mined at present only in the High Veld 
P the south east of the province. An extension of this field 
supplies most of the Orange Free State coal near Vereeniging. Other 
Transvaal fields not yet worked are located about 30 miles north of 
Pretoria; along the Swaziland and Mozambique border (the Lebombo 
aTea) ; in the Limpopo valley; and in the North Waterberg area, an\ 
sRtension of the Limpopo fie le s. 
(1) Cape To 19 per cent; Lourenco Marques 15 per cent. 
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INDIA 
In Tri..4144 India tae British provinces of Bihar and 
Orissa, Benf7a1,and the Central Provinces,with the native state 
of Hyderabad7ielded over 95 per cent of the coal output of 
1923. The Gondvana coalfields of the two greatest producing 
provinces are worked most largely in Bihar and Orissa where 
some 580 coal mines Yielded 66.6 per cent. of India's total 
output. The Maria coalfield accounted for 10 million tons 
out of 13 millions from the State, and was followed by pro- 
duction from extensions of the Bengal Rani gan j field and at 
G iridih. Other mines are worked in the centre of Bihar, 
ixximmiarx principally at Bokaro in Hazaribagh, to supply 
the railway companies which took over a million tons. Other 
fields will be opened up when railway fe ci lities , efficient 
and W.. e d:,, i ,; .G ï.r , cv id )n.a,12 e Ls a 'e axail a1:1e . -, in Britain 
working hours have been reduced., (l) and the output per person 
employed( 2) blow ground has decreased7while irregularity of 
attendance, due partly to frequent visits to their agricultural 
holdings, partly to excess of earnings over cost of living, 
makes the supply of labour fluctuate. Modern mechanical 
appliances, including electric power and haulage,sre now 
being introduced and increased production should result. 
Over 4 million tons are raised annually in Bengal where 
over 280 mines are worked principally in the neighbourhood of 
Rani ;r,nj . In Hyderabad the Singareni mines are important 
while / 
(1) Rarely over 50 hours per week in 1924. 
(2) In 1922 179 tons. 
/27 
.4. 
while there is also considerable production in the Centra\ 
Provinces. As sam t s output in 1923 was 326,149 tons or 1.5 
per cent of the total Indian output. 
Imports (about a million tons) and exports (less than 
150,000 tons are both small; a. Coal Committee has been 
appointed to st imulate the export trade from Calcutta by 
pooling and grading Indian coal which is of rather poor 
q,,ualit ,for export and for bunkering. in consequence of 
the high freight rates from Calcutta (33 Bomñ)ay is now 
supplied mainly from Durban or Cardiff. (4) 
(3) In 1922 freights were Rs.10 to Rs.11 per ton; in pre -war 
years Rs.4 to Rs.5. 
(t) In 1922 freights were roughly the same a:' in the pre --war' 
period 21 - 22 s. per ton. 
OTHER FY_PIKE COALFIELDS. 
The Government Collieries of Nigeria consist cf two 
separate groups of mines at Udi in Enugu district about 150 
miles North of Port Harcourt. This sub-bituminous coal 
is used exclusively by the Nigerian Railway with very good 
results. Production reached 175,137 tons in 1923 -24, and 
with the completion of the railway to Bu'uru, supplies will 
be available for the tin mines of the Baschi Axmax plateau. (1) 
In this case production will increase, aria the estimated 
annual capacity of the mines (300, 000 tons) be tested. 
Existing facilities at Port Harcourt allow loading on board 
.lip at a rate of 1000 tons per day from the coal tip. 
(1) See Map (fir. 
Water Power - Developed and Âvnilable,1924. 
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chief y from Ency. Brit. New Vol s. III. p.400 
i;roduction of Petroleum 
OQuc ion of rude Pe ro eum 
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(1) Coal Tables 1924. pp. 61, 62. 
(2) Production of raw naphtha. 
1924 
285 
157 
150 
5 
24,980 
41876 
1,581 
1,115 
